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CHAPTER ONE

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In this introductory chapter we shall provide a tour of the thesis.

We shall begin with a story, which serves as the background to

the hypothesis of this thesis. A brief review of the present

situation in Ghana in particular and Africa in general with

respect to healing and theological education will be given. This

will justify the hypothesis of the thesis.

We shall also briefly offer the Frafra's understanding of sickness,

healing, and health in kaaba, which is the impetus and primary

concept of this project. A detailed explanation of kaaba will be

given on page twenty-three and in other chapters. In order to

undertake the field research necessary for this project, we had to

devise appropriate methods for data collection in the field for

analysis. These are treated in the relevant sections of the

chapter. These methods served to bridge what Panikkar calls the

"epistemological distance".1 The definition of this term will be

given later. We are adapting it here to refer to the gap between

the researcher and the researched. In this case we need to bridge

the gap between the Frafra's understanding of sickness, kaaba,

and health in their mythic world and that of mine. For although as

a Frafra, I was raised in the Frafra mythic world, now my beliefs

on sickness are a composite of the Frafra mythic world,
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Christianity, Western scientific medicine, and psychology. A

working definition of "mythic world" shall be made on page five.

We shall follow this section with the findings from our

investigations as well as propose a method of doing

contextualized pastoral theology. The last section of this chapter

provides an overview of the remaining chapters of the thesis.

1.1 Pastoral case leading to Hypothesis

Buo is the first convert of the Presbyterian Church in Yela. She is

the first wife of her husband and in Frafra culture she occupies a

special role in the family. She has three grown up children. The

first born is a son who farms with the family. By virtue of being

the first son he also has a special role and authority. He is the

first heir to the family property as well as custodian of the

family tradition when his father dies. Her second child is a

woman who has married in another village. The third child is now

a teacher in the local primary school.

One day, Buo woke up at dawn with a severe headache. She sent

for Peter, the local lay leader of the Church who also called me as

he was aware of my research. Peter's wife sells aspirin in the

village, so he took some of the aspirin with him. On arrival it

was obvious that Buo was in pain. Peter gave her the aspirin to

take immediately.
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Meanwhile, her son, who is a teacher, was busy dressing up to

send Buo to the regional hospital about ten miles away. Her

husband and her first son insisted that she was so seriously sick

that unless they called the traditional specialists and also

performed the ancestral kaaba immediately she would die before

reaching the hospital. While these arguments were going on and

tempers rising, Buo looked at Peter and me for a few seconds,

bowed down and wept.

There are so many complex and varied issues in this story which

form the basis of the hypothesis and motivation of this thesis. We

will only pick the most poignant issue to illustrate the

importance of this project. Buo's look at Peter and me, the

bowing down and weeping are three different actions but carry

one important message to the Church. On the one hand, these

actions suggest a personal plea for help from her pastors. On the

other hand, they are symbolic of the plea of the many Frafra

Christians to the Church to offer a contextualized pastoral

response to their predicaments. The plea is simple but by no

means simplistic. In these three actions Buo is asking the Church

questions of identity: who am I, and to whom and where do I

belong? At a theological level Buo's actions ask the question:

who can deliver me? Indeed, Buo's actions are symbolically asking

the Church to justify its claims in the midst of conflicting

claims in a life threatening situation. What we saw was typical

of the everyday experiences of many Frafra Christians.

3



From the perspective of a contextual pastoral theologian, Buo's

actions are asking the Church to come forth with a pastoral

hermeneutic that can help her bridge the gap between her mythic
world and what the Church preaches in order that she can

experience well-being or wholeness. In our view the situation

among the Frafra Christians calls for the kind of hermeneutic

defined by Panikkar. According to Panikkar, " Hermeneutic is the

art and science of interpretation, of bringing forth significance,

of conveying meaning, of restoring symbols to life and eventually

of letting new symbols emerge."2 This kind of hermeneutic

Panikkar suggests, " ... is the method of overcoming the distance

between a knowing subject and an object to be known, once the

two have been estranged".3

In this case, the knowing subject is the contextual pastor who is

very knowledgeable in Western Theology, scientific medicine, and

psychology. The object to be known is Buo's experience of

sickness, kaaba and health according to her Frafra mythic world.

It is obvious from Frafra Christians like Buo that they do not

come to the Christian faith as empty containers. Busia made an

important observation worth quoting here:

The converts come with such knowledge of, beliefs and
assumptions about nature, society and God as their
culture offers them. These go to the root of life as
well as seeking to give meaning to the whole of life,
in this world and hereafter.4

4



This "knowledge of, beliefs and assumptions about nature, society

and God" which they use to achieve liberation, wholeness, sharing

and caring in love is what we call the interpretative functions of

the indigenous mythic world.

The mythic world relates symbols and experience in order to

interpret their meaning. It is the basis for the formation of

collective and personal value systems and the application of

those value systems in different situations. It can use the old

symbols to interpret new symbols and experiences. It can

simultaneously also use new symbols and experiences to

transform the old symbols and experience. In other words, it is

collective as well as personal and dynamic. Its interpretative

functions are interconnected. The mythic world is the conceptual

basis of identification, association, and interpretation of

symbolic images, and events and the raison d'etre of life in a

given community sharing this mythic world. It enables persons to

experience life in its totality.

1.2 Hypothesis

Our hypothesis is that the interpretative functions of

the Frafra mythic world symbolically represented in

kaaba are central to the Frafra experiences of sickness,

healing and wholeness. Therefore in order to offer the

Frafra Christians a contextualized Christian holistic

ministry of healing, one must firstly seek to

5



understand the interpretative functions of their mythic

world symbolically represented in kaaba, and, secondly,

use those insights to mobilise the mythic world to

construct a contextual Christian ministry of healing.

Throughout this thesis we shall use sickness to include disease,

and illness. Our reason is that to apply Western scientific

medical distinctions will not require only medical training which

we do not have but also specialised knowledge of tropical

categories of sickness, illness, and disease. We have also used

mostly the Frafra categories without trying to translate them

into their Western scientific medical equivalent categories for

the reasons already stated. Other reasons are found in Appendix A.

We set three tasks which we deemed imperative for a

contextualized Frafra Christian pastoral theologian who hopes to

offer the Frafra Christians a holistic contextualized ministry of

healing. These are:

1. The theoretical and practical task of devising
appropriate empirical methods of field research.

2. Understanding how the Frafra use their mythic
world as a source and resource for dealing with
their experience of sickness, ritual and healing.

3. Exploring ways in which the results of such a study
help us to construct a contextualized Frafra Christian
ministry of healing.

6



1.2.1 Justification of Hypothesis

The Christian faith was exported to Frafraland with no respect

for, or recognition of the Frafra traditions. The Christian Church

also came with Western medical healing systems. The irony is

that the Christian Church has not only refused to recognise Frafra

ways of healing but also neglected to integrate the Christian

rituals with the Western healing system that they brought to

Frafraland. The aspirin represents Western scientific medical

healing system. Peter and I represent the Church. Her husband and

her first born represent kaaba. These threes roles have become

confused and diffused. This confusion has been compounded by the

fact that the Church hitherto has not taken seriously the Frafra

mythic world which the Frafra people bring with them to the

Christian faith. The danger of not taking that world seriously is

well expressed by Panikkar. He writes:

To cross the boundaries of one's own culture without

realising that another culture may have a radically
different approach to reality is today no longer admissible.
If still consciously done, it would be philosophically naive,
politically outrageous and religiously sinful.5

These three offences have been committed in Ghana in general

and in Frafraland in particular. However, recently there have been

various attempts made by grass roots Christians and Western

trained theologians to offer relevant contextualized pastoral

responses.
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Some of the most recent significant contextualized pastoral

responses have led to the observation by Hollenweger that

"Ghanaian Christians seem to be particularly interested in the

contributions of traditional African healers to health and welfare

and especially Christian pastoral care."® He mentions Kofi

Appiah-Kubi and Emmanuel Yartekwei Lartey as two leading

researchers who have drawn attention to this important field.7
We seek in this thesis to join in this important search of the

Church to offer a contextualized Christian pastoral hermeneutic

to Ghanaian Christians with respect to the Christian ministry of

healing. However, we realise that the Ghana context is both

Ghanaian and African as well. So we shall also seek in this thesis

to engage the general African Christian quest and questions of

contextualized Christian ministry of healing of the Church in

Africa.

We shall provide here the evidence for our claim that the three

offences were committed and because of these offences the

Church has been called upon by Ghanaian Christians like Buo to

justify its claims and existence.

Between April 12-16, 1967, a consultation on the healing

ministry of the Church was held in Trinity College, Legon, Ghana.
The consultation was requested by the medical workers of Church

hospitals. The doctors and nurses who were working in these

mission hospitals were frustrated by the lack of clear guidance

by or the meaningful participation of pastors in the offering of

8



holistic healing in Church clinics and hospitals. They were also

frustrated because they realised that there was a gap between

their Western medical healing systems and the kind of healing

which grassroots Ghanaians were expecting from them. The

proceedings of this consultation were published in the Ghana

Bulletin of Theologvd 967)^ Huppenbauer, then a lecturer at

Trinity College, and Verstraelen, a Roman Catholic Church

missionary wrote:

... For many of the theologians it was the first time
they were forced to think about the healing task of the
Church. For them the consultation may have been a
healthy exercise in re-assessing their theological
outlook.9

This startling admission of these missionary theologians at the

heart of missionary-founded Churches' theological education

clearly shows how little the role of the indigenous mythic worlds

seemed to have played in the Churches' preparation of ministers

for the ministry of healing.

In this consultation, two papers focused on how the ministry of

healing could be integrated into both theological education and

medical education respectively. We shall consider both here.

They are evidence of the fact that the offences were committed

because of the existence of the "epistemological distance". Hence,

there is the need for a contextualized Christian pastoral

hermeneutic.

9



Gastel's article on the healing ministry in theological centres

rightly suggests that a theological education without an emphasis

on healing is incomplete.1® One of his reasons is that the

inclusion of healing in theological education enables students to

co-operate with medical personnel in their hospitals, clinics and

maternity homes. These theological students could make appeals

for money for medical purposes. Furthermore, they could pay

regular visits to the infirm to comfort and pray for them.11 They

should also convince people, if need be from the pulpit, that

Ghanaians should take their children and relatives to the hospital

as soon as they fall sick.12 His reason for wanting the pastors to

convince sick people to go to hospital is that in the Ghanaian

society "many people, for no reason whatsoever are scared of

hospitalisation, because they believe that the Western type

doctor can do nothing about certain types of disease."1 2

It is clear from the above quote that Gastel does not seem to

understand or even appreciate the meaning of sickness and health

in the mythic worlds of Ghanaians. His other reason for involving

theological students in healing further justifies the need for this

project. For Gastel, theological students can "help eradicate such

thinking."14 As if Gastel is not aware that he is contradicting

himself, he goes on to say that there is a need to gain "insight

into indigenous medicine and traditional modes of treating

patients, [because] many Ghanaians have wonderful knowledge of

the use of herbs and plants in general for medicinal purposes."1 5

10



The fact that Gastel sees the need to teach the ministry about

healing in theological centres is very important. However, it

seems Gastel cannot decide what to do with Ghanaian traditional

notions of healing which are part of their mythic world. On the

one hand he states that theological students can help the healing

ministry by teaching Ghanaians to eradicate their traditional

beliefs. On the other hand, he admits that Ghanaians do have good

knowledge of dealing with sickness that is of relevance to even

Western scientific medicine.

Gastel seems to be interested only in the bio-chemical value of

the herbs in indigenous healing which he probably equates to the

same functions as drugs in Western medicine with no regard to

the holistic nature of Ghanaian traditional healing. Our data in

later chapters has shown that the distinction between medicine

and religion does not exist in the traditional healing system.

Huppenbauer on his part admits how little the ministry of healing

featured in the theological training at his time in Trinity College.

He claims that different aspects of 'health', 'disease' and 'healing'

were treated in "different theological disciplines". This is done,

he believes, in a form suggested by the text book, and is,

therefore done often with a typically "Western philosophical

approach to the whole problem."1®

He also claims that the final year students of Trinity college of

his time, in their discussions of the theme of the Lordship of

11



Jesus Christ in New Testament studies, gave rise to questions of

Lordship with respect to Ghanaians' fear of evil spirits and

powers J ^

He further recalls that the discussions were of interest to the

students. We can infer here that matters of healing were of

some importance to his theological students. This interest and

the fact that they did not apparently address it also suggests a

gap between the mythic world of the Ghanaian theological

students and that of the missionary imported theological

education with respect to healing.

Hupperbauer himself seems to recognise this gap and the need to

bridge it when he states that the teaching of the healing ministry

in theological colleges was not a matter of "additional courses

only".1® Instead, such "courses must be given in the form of a

visibly effective co-operation of specialists in different

disciplines, such as medicine, sociology, psychiatry and

theology."19 Although we agree with the above suggestion, it
will not fully bridge the gap if these disciplines are looked at

from Western perspectives without any reference to Ghanaian

mythic worlds.

Otoo, then professor at the Ghana Medical School, also added

another perspective on the teaching of the ministry of healing in

medical school.29 For Otoo, the healing ministry "requires
certain definite qualities of personality which can only be

12



acquired through Christian discipline.He therefore poses the

question: how can a secular government run a medical school and

ask students to practise this Christocentric ministry of healing

without implying that students should be Christians? He also

questions whether there is a "sufficient body of knowledge about

the ministry of healing to earn it a respectable place in the

curriculum of a medical school".22 He concludes, therefore, that

the teaching of the ministry of healing in a medical school is

necessary but only possible if the medical school is wholly owned

by the Church in which there is a "free hand for Christian

influences over and above the academic dictates of the medical

curriculum.3

Both Huppenbauer and Otoo seem to emphasise a dialogue between

Christocentric healing ministry and Western scientific medicine

in Ghana to the exclusion of the traditional Ghanaian healing

system. What they seem to lose sight of in their approaches is

that if this dialogue does not include the traditional mythic

worlds' understanding of religion and medicine such a dialogue

will be meaningless to Ghanaians who are supposed to benefit

from such dialogue. In other words, it is still a Western dialogue

conducted on Ghanaian soil without Ghanaian participation.

Otoo on his part seems to imply that it is all right for a Ghanaian

Christian to study Western scientific medicine but it is not all

right for a Ghanaian Christian to study indigenous healing

systems as if both are mutually exclusive.

13



In our judgement there is an urgent need for Ghanaian pastors and

Western scientific medical practitioners to collaborate in their

efforts to study seriously indigenous healing systems if they are

to offer holistic healing to Ghanaians in general and Ghanaian

Christians in particular. But such collaboration has to be based

on a sound knowledge of how Ghanaians use their mythic worlds
in their experience of sickness, healing and health.

Another landmark consultation on theological education in Africa

was held in Legon, Ghana from 21st-27th July, 1986. The

programme for theological education (PTE) of the World Council

of Churches and the West African Association of Theological

Institutions (WAATI) jointly organised this consultation. The

papers delivered and the conclusions of the workshops are

contained in Ministerial Formationd986).24 Four items were the

focus of this consultation. These were (1) theology, theological

education, and the Church (2) continuity and change in theological

education, (3) ecumenical perspective and dimensions of

theological education and (4) the funding of theological education.

In his contribution on theology, theological education and the

Church, the then secretary of WAATI made a relevant observation

on theological education in Africa as quoted by Pobee which is

worth considering. Pobee reports that the secretary observed

that in Africa, ' theological students want degrees to raise their

own social status and to improve their financial prospects, while

14



Church leaders are preoccupied above all with consolidating their

own institutions and, very often, their own positions within

them.'25

Our interest in this statement is not so much whether it is true

or false, but rather how theological education seems to be

conducted for these goals with little or no reference to the

Africans and their social-cultural, socio-political and economic

contexts. Pobee posed the following appropriate questions:

When and under what circumstances and by what
criteria should the structures evolved in the colonial
Church be dispensed with and give way to new
models? ... What are the true indices of theological
excellence? What is the relevant curriculum for

Africa? What syllabuses? Which textbooks?26

We believe that the answers to these questions will come by first

investigating the mythic worlds these African Christians bring to

the Christian faith. This view seems to be supported by

Amirtham. He observed that:

... there are certain gifts that God has lavishly
showered on African peoples, which clearly only they
can bring into the Kingdom. African spirituality,
African communitarian life, African experience of the
Spirit, to mention only a few. Black is beautiful, is a
new discovery and a new identity, a gift of Africa to
the dialogue of cultures. God's rainbow of grace
includes all colours and shades. The ecumenical

spectrum needs Africa to complete its wholeness.27
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The overwhelming conclusion of the consultation was that

African theological education is predominantly modelled after the

Northern province of the Church, ministry and theological
education. As these Northern models, received through the

missionary era, become so "idolised", it needs courage to change

them or even abandon them. Yet this also means the kinds of

ecclessiologies inherited need to be changed in order for the new

theological educational changes to make any serious impact.

The conclusions from these consultations provide evidence that

the offences were committed, that the "epistemological

distances" exist, and that there is an urgent need for a

contextualized Christian pastoral hermeneutic with respect to

the Churches ministries of healing throughout Africa in general

and Ghana in particular.

Since we have established that the offences were committed

because of the "epistemological distances" created, our suspicion

is that one source of the problem and solutions to the dual

systems syndrome may be traced to the kinds of method and

nature of the paradoxical role of the indigenous mythic world or

what is referred to as culture in theological education which

produces the ministers who teach and nurture Ghanaian

Christians. We suspect that the degree to which these pastors

are able or unable to help their parishioners bridge the gap

between indigenous mythic worlds and Western inherited

Christianity partially reflects on the method and nature of the

paradoxical role of indigenous mythic worlds in the theological
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education these ministers receive. Therefore, there is some

correlation between the method of incorporating culture in

theological education and the pastoral attempts to bridge the gap

between indigenous mythic worlds and Western Christianity.

Our suspicions were confirmed by our investigations in the two

theological Colleges. It was concluded, therefore, that there is

an urgent need for a critically well thought out process of

engaging Ghanaian indigenous mythic worlds with the Christian
faith in theological education. This process has to begin with a

careful and critical "reflection on both the received model of

theological education and the receptor context for which a new

model and method are to be evolved."2^ The viability and

relevance of such a process is only possible if Africans, in the

words of Ukpong, " look inwards into [their] culture for insights

as to a new sense of direction and a new pattern for a

contextualized model of theological education".29

This thesis primarily seeks to explore the viability and relevance

of such a model of contextualization by first attempting to gain

insights into the interpretative functions of indigenous mythic

worlds. For if the mythic world is the source and resource for

dealing with life threatening situations such as sickness, then we

believe that a Christian ministry of healing "manufactured"

elsewhere with some other mythic world cannot
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be imported wholesale and offered to Frafra Christian converts.

Secondly, we will use these insights to propose a hermeneutic of

a contextualized Frafra Christian ministry of healing.

Furthermore, the interpretation of symbols in Christian liturgy

are inseparably related to the Christian mythic world and the

mythic worlds of both Western missionaries and other Ghanaians

involved in the Christian ministries of healing. The Frafra

Christian converts do not share the same mythic worlds with

neither the Western missionaries nor some of the other Ghanaian

pastors. How then do we expect the symbols of these liturgies to

have the same meaning for the Frafra?

Almost all pastoral theologians will agree with Lartey that the

"Church was commissioned by Christ to continue a healing

ministry that would point to and embody God's continued care for

the people in the world."^0 The questions the Frafra Christian

converts like Buo are asking are : firstly, what is the Church, and

secondly, can the Church apply universal criteria in the practice

of Christian healing? Whose mythic worlds and whose symbols

does the Church use as normative for carrying out such a ministry

of healing? Is it ever possible to have a universal normative

Christian ministry of healing based on universal symbols from a

universal mythic world to carry out the Church's contextualized

ministry of healing? Does what the Church defines as sickness,

healing and health necessarily reflect Frafra Christians' views or

experiences of sickness, healing and health? Can the Church offer
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a contextualized Christian ministry of healing that reflects the

socio-cultural, psycho-spiritual and socio-political context of

Frafra Christian converts? What type of symbol does the Church

use to construct a liturgy which communicates God's love and

power to Frafra Christians when they are sick?

These questions have arisen out of a critical reflection upon my

own background as a Frafra, and a Frafra pastor, as well as my

ministry among the Frafra Christians like Buo, other Ghanaian

Christians, other Christians of different cultures, race, sex, and

confessions, and from a critical review of African literature on

how to indigenise the Christian ministry especially the ministry

of healing in Africa.

The outcome of my reflection in my journey of self-discovery is

that the Church can offer a contextualized Frafra Christian

ministry of healing to Frafra Christians who fall sick.

Consequently, this thesis was solely devoted to seeking an

understanding of the interpretative function of the Frafra mythic

world in kaaba. We then used the insights from such

understanding to construct a contextualized Frafra Christian

ministry of healing.

There are also compelling reasons from the irreversible changes

taking place among the Frafra that necessitate this project.

Frafraland and the Frafra are no longer the isolated and insulated

villages and people they might have been a hundred years ago.
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Frafraland, and the Frafra are going through irreversible changes.

Indeed, the Frafra are going through what Malinowski calls

"tripartite division."

Malinowski observes that throughout Africa there is a tripartite

division which is made up of "old Africa", "imported Europe and

North America", and the "new composite culture.1
Consequently, there are three subcultures in this tripartite

division. The Frafra, Christians and non-Christians, move in and

out of these subcultures. These subcultures are a "compound" or

"mixture" or "fusion" of two cultural influences.^2 The

"compound" refers to a situation where people hold to the

traditional world view, while the "mixture" refers to where they

mix the "old" and "new". The "fusion" suggests that there is no

distinction between the "new" and the "old". Such a tripartite

situation poses an even greater problem for a pastoral theological

researcher because it is not easy to know where to start.

As already indicated we take the view in this thesis that we

should first try to understand the parent indigenous mythic world

which the Frafra use as an interpretative mechanism in their

experiences of sickness, ritual and healing and which becomes the

primary point of reference when they encounter the new Christian

faith.
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Fortes investigated the influences of modernity on the Frafra by

what he calls contact agents like a dispensary at Zuarungu33, the

then Administrative Capital of the Frafra and found the following.

Between 1924 and 1928 the dispensary treated between two

hundred and three hundred patients who were mostly civil
servants and their families from the south of Ghana. Between

1928 and 1929 "many Frafra people started attending the clinic

with complaints of various types of infectious diseases."34
Fortes attributes this to the "energetic propaganda of the

resident medical officer."35

According to Fortes, while the dispensary has completely

displaced the native treatment for yaws which was lengthy,

expensive and unreliable,36 jt has not "influenced the rest of

native medicine, which is based on magical principles, either in

its technique or in its pharmacopoeia."37 It can be inferred from

the conclusion of this study that the Frafra were selective in

what they took to the modern dispensary because some of the

Western medical diagnoses were incongruent with those of their

mythic world.

The urgent need for the Church to offer a carefully and critically

thought-out and relevant Christian ministry of healing to Frafra

Christians has also become an imperative due to other recent

trends in Frafraland. For example, some Islamic healers known

as "mallams" are known to write some verses of the Koran on
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either paper and/or leather and sell them to those in need. The

belief is that these words from the Koran can offer them

protection against some spiritual attacks as well as help them

succeed in their business. These "mallams", who combine Islam

and traditional healing, are also readily available for

consultation. The concept and function of the healing offered by

the "mallam" in Northern Ghana are well articulated by Mbillah.^8

In the past the traditional healers sat and waited for the sick to

come and consult them. At times some of them were even

reluctant to go and perform healing rituals. Those who did, would

not ask for any reward until the sick was completely healed.

Nowadays, some traditional healers openly sell their healing

powers and herbs in the market and lorry stations. Indeed the

increasingly commercialised traditional healing powers and herbs

are becoming the fastest growing medico-religious healing

businesses in Frafraland today. The influxes of these different,

and often conflicting healing systems, are creating a

corresponding increase in demands for these services among the

Frafra. The Frafra people, both Christians and non-Christians, are

constantly shopping for one type of medico-religious healing or

another. The deplorable socio-economic conditions and

deteriorating modern health services and facilities are also

contributing to this spree of shopping for one type of healing or

another.
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The above situation in Frafraland is compelling the Christian

Church as a whole and the missionary-founded Churches in

particular to justify their claims about the power of liberation,

and wholeness in the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Our contention in

this thesis is that the basis of a uniquely Christian Frafra

ministry of healing to the Frafra Christians in times of sickness

has to come from insights from a study of the interpretative

functions of their mythic world symbolically represented in

kaaba .

1.3 Frafra Notions of kaaba

Kaaba is a difficult and complex phenomenon to define and explain

in English. In fact, it is even a difficult task for the native Frafra

speakers to explain what they mean by it. It seems to pervade all

aspects of Frafra life and rituals. Everything in life involves

some form of kaaba. Before embarking on a journey, hunting or

fishing, starting a farm and harvesting kaaba is performed.

Life, sickness, healing and health are only defined by forms of

kaaba. Kaaba are the raison d'etre of the Frafra religion,

sociology, psychology and ethics. For the Frafra, life is kaaba and

kaaba is life. We investigated the meaning and role of Frafra

kaaba as equivalent to the modern concept of well-being or the

Judaeo-Christian notion of shalom.
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The word kaab is a verb. It is used to describe and interpret

different experiences of life. The Frafra perform kaaba as both a

medical treatment and religious act in the holistic sense. It also

has different meanings and purposes. The following are examples

of how kaaba pervades all aspects of Frafra life. These examples

also show why it is difficult to convey/translate adequately the
Frafra notion of kaaba into English.

The Frafra perform kaaba for good harvest at the beginning of the

farming season, during game expeditions, business undertakings,

or any other task. There are also kaaba of praises and

thanksgiving for successfully accomplishing the various tasks

listed above. Furthermore, there are kaaba for successful

marriages, pregnancies and safe deliveries of new babies. Kaaba

are what anthropologists might call "rites of passage".

Kaaba, as used in the above situations have similarities with

types of prayer in the Christian tradition. Kaaba in these

situations can imply either prayers of petition, confession or

thanksgiving.

There is also a medical usage of this word. When someone is sick

and the initial first aid called muuha (plural) (a mixture of dried

herbs in the form of balls) does not bring relief, then they ask for

kaaba from someone in the village who specialises in treating

that kind of sickness. The advice most members of the family and
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the community give is "kika ba kaab" (let them treat it). In these

situations kaab may be defined as treat, heal or cure.

There is another word in Frafra that may be a synonym of English

words like treat, heal or cure. That word is teb. It is used as

both a noun and a verb. As a noun it means a male or female

healer. Teb as a verb connotes the idea of struggling by kicking

one's feet. The implication here is that the healer and the

sickness are engaged in battle.

A third word which is used is belem. This is the word Fortes

translates as prayer.39 Belem literally means beg, plead, ask

favours. So belem translated as prayer in this case can only refer

to prayers of petition. But as we have seen kaaba includes other

forms of prayer. That is also why one cannot use one Christian

meaning of prayer to refer to all types of kaaba. The Frafra use

teb and kaab as verbs interchangeably. So it was difficult to tell

whether or not one uses kaaba or teb as an individual preference,

or whether the choice of one or the other reflects on the severity

of the sickness.

We also observed that it was very common to have many kaaba

and teb for as long as the sickness exists. It was also a common

practice for them to combine a number of treatments at the same

time. When asked why they did that, the common response was

"nya pu kat taba" (roots/herbs do not prevent each other working).
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A detailed analyses of sickness, healers, and patients are found in

Appendix A.

1.4 Objectives of Field Research

We set ourselves three objectives which we hoped would provide

the necessary information to accomplish the three tasks of the

contextualized Frafra Christian pastoral theologian as stated

previously.

The first objective was to conduct empirical research among non-

Christian Frafra into the nature of kaaba and how they use their

mythic world as an interpretative mechanism symbolically

represented in kaaba, and oral histories from the village elders.

The second objective was to gather views of healing from

lecturers and students from two seminaries to determine how far

their views of Christian healing relate or do not relate to the

interpretative functions of the traditional mythic worlds of their

cultural background.

The third objective was to make use of appropriate theoretical

concepts from human/social sciences, phenomenology of religion

and Christian theology to analyse our data in order to gain some

theoretical insights into kaaba.
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1.5 Field research Methodology on Ritual Studies

Our research begins with a critical investigation of how the

Frafra use their mythic world, symbolically represented in kaaba,

as an interpretative mechanism in their experiences of sickness.

But we had to devise an appropriate approach that would enable

us to enter the Frafra mythic world and obtain the Frafra self-

understanding of their experiences of sickness, kaaba and

wholeness. For although my helpers and I are Frafra, by virtue of

the influences of Western education, Christianity and secularity,

we could not presume to experience sickness, healing and health

in the same way as those in the villages.

In the light of the hypothesis of the thesis, the complexity of

kaaba and their central role in all aspects of Frafra life, the

holistic nature of the Frafra mythic world and the stated

objectives of the field research, we developed an

interdisciplinary qualitative research approach utilising

perspectives from social and human sciences, studies in primary

religions, phenomenology of religion, and Christian theology and

clinical pastoral education. Flowever, we did not assume that

social and human sciences' interests are necessarily the same as

those of Christian pastoral theology or a contextual Christian

pastoral theologian. We had to pose two questions: (i) what do

social and human scientists and theologians have in common? (ii)

how do they also differ with regard to the methods they devise to
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the study of rituals in general and the study of Frafra kaaba in

particular?

Bourdillon suggests that social anthropology and theology have a

long tradition of studying the ritual of sacrifice. For him

sacrifice is at the centre of many cultures of the world and is a

main theme in the Christian understanding of humanity's

relationship with God through Christ's death.4®

In the study of the ritual of sacrifice, it is difficult to separate

anthropology from theology for both begin their investigations

with animal sacrifices and analyse the meanings of the sacrifices

in various cultures.41 One of the aims of the theologian is to

gain anthropological insights and use those insights to construct

a theology. A case in point is the theories of substitution and

atonement in Christian theology. We believe that the substitution

theory of atonement in Christian theology came out of an effort

to indigenize Judaism and Christianity in the cultures of the

Ancient Near East,42 and Judaeo-Hellenistic cultures.

The other thing that theologians and anthropologists have in

common is that they both try to analyse their data with the help

of other theories or general principles.42 They can collaborate

with each other in some cases to some degree. Yet they also have

clear areas of differences. According to Bourdillon, the

difference between the anthropologist and theologian does not lie

with "theoretical methods of analysis as in the evaluation of
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communication which analytical interpretation reveals."44 The

difference is that the task of theologians is to:

analyse and adjust the symbolic system of their
tradition in order to probe problem areas and to remove
inconsistencies, both inconsistencies internal to the
system and inconsistencies between the system as it
has been received and contemporary experience.46

Notwithstanding these important differences, we hold the view

that there is a need for an interdisciplinary study of the Frafra

kaaba.

We shall state three reasons for our view. Firstly, as we have

already indicated, the nature of Frafra holistic approach to life

and rituals in their mythic world compels such an approach.

Secondly, social anthropological investigations in non-Western

cultures especially in Africa, have always taken seriously the

relationship between the mythic world and rituals.46 So we

believe a practical theologian can gain insights from these

methods of investigation and analyses from social sciences.

Thirdly, we believe that by its very nature a contextual pastoral

theologian's task is to create a dialogue with all disciplines and

religions. However, in the dialogue, a contextual Christian

pastoral theologian should, in the words of Radcliffe, "attempt to

discern the significance and meaning of events."4^ This does not

mean that a theologian "will be [so] utterly indifferent to all

possible explanations of religious phenomena that they are none

of his business."46
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Some sociological explanations can change or even correct some

theological explanations. Radcliffe offers some examples of

areas in which sociological explanations benefit theology:

Sociology can free theologians from the tyranny of the
past ... by showing how the theological statements of his
tradition are in fact formulated in languages that reflect
the social structures of quite different societies. Then
he is liberated from naive biblical or dogmatic
literalism.4 9

The various forms of liberation, black, feminist and indigenous

theologies^O offer poignant examples of ways in which social

anthropological explanations can serve theological interests.

We further believe that there is an inseparable unity between the

social, the spiritual and the cultural which reflects itself in the

unity between symbols, ritual and the mythic world. Such a unity

justifies the use of an interdisciplinary method in our

investigation and analysis of the data.

1.6 Field Research Design

We designed multi-disciplinary qualitative research methods

informed by other qualitative research designs^"!- and clinical

pastoral education methods of data collection such as verbatim.
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a. Participant observation

We chose participant observation as the primary method for

gathering the empirical data of symbols, key words, phrases, body

gestures, physical setting and all types of movements, the

different roles of participants in both the healing shrines, homes,

sit-in lectures, and shared campus life deemed appropriate. We

chose this method because we believed that mere observation

would not discover the relationship between sickness and healing

in ritual performances as well as class sessions. However, we

needed to be extremely conscious of keeping a critical distance

between the observer and the observed.

b. Interviews

We conducted two principal types of interviews: the informal and

the formal. In most cases we used verbal questions as an

introduction to a follow-up interview, or pilot interviews where

it was important to know which aspects of the topic were of

particular importance to respondents and ourselves.

Knowledge of the language was an asset. However, in order not to

lose the critical distance required of scholarship, I used the

services of the Wycliff Bible translators in the area to re¬

translate the information from healer and patient fact sheets in
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Appendix A, as well as to check for accuracy of the questions, and

the responses in Frafra of interviews on tapes.

Both the formal and the informal interviews were structured

based on the questions in the fact sheets in Appendix A. The

responses to these questions were to make content analyses

easier to demonstrate how they invoked their mythic world and

how they used it through the symbolic representation of kaaba in

their experiences of their sickness. Leading questions, when

employed, were used with extra care because the interviewee for

ethical and/or social reasons might say A and not B, although

s/he might really feel like saying C.

c. Formal interviews

The formal interviews were longer and more precisely focused on

the questions on the fact sheet. We were particularly interested

in the relationship between symbolism, rituals, their mythic

world, their experiences of sickness and the basis for the

efficacy of kaaba. Flexibility of this agenda yet consistency on

the key issues were fundamental guiding rules.

d. Follow up cases

The cases to follow up for in-depth study were picked from the

formal interviews of the healer, the person healed or being
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healed, and members of their families in all the five locations

referred to in Appendix A.

e. Seasonality

As already indicated we had limited time in Frafraland. For a

topic such as healing rituals, a number of problems were raised.

We began the research at the beginning of the dry season. This

means that, theoretically, the kind of sicknesses we were going

to be exposed to, may have been mainly sicknesses associated

with or brought about by that particular season's influences.

An attempt was made to deal with this problem by questioning

healers and the sick who had been in these locations for many

years about the different types of sicknesses and treatments

during other seasons.

1.7 Problems of research in familiar area

There seems to be a consensus that one's racial, cultural and

credal relationship with subjects of investigation cannot by

themselves disqualify the researcher. All social and human

scientists agree that there are many sub-cultures within one

culture.

The researcher also lives in a world of researchers. S/he is in a

world of discourses and ideas, principles and analyses, systems
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and ideologies. Through the process of education, one acquires

such a culture. Hence, such a culture prepares one sufficiently to

deal with problems of the boundary between object and subject or

researcher and researched in familiar cultures. Moreover, the

proposed design also serves as a reminder or safeguard to avoid

losing the critical distance needed in systematic academic

requirements.

However, there are also very important advantages to the

"insider" in research. In contexts such as ours where there are no

categories for a researcher, there is a greater advantage if the

researcher is familiar with/or part of the context. The greater

advantage is that you can see the "real thing". In settings where

the role of researcher exists, the researched may be tempted to

give the "expected" rather than the "is".

In most Ghanaian cultures people do not want to offend the

"stranger" so if the researcher is perceived as such chances are

that the researcher as a stranger may be given the anticipated

response rather than told the true situation. This point seems to

be confirmed by a Ghanaian sociologist, Nukunya. His informants

told him that they would tell him things they would not usually

tell a foreigner.In some settings the fear and the danger of a

researcher being perceived as a spy for a foreign country can

impede the quality and accuracy of data of such a researcher.

The demographical information on the research locations, healers,

and patients are found in the Appendix A.
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We also attended several market days in Bolgatanga, mainly

around the lorry park, the area where animals are sold, and the

surrounding traditional drinking bars. The reasons for going to

these areas were to meet other Frafra people from different

villages and communities that we could not visit, and gather their

views of sickness, healing and rituals, the different types of

healers, and personal accounts of healing. The aim was to

compare and contrast their views with views from other villages

and with those we gathered from the designated areas of research

in order to obtain a general view of the function of the Frafra

mythic world as an interpretative mechanism in their experiences

of sickness and healing in kaaba.

The methods of data collection in the seminaries included looking

at syllabi, timetables, publications, newsletters, official

journals such as the Ghana Bulletin of Theology of Trinity

College, and any publications of Northern Ghana Bible Institute

(NGBI). We also recorded verbatim (as well as produced

summaries of) interviews with principals, lecturers, and

students where possible and when relevant, minutes of board and

staff meetings. We met with groups of students to discuss

healing and personal healing stories. The key issues in the group

discussions are summarised in the appropriate part of chapter

seven. The most informative parts of the interviews with the

principals are in Appendix B.
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1.8 The conclusions from our research

The insights of nya healing as a ritual system through symbolic

representation have enormous potentials for constructing a

contextualized Frafra Christian ministry of healing. The Frafra

oral diagnostic manuals and nya healing are symbolic

construction of Frafra mythic world. The entire ritual system

creates a "subjunctive" world in which their mythic world can

perform its interpretative functions in times of sickness.

A metacommunication between the healer, the sick and the entire

community is a necessary condition for the interpretative

process between healer, patients and the entire community. The

themes of confession as a cathartic exercise, creation and

recreation or renewal, solidarity, and the priest-healer when

expressed within the context of yir have much to enrich the

Christian ministry of healing to the Frafra Christian converts.

The Frafra believe that sickness is caused by a spiritual

contagion in the form of viruses, bacteria and/ physical harm

such as a falling branch of a tree hitting somebody. They also

believe that humans are agents of spiritual powers who have the

ability to mediate and transfer other powers. These beliefs have

potential for revitalising not only the traditional theological

concept of the image of God, but also a cross-cultural theology of

the Holy Spirit and indeed a cross-cultural Christian ministry of

healing within the Church. The holistic approach in diagnosis and
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treatment of sickness in nya healing can contribute in the debate

between medicine and theology, Christian medical ethics and

ecological ethics, especially in preventing the importation of

environmentally damaging industries and life styles into

Frafraland.

In all the yaabnam cases they went to the boar. Its influences

were both particular and universal as we shall see later in

chapter six of the thesis.

In 96% of the cases which we studied the nya, tiim, and baanaam

healers were always called to the patients' house. In only 4% of

the cases were the patients sent to the healers' houses. These

were all children. The reason was that the mothers of these

children either had difficulties becoming pregnant and/or in some

cases had difficulties giving birth. The women were put in the

care of a healer they deemed capable of helping them either to

become pregnant or to deliver a healthy baby. The contract

between the healer and the parents of these babies was that

these babies have become adopted by these spiritual powers.

Therefore any time they were sick it was deemed that they should

be sent to these healers first. If he cannot heal then he can call

another healer. In some cases the children are known by the name

of either one of the ancestors of the healer or the spiritual power

responsible for the child's well-being. Frafra names such as

Tii(tree), Kugre(stone), and Zure(tail) reflect the circumstances
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that led to their births. These cases seem to be similar to the

circumstances leading to the birth of Samson (Judges 13: 1-25),

and Samuel (1 Sam. 1: 1-28) in the Hebrew Bible.

In such cases these children became adopted spiritual members of

those households. This revelation has implications for the

Church's pastoral, evangelical, and mission programmes which

usually presume that these programmes are so beneficial to the

Frafra that they should come in their numbers. It also has

implications for the primary health care programmes of the

government. We can infer from our findings that the Church and

primary health care workers should go to the people rather than

expect them to come to them.

Although the 4% of the cases are few, they demonstrate the

significance of the meaning of names, and the use of rituals in

maternity clinics. The findings from our study therefore validate

the hypothesis of our thesis that the Frafra healing rituals

represented in kaaba offer important insights for contextualized

Frafra Christian ministry of holistic healing.

Our conclusions from our investigation in the two seminaries are

that they produce pastors with sets of "dual systems" who

despite their untiring efforts are unable to meet some of the

healing needs of their parishioners in times of crises as their

traditional counter-parts..
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The common method of theological education is one in which the

Christian Gospel is usually filtered through Western philosophies,

psychologies, social anthropologies and theologies before it
encounters indigenous mythic worlds of students. There is,

therefore, an urgent need for an improved method of doing

contextual theology in Ghana in which we can avoid or at least

minimise the sets of dual systems. If we improve the method of

doing contextual theology, we will more than likely improve the

quality of contextual Christian ministry of healing.

We believe that there is a direct correlation between the

paradoxical role of culture in theological education and the

ability of the ministers to help their parishioners deal with some

of the issues of conflict between their mythic worlds and

inherited Western Christianity.

We are proposing therefore a working pastoral theological method

of contextualization in which there is a direct correlation

between contextual theological education and contextualized

Christian ministry of healing because we believe the two are

inseparable.
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1.9 Contextualized Critical Pastoral Theological
Reflection Method

The challenge for the African Church to find an appropriate

African method of doing theology from an African perspective is

an area of intense and often conflicting theological debates.5 3

Almost all these theologies agree that African Christian

theologies do not need to be dressed in Western concepts. This

project is an attempt to add a perspective. For we, like others,

believe that it is possible to avoid the approaches by means of

which African theologies are dressed up in Western concepts.

This is not to suggest that African theologies cannot use insights

from World Christianity, Western social/human sciences, the

sciences of religion and scientific medical healing systems.

Rather, African theologians need to develop a clear process of

doing theology in Africa with or without using appropriate

insights from other disciplines before we can compare and

contrast such African Christian theologies with theologies from

other contexts.

We advocate an African theological approach similar to the

hermeneutic circle of Segundo, with some variations to suit the

African contexts. According to Segundo, a hermeneutic circle is a

methodology in which there is a "continuing change in our

interpretation of the Bible which is dictated by the continuing

changes in our present-day reality, both individual and

societal."54
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The words "hermeneutic" and "circle" are crucially important for

an African theological methodology. For Segundo "hermeneutic" is

about the interpretation while "circle" implies the nature of the

interpretation in which there is movement back and forth

between a given reality and how that reality compels a new

interpretation of the word of God. To Segundo there are two

preconditions of the hermeneutic circle. Firstly, there is the

compelling question raised by the present reality which might be

strong enough to raise the suspicion of previous ideologically

biased interpretation of the Bible. Secondly, the new reality

must also be equally compelling to question the old

interpretation.55 Our conclusions from the literature review on

the African situation in general and the Ghana context in

particular together with the results from the field study satisfy

these preconditions. Flowever, Segundo's hermeneutic circle

needs to be modified in order to make it applicable to the African

context.

We are more interested in exploring ways through which

Segundo's hermeneutic circle can be adapted and modified in order

to be relevant to African reality as well as fulfil the task of a

contextual Christian pastoral theologian.

One area of concern in Segundo's hermeneutic circle that needs

modification is his notion of changing reality. For African

theologians in particular, it is dangerous to concentrate solely on

the changing situation. As we have consistently argued most
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African Christians come to the changing or new situation with

their old mythic worlds. Furthermore, the changing or new

situation lays a foundation for the future. Therefore to

concentrate solely on the changing situation, as important as it

is, without any consideration of both the old mythic world and the

future represents only a partial approach. We suggest, therefore,

a theological reflection method which is contextualized, critical,

and pastoral. Contextual critical theological reflection is an

attempt to understand and to critically reflect theologically on

the process whereby African Christians use their old mythic

world to translate the Gospel in such ways that the Christian

Gospel can be a resource to help them in times of sickness. It is

simultaneously pastoral because its aim is to seek for ways by

means of which the Frafra Christians can experience well-being,

wholeness, and liberation in the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Its precondition is an honest critical engagement. In other

words, it must accept and deal with any possible areas of tension

or conflict between Biblical Christianity, Western social/human
sciences and indigenous mythic worlds. The word "translated" is

borrowed from Sanneh.55 It is adopted here to refer to the kind

of complex interpretative mechanism that the Frafra mythic

world performs in kaaba. It also includes the kind of hermeneutic

circle that Segundo advocates,57 with a modification that we

take seriously the past mythic world which they bring with them
to the Gospel and the goal or future of this encounter in our

critical theological reflection.
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The contextualized critical pastoral theological reflection

method has four stages in its hermeneutic circle adapted from

Segundo.58 j^e four stages are the processes of the theological
reflection necessary in order to construct a contextual Christian

pastoral hermeneutic of healing utilising insights from the

indigenous mythic worlds.

The first stage of the hermeneutic circle is to try to understand

how a mythic world of a given community is used to interpret or

make meaning out of everyday encounters. In our case we begin

with how the Frafra use their mythic world in kaaba to interpret

life-threatening situations such as sickness.

The second stage for a contextual Christian pastoral theologian is

to understand critically and reflect theologically on how the old

mythic world translates the new situation. In the case of the

Frafra we were concerned with how they used the symbols from

their mythic world to translate the symbols of their new

Christian faith in order to achieve wholeness or well-being in

times of sickness.

In the third stage, the encounters between the old and new mythic

worlds become the data upon which to conduct a Frafra Christian

pastoral theological reflection.
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The process of pastoral theological reflection has to take

seriously into consideration the emerging mythic world produced

by the encounter between the old and new mythic worlds. The

fourth stage is to complete the circle by testing these

constructed indigenous Frafra Christian ministry of healing and

theological education in the Christian community using a model of

faith/praxis reflection in the practice of Christian ministry. It

is only then that this constructed and tested indigenous Frafra

Christian ministry of healing, and method of theological

education, can become the pastoral hermeneutical responses

which can fill Panikkar's "epistemological distance". These

responses can then join other models from other Christian

sojourners from Asia, Europe, North America in the faith and

engage in a North to North, South to South, South to North critical

dialectic dialogue in the Church's task to present the liberative

power of the gospel of Jesus Christ to all of God's people.

In conclusion, we believe that this contextualized, critical,

pastoral theological reflection method is capable of creating and

maintaining the unity between contextual theological education

and contextual practice of Christian ministry, especially the

healing ministry, in Ghana.
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1.9.1 Preview of Chapters

This project is located both within African theological

discourses on the Christ and culture debate in general and African

attempts to indigenize the Christian ministry of healing in

particular. Therefore, chapter Two offers a literature review of

theological, social, anthropological, and literary discourses on

the encounter of the interpretative function of indigenous mythic

worlds and Western Christianity and modernity.

Chapter Three describes the Frafra: their land, culture, and

religion. It also describes the various changes taking place in

Frafraland today.

Chapter Four is a report and analysis of the data on Frafra

diagnostic and classificatory sayings, or what is referred to as

traditional oral diagnostic manual and nya healing rituals. The

focus in the analysis is to show how the Frafra mythic world

functions as an interpretative mechanism which enables the

Frafra to experience holistic well-being.

Chapter Five is a description and analysis of the Frafra self

understanding of the complex tiim and baanaab healing rituals.

Chapter Six is a description and analysis of yaabnam kaaba.

Among the Frafra nya, tiim and baanaab sickness are caused by

external invasions of spiritual powers. So nya, tiim and baanaab

healing rituals are used to fight and neutralise invasions at the
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personal level. Hence they can be referred to as personal healing

rituals. But these spiritual invasions are only possible because

their ancestors have withdrawn their spiritual protective powers

or what is also referred to as spiritual immunity against attacks.

Therefore, yaabnam kaaba are intended to restore these ancestral

spiritual powers or spiritual immunity to the entire community.

They can also be referred to as community healing rituals.

Chapter Seven is a report of findings of an empirical study of the

paradoxical role of culture in theological education in Ghana. The

settings included the Northern Ghana Bible Institute (NGBI) in

Kumbungu and Trinity College (TC), Legon respectively.

Our study has found that the basic approach of theological

education does not allow for an appropriate role of culture in

theological education. The approach is one in which Christianity
is filtered through Western philosophies, sociologies,

psychologies. There is little attempt to encourage a direct

encounter between the indigenous mythic worlds and the Biblical

accounts of the Christian faith. Chapter Eight is an attempt to

construct a contextual Frafra Christian ministry of kaaba based

on a contextualized, critical, pastoral, theological reflection

method which will encourage a direct encounter between

indigenous mythic worlds and Biblical Christianity.
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CHAPTER TWO

Literature Review

2.0 Introduction

In this chapter we are going to critically review the literature on

how far African theologians and others account for how African

Christians use their indigenous mythic worlds as the primary

means of interpreting and appropriating their newly found
Christian faith. We are particularly interested in looking at the

models of indigenization they offer and the methods they use to

construct these models.

The purpose of this critical review of African theological works

and other literature is to use the insights from these works and

devise a proposal that will enable us to conduct empirical

research on the interpretative function of the Frafra mythic

world through the symbolic representation of Kaaba and the role

of culture in theological education in Ghana. For, unless we study

the Frafra and the theological students self-understanding of

healing, rituals and health, any attempt to offer a pastoral

response may only be groping in darkness or using a " trial and

error method".

Our contention is that indigenization began from the moment

Africans encountered Western Christianity. African Christians
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began indigenizing Christianity in so far as they had to use their

mythic world to interpret and appropriate the gospel preached to

them.

The central role of the mythic world in dealing with sickness, the

focus of this thesis, dawned on me in my ministry among

Christians of various races, sexes, cultures and confessions. I

embarked on an itinerary of a self critical reflection on how my

own spirituality and ministry are shaped by my own mythic world

as a Frafra.

So we will begin this chapter with the story of the genesis of

this thesis. This story will clearly show the gap between the

indigenous mythic world and the newly-found Christian faith.

2.1 The Story of the Genesis of the Project

The impetus for this project evolved from my own background as

a Frafra and my observations of how important the sacrifices

offered to ancestors were believed to be as the only means of

guaranteeing our well-being in Datuku, the village of my

upbringing.

Until recently, Datuku was almost completely cut off from
modern civilisation. Datuku was a seemingly self-contained

village made up of people who migrated there to obtain more land
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for farming. There was the village chief with his council of

elders, who settled all social and political disputes. The Tendan

(priest of a local shrine) had responsibility for ensuring that

there was rain and fertility for good harvest. The Tendan also

ensured that the earth was not unduly violated. So he sought the

permission of the earth for burials and the appropriate times for

funerals, hunting and fishing. The chief and his council of elders,

the Tendan, the various cephalic clanships, and family heads were

charged with the responsibility of the well-being of their

members, which they maintained by constant periodic sacrifices

(kaaba) to the ancestors.

In Datuku, as in all Frafra villages, everyone knows everybody.

Everyone is also related to everybody either through blood ties or

by marriage. Every old man and woman is either a "father" or

"mother". In this seemingly self-contained village the inhabitants

lived in relative harmony with each other and with nature. The

trees, stones and rivers were part of a community of spiritual

protectors, guides, and providers of food. The inhabitants

produced their own food through communal labour, hunted and

fished according to the directions of the village elders.

The most indelible memories of growing up in Datuku were the

performance of rituals as part of everyday life. I cannot

remember a time when there was not some kind of ritual being

performed. The most common ritual was Kaaba.
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Kaab is a key word in Frafra notions of well-being. It is a

complex word, difficult to define. A brief explanation is already

given in Chapter One and more detailed descriptions and analyses
will follow in the later chapters.

As children we were always happy to eat the meat from kaaba

and more importantly felt a sense of protection they provided.

We believed that the more kaaba a home had, the more protected

that home was. So it was common knowledge that one did not

offend children from homes considered super-fortified through

constant kaaba. The people from homes with less kaaba felt less

spiritually fortified. They were afraid to go where the super-

fortified went. Naturally, children from super-fortified homes

became leaders on adventures in the bush. Almost all of us wore

a form of talisman on our waists and hands. Wearing these

reinforced our confidence of being immuned from spiritual

attacks and general physical hazards associated with walking in

the bush.

The frequent movement of people with fowls, goats, sheep and

cows for use in kaaba was a common sight at houses where

someone was sick or recovering from sickness. At sunset we

would hear from such houses the sounds of birds and animals

being made ready for kaaba. Consequently, our association of
kaaba with well-being was similar to our association with the

breast and mother's warmth, care and protection.
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The efficacy of words and actions and symbols used by the

healers was a very important aspect of kaaba in our mythic

world, from which we derived our sense of identity and meaning
in life. A Frafra grows up associating kaaba with fortification

against destructive powers and recovery from various forms of

harm caused by a destructive power. Therefore, in the Frafra

mythic world kaaba and well-being form part of the totality of

life.

2.2 The Encounter

Datuku was not isolated and insulated as we thought. Colonialism

slowly but surely invaded Datuku. A stone building was erected

which was called "branchi". On investigation, we discovered

"branchi" to be a linguistic corruption of a Flausa expression "ba

mu chi" which means "give us to eat". It was a kind of garrison of

the colonial administration in Zuarungu and Nalerigu respectively.

This village garrison was responsible for collecting eggs, fowls,

and food as taxes for the colonial officers as well as the centre

of recruitment of men for the First and Second World Wars.

The whole village was filled with awe and fear when some thirty

people led by two white men invaded the village and erected their

tents in the middle of the village. For two weeks they would get

up in the morning and walk into the jungles and return in the

afternoon. Later on, it was learned that they were surveyors who
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had come to construct roads to connect other parts of Ghana

thereby opening up Datuku to modern civilisation and later, to

Western Christianity.1

By 1957 a school was opened in the village and some of us were

sent to the school.2 About two years later a white man appeared.

He talked through his interpreter. We wondered whether the

white man was a god or human being. His skin and hair looked

different from us. Even our food which we thought every human

being should be able to eat, he would not eat. So we asked

ourselves if he was a human being like us, and if so, what kind of

human being was he?

About six months later, another white man came on a motor bike.

Both of them kept coming to different parts of the village. The

first one we called "pasta" and the second we called "Fada"2. The

question the Frafra asked was why it was that at times both

"Pasta" and "Fada" seemed to be saying the same thing with

respect to Jesus yet they behaved towards one another as

enemies. Both brought us food and clothing. Later the "pasta"

came with a white woman who we were told would bring

medicine to treat babies who fell sick. In the course of time,

they erected churches and brought people to teach literacy

classes to adults who could not go to school.

The "pasta" and "fada" told us about a garden in which the first
human being lived in perfect peace. Then this first human being
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was given a wife by God. Both lived in a perfect condition they

called "paradis". Then a devil called "sutani" deceived them and

they obeyed him and God drove them out of this "paradis". As a

result all human beings inherited their punishment of

disobedience until Yesu, God's son, came in order to pay for their

punishment. The white men insisted that the disobedience of this

couple caused an estrangement between all human beings and God,

and among human beings. They taught us that the sin of this

couple has been passed on to us more or less biologically and

ontologically. This story is totally different from the one we

were told by the elders that explained how our first ancestors

sprang from the ground: and that some of the trees stood on their

graves; and that we also embodied their spirits because they

were reincarnated in our mothers' wombs.

During the month of December they called us to sing and dance

after distributing clothing and food. Both "pasta" and "fada" even

came to stay in the village for days. They told us that God loved

us and gave his son Yesu to die for us. They said Yesu was born of

human parents although He was conceived of the Holy Spirit. They

further explained that He was born to die for the sins of all

human beings including the people of Datuku. And that through his

death, God had forgiven us our sins and that if we accepted Jesus,

he would save our souls so that when we died our souls would go

to heaven. We should repent, therefore, and burn all the

protective ancestral symbols, stop believing that animals, rivers,

trees, stones were both physical and spiritual, and follow God's
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son, Yesu Kristo. If we did not believe in Yesu, we would go to hell

fire for destruction. In other words, Kaaba to our ancestors did

not bring us well-being as we had believed. Indeed, the white

men claimed that our ancestors did not exist. After every sermon

the "pasta" and "fada" would ask whether we would accept Jesus.

The most senior elder in the gathering would respond "Te worn ya"

(we have heard).

2.3 The problem of who and what Jesus is to the
Frafra

The "pasta" and "fada" notion of estrangement between humans

and God and among humans was totally different from that of the

people of Datuku. More importantly, his notion of God was

contrary to the notion of God the people of Datuku had. The people

of Datuku, indeed all Frafra, never imagined themselves sinning

against God. If anything they sinned against their ancestors, not

God. In the first place, they do not deal with God directly. For

the people of Datuku and indeed the Frafra as a whole, without

kaaba there is no well-being. Well-being means getting a good

harvest, more children, having herds of goats, sheep and cows.

This means if there is no kaaba, life is not worth living.

After some of his talks the "Pasta" or the "Fada" would ask us

whether we believed in God. Everyone would start nodding. What

both "Pasta" and "Fada" did not seem to understand was that

belief in God was nothing new. What was new was that their

existence to our well-being in Datuku was inseparably related to
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a wrong act by a couple and the birth of a baby boy elsewhere.

This God's son, who the missionaries called Yesu was as new and

foreign as they were themselves. The idea that God had a son was

also foreign to Frafra belief.

Most of the Bible stories were similar to the stories we used to

tell by the fire in the evening. The questions that preoccupied the

minds of the elders were how could Yesu a non-Frafra born in a

far away country protect their children from the witches, the

destructive powers within and without as well as what follow

them to the bush while they were looking after our sheep and

cows? Who would give us a good yield? The people knew they

could always call the name of the Yaab (ancestor) in sudden

dangers and he would respond. But as for Yesu, if even he existed,

he could only hear the white man's voice. What would Yesu do if

in the middle of the night a member of the family was inflicted

by some powers within or without?

How could the Frafra bridge the wide gap between their notions of

well-being and kaaba to ancestors, spirits and cosmos and the

"Pasta's" and "Fada's" notion of salvation in Yesu for purposes of

preventing our souls from hell fire?

What started as a childhood curiosity, and then a lived

experience, hit home in my ministry in hospitals in North
America. In these hospitals, I felt the Protestants looking for

some signs and symbols beyond prayers and conversation, for a
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deep and personal communication with their God and

interpretation of their sickness. I also saw the eagerness with

which patients who were Roman Catholics in similar conditions

looked forward to the arrival of the priest or the Eucharistic

minister for the Sacrament of the sick.

I further witnessed the remarkable difference brought about by

the laying of hands and the speaking of tongues, and the changes

which the charismatic care givers made in their patients'

perception, and responses to sickness. Then slowly, but surely, I

started asking myself if these Christians who are born and raised

in a Western scientific culture with a scientific world view

appeared to find in these rituals helpful ways of dealing with

their sickness, how much more the Frafra whose mythic world is

structured by those ritualistic approaches they use to deal with

sicknesses which they face. It seemed to me that for both Frafra

who are sick and patients in Western hospitals, the use of their

mythic world as interpretative functions in appreciating rituals

made a difference in their understanding of their experience of

sickness.

I asked myself continually whether the interpretative functions

of mythic world represented in Kaaba can offer some insights to

Frafra Christian pastoral care givers? If so, how can a Frafra
Christian pastoral care-giver mobilise the Frafra mythic world in

a ministry of healing to Frafra Christians in times of sickness. My

reflections above are similar to those of Ela who refers to his
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reflections as an "itinerary of self-discovery."4 I was forced by

the pastoral needs of the experiences of sickness to embark on

this self-discovery. I was forced to ask myself as a Frafra,

Western-trained, pastoral theologian how I could translate

Western theological, philosophical and psychological concepts

into the Frafra notions of kaaba, boar (ancestral earth shrine),

yaabnam (ancestors) and yin (personal guardian spirit). So I

began pursuing the question of the interpretative function of the

indigenous mythic world in healing rituals, and their implication

for a Contextualized Christian pastoral care to Frafra Christians

when they fall sick.

2.4 The Gap Between Mythic Worlds and Western
Christianity

We shall present here three pastoral cases of Frafra Christians

who are caught up in the "epistemological distance". These cases

are also examples of the need to first investigate how the Frafra

use their mythic world to deal with sickness before they become

Christians. These cases are not isolated ones. They are

symptomatic of the general pastoral problems most Frafra

Christians face with respect to the Christian ministry of healing.

Case One

Tii was converted at fifty years. Later all members of his

immediate family became Christians. Prior to his conversion he

was one of the leading diviners in the village. He used to be
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known to possess special powers to control all forces with

respect to fishing in his village. If for any reason he did not lead

any hunting and fishing expeditions, no one would go for fear of

being killed by other powers. At his conversion he burnt in front

of the church all his paraphernalia of powers for hunting and

fishing and also removed all the symbols of his ancestors in front
of his house. He cleared his house of anything religious in Talleh

belief. He composed songs that are being sung today among Talleh

Christians. I visited his family countless times and he and his

family gave me friendship and love I will never forget. To our

surprise we learnt that anytime he or a member of his family was

sick, he would pray fervently first and, secondly, go to consult

the bakolog (diviner) and offer kaaba. At his death we discovered

that his elder son had made replicas of all that he burnt in front

of the church at his conversion.

Case Two

Susan is thirty five, converted at thirty. She is a mother of three

who are all well educated. Since conversion she has become an

active member of the congregation. She is president of the

women's guild, a local preacher and leads worship regularly. One

day she went to the bush to cut firewood. She was bitten by a

snake. She cried and screamed until passers-by came to her

rescue. They brought her to the village on their shoulders. On

arrival she called her catechist for prayers. After that they

called the pastor who took her in his car to hospital. While on her
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way to the hospital she dispatched her brother to the diviner. A

week later she came out. On Sunday she went to church and gave

thanks to God and to the members of the congregation for their

support. The following day she left for her brother's house.

According to eye-witness accounts her brother kaab an animal

and a couple of fowls as part of her cure or healing. A week later

she came back to her husband's place and her life in the church

and outside the church continued as usual.

Case Three

James is the son of a famous church worker. He was baptised as

a baby. He was raised a Presbyterian. He trained as an

Evangelist, and was assigned to a station. Somehow he got an

infection on his leg that immobilised him for years. He tried

every treatment the doctors prescribed for him. However, the

infection continued. Being on sick leave, he left the parish and

went to another village where he pursued traditional treatment

which involved all types of kaaba. Later the sore healed.

Tii, Susan and James are symptomatic of the dilemmas of Frafra

Christians whose healing needs have become the quest and

questions of this thesis. The quest is to provide a ministry of

healing of the whole person with the gospel of Jesus Christ which

can and should mobilise Frafra mythic world which serves as

their interpretative mechanism. This quest for healing of the

whole person, simultaneously raises questions of how to
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incorporate the Frafra belief in kaaba and the kind of Christianity

which the missionaries presented to them.

We shall attempt to account for the gap between the Frafra

mythic world as exemplified by these Frafra Christians and

Western Christianity with Kraft's basic principles of
communication theory. In Chapter One we showed that the

missionaries committed the three offences stated by Panikkar.

We also showed that these offences gave rise to the gap between

the Frafra mythic world and Western Christianity and medicine.

In this section we shall attempt to account for this gap. For one

cannot attempt to bridge the gap until one can account for it.

According to Kraft, effective communication should result in a

situation where the receptor understands the communicator as

the communicator intends.® it is obvious that this was the

intention of the missionaries. But the question is, was this

possible? The answer to the above question may be found in

Kraft's second principle of communication theory. The second

principle says that the determinant factor in communication is

how the receptor understands.® But how the receptor understands

depends on whether both receptor and communicator are from the

same culture or not. This principle is an important one because it

explains the gap between the Frafra receptors in Datuku and the

Western missionaries.
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The Western missionaries used a language and bodily postures

which were embedded in their mythic world. Even if their

messages were translated in Frafra, their Frafra translators also

used Frafra which is equally embedded in the Frafra mythic world.

Since they did not share a common culture, there is no doubt of

the less effectiveness of their communication and its intention

based on this principle.

A quote from Samovar and Porter further explains the gap, but

more importantly shows the principal role of the Frafra mythic

world in appropriating Christianity. They write:

Meaning ... comes from a reservoir in which all of our prior
experiences are contained. When we encounter a social
stimulus, we dip into our reservoir and using our own unique
thought process extract the meaning we deem appropriate
and attach it to the stimulus.7

If both the Frafra and the Western missionaries were operating

from different mythic worlds, the question still has to be raised:

how could the missionaries influence the Frafra since some of

them became converted to Christianity?

The other principle of communication is that the most positive

communication results from person-to-person interaction.® It is

true that the missionaries were friendly in the sense that they

smiled and played football with Frafra young people. They also

gave the Frafra second hand clothes, food and medicine. So all
these could impact on the communication. But they lived in
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bungalows and their private lives in their bungalows remained a

mystery to the Frafra. So these influences were too infrequent to

create the kind of influence implied by this principle. Therefore,

if the messages in communication are made credible or incredible

by the quality of relationship between receptor and

communicator, then in addition to the gap between mythic worlds,

there was a credibility gap, for the Frafra hardly knew the

missionaries as they knew the diviners, healers and Tendanam

who they lived with in the same communities.

The case for the gap between mythic worlds is furthermore

supported by Kraft's notion of frame-of-reference principle.9
Kraft states: "... if effective communication is to take place, both

the communicator and the receptor must be in position to attach

similar meanings to the symbols employed.®

In order for both to derive similar meanings from the symbols of

communication, they have to operate "within a common context or

frame of reference.^ Since the Frafra and the missionaries did

not have a common or similar frame of reference, or what we call

interpretative functions of the mythic world, it can safely be

inferred that there was little or no effective communication. If

there was communication, it was not a dialogue. It was simply

instructions for the Frafra to follow. For example, they told the

Frafra to stop kaaba. They also asked them to take Biblical and

Western names and forget the names of their ancestors which

they were given at birth. The first three converts were renamed
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Samuel, David, and Joseph. These converts were also strictly

warned not to take part in kaaba of any kind. They were not to

sing folk songs but only songs with Jesus in them.

We can also safely infer from the way the missionaries wanted

their converts to behave that the missionaries seemed to be

interested in culturally extracting the Frafra converts from their

mythic worlds. In the light of the evidence, the "fada" and

"Pasta" could be justifiably called "cultural extractionists". A

cultural extractionist is defined by Kraft as a communicator

whose:

primary concern ... is to convert receptors to their way of
extractionist thinking. Communicators seek to teach
receptors to understand and look at reality in forms of their
own models and perspectives.^

The fact that the Frafra became and are becoming Christians

seems on the superficial level to suggest that the missionaries

as extractionists may have succeeded. The fact that the Frafra

became Christians cannot be attributed to the extractionist

approaches used by the missionaries. The cases we have cited

thus far discount such a claim. Furthermore the kind of

Christianity imported into Frafraland invalidates such a claim.
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2.5 The Kind of Western Christianity imported
Widened the Gap

The kind of Western Christianity exported to the Frafra by itself

also contributed to widen the gap. The kind of Western

Christianity that came to Frafraland was already in crisis; a

crisis created by a new scientific culture. Such a Christianity

believed that the indigenous healing rituals had nothing to offer
Christian theology. In fact, the scientific medical discoveries at

least partially coloured how some Western Christians even read

and interpreted the healing narratives in the gospels. Some

Western theologians including some of the missionaries who

brought their version of Christianity to Frafraland, believe that

divine healing had ceased. This apparent denial of the power of

the Spirit to heal seemed to find its theological expression in the

doctrine of dispensationalism that rose in Britain in the last

century.

The doctrine of dispensationalism, among others, teaches that the

gifts of healing and miracles in the Church have ceased, because

such gifts are no longer necessary13. Although Luther and Calvin

could not be said to be dispensationalists, some of their writings

on the subject of divine healing or miracles echoed the views of

the later doctrine of dispensationalism. Luther wrote:

Now that the apostles have preached the word and have
given their writings, and nothing more than what they have
written remains to be revealed, no new and special
revelation or miracle is necessary.14
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Calvin also wrote:

The gift of healing disappeared with the other miraculous
powers that the Lord was pleased to give for a time, which
might render the new preaching of the gospel for ever
wonderful. Therefore, even were we to grant that anointing
was a sacrament of those powers which were then
administered by the hands of the apostles, it pertains not to
us, to whom no such powers have been committed.15

In the face of the industrial revolution, advances in social/human

sciences, and scientific medical discoveries, Christianity in the

West was in a crisis of credibility. Hence, new theological

explanations were called for if the Gospel narratives, especially

with respect to healing, were to be made intelligible to modern

Christians. According to Kelsey, Bultmann also demythologised

the Kerygma, to make the message meaningful to modern

Christians.16 Kelsey is of the view that for Bultmann:

... all angels and demons, all extrasensory knowledge,
the experiences of prophecy and tongues, the value of
dreams and visions, as well as every account of healing
the demon possessed and the physically ill, must simply
be rejected. They did not happen as such. Obviously,
since they did not happen then, there is no reason to
believe that they will now.1 7

Consequently, Western liberal theology of the nineteenth century

that influenced some of the Swiss and German missionaries who

came to Frafraland to borrow the words of Kelsey "was bedded

down, seemingly complacent, between the idealism of Hegel and

the scientific naturalism of Darwin."1 6
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Kelsey suggests that the liberal theologians implied that:

... any idea of supernatural non-physical reality existing
apart from personal psychic material is discarded. The
value of history is questioned, and a scientific
understanding of the world as a closed system of reality is
accepted as axiomatic. The course of nature cannot be
broken into or interrupted by any powers beyond 'existence';
instead meaning comes to men as they authentically live in
this immediate, conscious situation.10

Therefore, such a Christianity influenced by existential

philosophy and scientific discoveries in the words of Kelsey have:

... swept clean of any idea of Christian healing. On one hand
the successes of medicine have made any belief in it
unnecessary, and on the other, modern theology has made
any belief in it untenable.20

It is obvious that this kind of liberal theology which seemed to

deny the miracles imported to Frafraland further widened a

credibility gap between it and the holistic model in the

interpretative functions of the indigenous mythic world of the

Frafra. Furthermore, the concept of the Messiah in Judaeo-

Christian theology has no equivalent in the Frafra mythic world.

In the Frafra mythic world as in most African societies, there is

what Kirwen calls the "concept of God in the absence of

messiah."21 In other words, the notion of an expected tribal

political or religious messiah is absent in Frafra mythic world.

Flence, we wonder whether the words used to express Western
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Christian doctrines of God, Jesus as Messiah and the Trinity are

relevant to Frafra Christians. In conclusion, the factors in

communication and the intrinsic nature of liberal theology of
some of the missionaries contributed to the gap between

interpretative functions of Frafra mythic worlds and Biblical

Christianity. The result is that they produced compartmentalised

Christians.

In spite of the almost unbridgeable gap between the Frafra mythic

world and Western Christianity the Frafra were converted to

Christianity. The question is why? Was it because of what Baeta

calls "basic human aspirations"22 associated with the "pasta" and

"Fada" such as providing second hand clothing, food, peri-natal,

and neo-natal clinics? What are the saving acts of Jesus Christ

that the Frafra have said and are saying "Amen" to? Does what

ever constitutes salvation in Jesus for Europeans and North

Americans also constitute salvation for the Frafra? We strongly

believe that the answers to these questions will come from an

understanding of how they use their mythic world in defining and

experiencing salvation in kaaba. These questions clearly show

that there is a theological conflict between Frafra Christians and

Western Christianity that must be addressed.

Wingren points out some hermeneutical and anthropological

presuppositions in Christian theologies23 that partially shed

light on the conflict inherent in the encounter of Frafra mythic

world and Western Christianity. According to Wingren, there are
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hermeneutical and anthropological presuppositions in all

theologies that produce different types of conflict.

A conflict may arise that is open, deliberate and admitted. In

this kind of approach, the theologian makes a deliberate choice of

what is peripheral and what is essential.24 In our view the

missionaries were more ignorant than deliberate in their

extractionist attitudes towards Frafra notions of sickness, ritual

and healing in their mythic world. This is not the only kind of
conflict that has arisen between the missionary Christian model

of healing based on Western scientific model and the Frafra

mythic world interpretation of sickness, healing ritual and

health.

There is a second type of conflict that arises due to insufficient

historical data. For example, a theologian may sincerely want to

present a New Testament fact as it really is. However, due to

discrepancies in scripture, the theologian lacks sufficient

knowledge of the situation to enable him/her to present that fact

accurately. This kind of conflict can be corrected by detailed
historical investigation.2^ The conflict between the Frafra

notion of well-being in ritual in their mythic world and Western

Christianity is partially implicit but it is not central to this kind

of conflict. The conflict is partially implicit in so far as they

lacked the knowledge of the central role of the interpretative

functions of Frafra mythic world.
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A third conflict may arise due to method. In this kind of conflict,

a thorough investigation of the Biblical content clearly shows

that there is a tension between "the essential parts of the

biblical material and the modern theological interpretation."2®
A conflict of this category deserves more critical scrutiny for it

is not simply a correction or insertion of the lacking information.
Correction strikes at the very conception or grasp of the subject

and method of the whole work, the very first presuppositions

with which the scholar started the investigation.27 This conflict

demands that all previous methods and interpretation be

destroyed or adjusted and a fresh look begins.28 This third

conflict is the one that almost all African Christian theologians

have engaged in resolving, and to which this thesis seeks to add a

contribution.

Our focus is to understand the interpretative functions of Frafra

mythic world in times of sickness through symbolic

representation of kaaba in order to determine what insights there

are for a constructive Frafra, contextualized, Christian ministry

of healing.

The third type of conflict clearly explains why the Frafra

Christians in the cases we have described turn to the

interpretative functions of their traditional mythic world. For

them salvation does not seem to be related to going to heaven

when they die or avoiding the disobedience of the first couple.
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Rather, salvation or well-being is experienced in terms of good

harvests, many children and freedom from evil spirits.

Therefore for a contextual Frafra, Christian, pastoral theologian,
the question is, what hermeneutical approaches and biblical

insights, as well as insights from the sciences of religion,

human/social sciences, and the interpretative functions of the

Frafra mythic world are available to the Frafra Christians for a

critical theological reflection on the relevance of the gospel of
Jesus Christ in times of this sickness? An appropriate response

to the challenge of the interpretative functions of the Frafra

mythic world to the Church is how to critically construct an

indigenous Christian ministry of healing that "can mediate the

conflicts with Western Christianity in African symbols, rituals

and ideas."29 But bef°re we do that it is also appropriate here to
look at how others have looked at the conversion of Africans to

Christianity.

In the next section we shall critically review various accounts of

what happens when Africans become converted to Christianity.

There are only very few attempts made to offer a theological

account of the phenomenon of conversion in Africa from the

perspective of practical theology. We are particularly interested

with conversion in view of the peculiar responsibilities of a

practical theologian as articulated by Forrester. According to

him:
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the peculiar responsibilities of Practical Theology
involve acting as a bridge between theology and the social
sciences and reflecting critically upon, learning from and
endeavouring to renew, reform and strengthen practice
and in particular Christian practice.

Such peculiar responsibilities for Practical theologians in

general and ours in particular will hopefully provide some clues

on how the Frafra use their mythic world as interpretative

mechanism in the symbolic representation of Kaaba. Such clues

will be the basis for bridging Frafra notions of well-being and a

Frafra Christian ministry of healing.

Some Western pastoral/practical theologians have used other

approaches relevant to their contexts.31 'n these approaches
they have used paradigms from social and human sciences as

cultural paradigms to dialogue with Western theological debates.

In our view these are Western Contextual theological models.

Although we can learn from these models of contextualization,

the African context forces African theologians to begin with that

context.

However, the African Christian theologians are free to use some

paradigms from social and human sciences if these will help them

in their tasks. But the central role of African mythic worlds in

engaging all human and cosmic interactions forces African

pastoral/practical theologians to begin with the African
contexts. One such fundamental theological issue that calls for
critical examination from African contexts and yet using
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concepts from elsewhere is the issue of religious conversion in

general and Christian conversion in particular.

2.6 Theological Theories of Conversion in Africa

The extensive and intensive debate on indigenization or

contextualization in Africa cannot be meaningfully conducted

without adequate struggle with the phenomenon of conversion in

Africa. We shall briefly explore the discourses on the phenomena

of African Christian conversions.

Cronin is one of the few African theologians who has offered

some insights on the phenomenon of Christian conversion in

Africa. He relies on the works of Lonergan22 for his theological

theory of conversion.22 According to him Lonergan suggested

different types of conversions. These are the intellectual, moral,

religious and Christian.24 He argues that Lonergan's notion of

religious experiences is a universal experience in all religions

including traditional African religion.

Religious experience, which Lonergan calls infrastructure, makes

possible religious knowledge or suprastructure,25 Religious

experience is universal but it is the suprastructure that is unique

to each religion.

Cronin produces seven components of African religious experience

to show their universal similarities to all religions or at least to
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Christianity. These are transcendence, immanence, highest good,

ultimate love, sacrifice, ways to God and neighbour, and love

supreme.36 As a result, he claims that these seven universal

common religious experiences "are the basis for dialogue and

common understanding between the great religious traditions".

The universal common religious experience in all religions

according to Cronin is the invisible work of the Holy Spirit.3 6
The role of Jesus is to fulfil, make clear or visible the invisible

work of the Holy Spirit. Cronin also suggests that according to

Lonergan God first sent the Spirit. Later God sent the Son in the

context of the Spirit's mission, to bring it to completion.39 For

Cronin, all religions including African religions and Christianity

"share something very basic in common, namely, the mission of
the Holy Spirit, God's universal, invisible, first communication of

himself to mankind".40 The many varied expressions, symbols,

rites, traditions of the different religious traditions are simply

different ways of describing the "work of the one Holy Spirit".4 ^

Hence, "African traditional religions are just one particular

example of the work of the Holy Spirit in the hearts of all

men."42 Cronin therefore concludes that the "Good News does not

destroy, disrupt or tear up a local culture at its roots but fulfils

transforms and transcends it."43

In order to account for the need for the mission of the Church in

the light of his thesis, Cronin suggests that the mission of the
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Church is to present a particular infrastructure to the work of

the Holy Spirit. Cronin further suggests that "the aim of the

missionary work is to oversee the acceptance and inculturation of

that message ..."44 The missionary brings something, which

results in new meanings, values and symbols to the African

culture45 but which is not totally strange or foreign, as the Son
and the Spirit are already at work in the religious experience.

Hence, he concludes that "there is nothing in the authentic

religious experience of Africa that has to be abandoned. Baptism

is not an uprooting and a rejection of the work of the universal

spirit."45 The suprastructure which the missionaries bring

include schools, seminaries, Colleges, preachers, and books,

sacraments, hymns and rites.47

Cronin's analysis of conversion brings out important insights

which we agree with. These are worth summarising here. There

are aspects of African traditional religious beliefs that may not

contradict the Christian gospel. We also agree with his argument

that these areas of similarities perhaps make it easier for

Africans to accept Christianity. We further agree with him that

the spirit of God is at work in Africa and among Africans in ways

beyond human understanding.

However, there are some assumptions in his analysis we do not

agree with. For example, his generalisation that all religious

experiences are the same based on his seven principles. Even if

that may be the case, it demands more comparative global studies
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to make such conclusions. Moreover, each religious experience

produces its own ethics and terminologies and belief systems.

And if we compare the ethics and belief systems of Africans and

Christianity we cannot say they are all one and the same. Cronin

does not sufficiently justify why African Christians need Mass

said in Latin, and later on in English, wine and bread produced

elsewhere, and hymns composed elsewhere using other people's

mythic world to become the "suprastructure" of African Christian

"infrastructure".

As we have seen in Chapter One it is no longer admissible for

African Christian theologians to ignore the fact that African
notions of salvation, health, healing from African mythic worlds

are different from the Western world view from which the

missionaries derived their "suprastructure". The experiences of

most African Christians in general and the cases we have

presented so far are evidences of the fact that in most cases the

missionaries may have provided an "anti-suprastructure" rather

than "suprastructure" as Cronin suggests.

The review of Cronin's effort has clearly pointed out an important

danger associated with applying universal theories. In spite of
some of the merits of this approach, the application of universal

theories to account for Africans' conversion to Christianity in

most cases ignores the particularities of African mythic worlds

which they use as interpretative mechanisms. When Africans are

converted to Christianity, they come with these mythic worlds.
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Our contention is that these mythic worlds determine how they

appropriate and interpret their encounters with the Christian

faith.

Carmody, a Catholic theologian in Africa offers another

theoretical account of conversion in Africa. His theory seems

partially capable of shedding light on the phenomenon of

conversion. Carmody explores the nature of the pedagogy of

conversion in Roman Catholicism in Zambia using Paulo Freire's

pedagogical models.4®

Education is a process of dialogue in which the teacher teaches as

well as learns from. Anyone in a leadership position who does not

behave dialogically but imposes his/her decisions "manipulates

and oppresses".49 Hence Freire proposes his "problem posing

pedagogical method" of education.

Freire, according to Carmody, suggests four levels of human

consciousness. In the first level is the intransitive

consciousness in which the person directs all energies and gifts

to satisfying basic human needs.59 The second is the level of

semi-intransitive, in which persons take facts as given.51

The third is naive consciousness, when the persons may do

serious questioning but in a rather "naive way". The persons at

this level are usually attracted to the popular views and hence

are susceptible to manipulation and exploitation by the
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populist. 52 The fourth level is the level of critical

consciousness. At this level there is critical analysis and

interpretation. Self confidence and willingness to take

responsibility are characteristic signs of those in this stage.

The fourth level is usually achieved through "problem posing."52

Persons in these various levels of consciousness use two

different approaches for learning. The first approach is the

"banking" approach. In this approach, learners are depositories in

which the teacher deposits knowledge, facts, information. In the

banking approach, students or learners are adaptable and

manageable beings. The more students work at storing the

deposits entrusted to them, the less they develop the critical

consciousness which results from their intervention in the world

as transformers of the world.5 ^

The second approach is "problem posing". The learner uses

critical reflection on present situations in which problems pose

pedagogues through intellect and praxis. This kind of process is

"the authentic union of reflection and action. The content of this

consciousness is the view that one has of one's existence in the

social world and of the power one has to determine one's

destiny."55

According to Carmody, conversion to Catholicism in Africa bears

"many of the characteristics of Freire's banking approach in

education. The converts were expected to record, memorise and
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accurately repeat the content".5® In other words, the converts

only received and stored whatever they were taught. In the light

of Freire's theory then, Carmody suggests "the converts moved

from intransitivity to semi-intransitivity".57 Like education,

conversion for some was more of a process of domesticating

them in the world of their faith instead of deliberating,

questioning and transforming them and their societies.58 We are

of the opinion that Freire's theory and Carmody's application of it

shows the difficult processes many African Christian converts

go through in order to bridge the gap between their indigenous

mythic worlds and their newly found Christian faith.

The missionary-founded Churches, almost from the very beginning

(and even now), seemed to have left their African Christian

converts on their own to devise (however elusive) ways to use

their mythic world to make meaning out of their new Christian

faith. So indigenization of the Christian faith began with the

first encounter of African mythic worlds with Christianity. But

what kinds of indigenization are going on and are they all

acceptable to these Churches? If any kind of indigenization is not

acceptable to the Churches then they need, for their members

models acceptable to the Churches and relevant to their members.
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2.7 Conversion from perspective of Comparative
study of religions

We shall examine the works of some leading scholarly research

on the African Christian conversion phenomena from the

perspective of what has been known traditionally as Comparative

study of religions. This group consists of missionaries and

scholars. So their perspectives offer a combination of the

interests of their missionary bodies and academics. These

interests are similar to the interests of this project.

The rise of the Independent African Churches5® and the case of

Archbishop Milingo of Zambia®® seem to be clear evidence that

one cannot look at the conversion experiences of African

Christians without considering the mythic worlds that they bring

to these experiences.

Anderson points out that the fact that Africans accepted

Christianity suggests, that "amongst all the new things which

repelled, there were also elements which appealed strongly to

needs vaguely felt, needs which the traditional civilisation and

religion had never been able to satisfy."®1 Anderson implies

some basic commonalty between African mythic worlds and

Western Christianity.

Gray has suggested that African traditional religion played an

important role in the way African Christians appropriate Western
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Christianity. He argues that the African notion of evil and rituals

played a dialogical role in Africans accepting as well as rejecting

Western missionary interpretation of evil. For Africans "evil was

experienced as that which destroyed life, health, strength,

fertility and prosperity."®2 Some of the African converts also

saw "Christianity" as the latest in a "series of purification or

witchcraft-eradication movements, another source of spiritual

power which brought assistance."®2 This understanding of

Christianity by African Christian converts was "enormously

enhanced as Africans began to read the biblical healing

narratives".®4

For Gray, the Bible has provided Africans with "protest symbols

with an array of different meanings which meet different

needs".®® Some of the African Christians also saw the Christian

rituals of baptism, worship and sacraments as sources of power

for protection as well as access to the power of Jesus to heal.

Other Studies from African independent Churches throughout

Africa®® seem to confirm Gray's views.

It is logical to conclude here that the African Christians use their

mythic world to find some similarities with Western Christianity

and use these similarities to interpret and appropriate their

newly found Christian faith. What happens in the areas in which
there are conflicts? These we hope to provide some explanations

to in the course of the thesis.
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2.8 Ethnophilosophical Theories of Conversion

There are other scholars who use ethnophilosophical arguments

to account for conversions of Africans to Christianity.
A leading pioneer of this school is Horton. He argues that the

indigenous mythic worlds in Africa operate on the same

assumptions and principles as Western science. For Horton,

"traditional religious beliefs are theoretical systems intended

for the explanation, prediction and control of space-time

events".®7

He explains that in African cosmology, there are two tiers. The

first tier consists of the world of the local community which is

more or less insulated from the larger world. It is in the first

tier that social interaction is essential to the total well being of
all members and not the larger world. The lesser spirits have

direct and more powerful influence on everyday social interaction

in the first tier. The supreme being on the other hand is

responsible for the wider world in the second tier. The lesser

spirits are also moral guardians and are constantly called upon to

intervene in any everyday social crises.®®

According to Horton, the traditional cosmology is conditioned by

the social environment, thus providing a clue to how traditional

cosmology responds to change. When a new phenomenon breaks

through the cosmological first tier and weakens the boundary:
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its adherents do not just abandon it in despair. Rather,
they remould and develop it until it attains, once more,
its pristine level of explanatory coverage. The end result,
therefore, is as much an instrument of explanation-
prediction as was the pre-change cosmology.69

The philosophers of the traditional cosmology are those "who see

the system as a whole with all of its ramifying implications for
the world."7® These include diviners and priests. They assume a

common "interpretative challenge of cosmology and ritual than

any one else."7^ There are some diviners and priests who ignore

the change. Others try to reverse it. Some will extend and

develop the traditional cosmology in such a way as to

accommodate the new reality in order to make the new

meaningful to the people.72 Horton emphasises that African

Christian converts accept aspects of Christianity that are

congruent to their traditional cosmologies.72 Where there is no

congruence of cosmologies, Christianity appears "as embarrassing

additions to the life of converts".74 Both Gray and Horton have

shown the interpretative functions of the traditional mythic

worlds. They have demonstrated the role of the mythic world in

interpreting and appropriating the new changes and Christian
faith. We believe these insights are helpful for contextualized

pastoral purposes.
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2.9 Current African Theological Models
of Indigenization

Nyamiti divides African inculturational approaches into two

types. The first group consisted of people who start from the

Bible and seek to interpret African reality in terms of Western

interpretations of the Bible. So they look for various Western

theologies that have some similarities with some aspects of

African world view.75 For example, Mbiti compares the African

world view with the New Testament teaching of Christ and

concludes that there are some similarities between African

mythic worlds and the New Testament writings.75

Pobee on his part, begins his African theology with the credal

phrase "Christ as true God". He constructs an African theology

based on the implication of this credal phrase in the light of Akan

notions of royalty. Pobee develops a cultural exegesis in which he

compares the credal statement and Akan notions of royalty. He

concludes from this exercise of comparison that the credal

statement has the same implications as Nana has for Akan.

Therefore when Akan Christians call Jesus their Nana, they are

calling for standards of royalty in their personal orientation, the

structures of societal and economic processes and political

forces. The implication of such a Christology is a call for both a

personal and societal justice as well as renewal.77

There is no doubt that there are similarities between Akan

royalty in their mythic world and the biblical images of
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Christians as a royal priesthood, and holy nation. These

similarities have many insights to adapt for Akan models of

contextualization. Dickson, another Ghanaian theologian, also

uses a similar inculturational approach with the Christian

teaching of the cross. He aims to construct a theology of the

cross which is positive and relevant to Akan Christians.

He is of the opinion that Western interpretations of the cross

through western thought have rendered the Church's teaching on

the cross insignificant to Akan Christians. Hence, the Easter

message loses its necessary relevant impact on Akan Christians.

He is also of the opinion that some symbols in the Akan mythic

world can offer Akan Christians richer and more relevant

theology of the cross than is currently offered them. He begins

his model of indigenization by comparing Akan notion of death

with the New Testament teaching of the cross. He concludes from
his comparison that the death of Jesus for Akan Christians is a

sign of victory.78 Here again, we agree that some Akan beliefs

concerning deaths have important insights for an Akan Christian

theology of death. Both Pobee and Dickson have set agenda for

serious efforts for contextual theology in Ghana.

Penoukou has also proposed an African Christological model based

on the rituals performed in life and death by the Ewe-Amina in

Togo. According to Penoukou life and death is a cyclical process

of birth, adulthood, death and rebirth among the Ewe-Amina. He

reflects on the life and death of Jesus in the light of his
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understanding of rituals in the mythic world of the Ewe-Amina.

He concludes that Christ can be interpreted as a mediator,

liberator and Jete (ancestor): the source of life.7®

Appiah-Kubi follows the same approach as Penoukou and also

emphasises the mediatorial role of Jesus in which Jesus can be

experienced as saviour, redeemer, power, liberator and healer.®®

Sanon, another African theologian, proposes the model of Jesus as

head and master of initiation. He bases his analysis of African

rites of passage on van Gennep's theory of ritual. He compares

the teachings of Christ and African rites of passage in which a

person acquires a higher status. He therefore sees the

similarities between the African rites of passage through which

a person acquires high status and the rites of passage through

which Jesus became Messiah. He then suggests that in the rites

of passage of Jesus, various symbols and signs are used to

incorporate humanity. These symbols and signs include Parables,

Solidarity, Cross, Church, Grace and Sacraments. Jesus therefore

is now master of initiation as one who has been initiated (Heb.

5:9). In the sacrament of baptism Christians are initiated into

Christ's "initiatic community".® ^ These three approaches of

indigenization are significant noble attempts. However, they

seem to be glossing over the traditional theological insistence on

the controversial inseparable relationship between the works,

and person on the one hand and the divinity of Jesus on the other.
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The traditional Christian position is that Jesus was able to atone

or mediate between God and humanity because he is believed to be

both God and human. But in African rites of passage neither the

initiator nor those performing the rituals of passage are said to

be both divine and human. The traditional initiates do not change

ontologically as with Jesus Christ or in Christian sacraments of

baptism. Rather, the traditional initiates change sociologically.

2.9.1 Critical Evaluations

The African theologies that we have reviewed show an awareness

of the acute need to write a coherent theology that begins with

some aspects of African mythic worlds. The potential for a

unique African theological contribution to world Christianity is

evident in all these works. They have also shown the potential

for a direct encounter between the African indigenous mythic

worlds and the biblical images and symbols in the Judaeo-

Christian faith.

These theologies usually only emphasise the spiritual and the

cultural. They are silent on the physiological, psychological and

the socio-political dimensions of African mythic worlds or vice

versa. The holistic nature of the interpretative functions of

African mythic worlds must be taken seriously by the African

pastoral needs of mainline African Christians who suffer at the

expense of this filtering method of indigenizing theologies by

Western trained African theologians. One reason may be that they
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seem to have a need to be loyal to Western theological schools

where they were trained and the ecclesiological bodies that

ordained them. As Nyamiti reminds us "... unless our theology is

going to affect positively the life of our church communities, our

work is in vain, it cannot effect them positively unless it is

relevant for their spiritual and bodily needs."®2

We hold the view that African Christological theological

categories such as mediator, intermediary, Nana, Jete (ancestor)

victor and conqueror are certainly important categories for the

construction of African theologies. However, they can become

important categories for the construction of these indigenous

theologies if they come out of a critical theological reflection of

the direct encounter between African mythic worlds with Judaeo-

Christian biblical images and symbols. The method of such a

contextualized critical theological reflection is already outlined

in chapter One.

Parratt has also made helpful reviews and criticisms of African

theologians similar to ours.®® Shorter has offered a model of

contextualized Christian ministry of healing in Africa worth

considering here. For him healing is the central theme of both the

life and ministry of Jesus and African traditional religions.

Therefore, there is an urgent need for an African Christology of

healing. He also suggests that there are also similarities

between the Galilean healers of the times of Jesus and African

traditional healers. He argues that on the one hand Jesus adopted
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the healing techniques of the holistic healing of these Galilean

healers. But Jesus, on the other hand, was also free to

reinterpret these techniques and beliefs. For example, Shorter

suggests that Jesus did not adopt the relationship between sin

and sickness of the Galilean world but he rather demonstrated the

salvific aspect of suffering in his own death.® ^

Throughout his writings, Shorter is more readily willing to create

a direct dialogue between African mythic world and Christianity.

This is clearly demonstrated in his Christian theology of healing

in which he suggests that in order for Jesus to offer healing to

African Christians, Jesus must be interpreted as a witch

doctor.85 There are however some questions that Shorter does

not adequately address in his view that Jesus adopted Galilean

healing types. These questions are best raised by Kee in his

discussion on the relationship between medicine, miracle and

magic with respect to the Ministry of healing of Jesus and the

early church.®®

Like Kee, we ask whether the healing ministry of Jesus (James

5:13-16; Mk. 9:33, 8:23) was simply a combination of Galilean

medical technique and magic? Was Jesus one more Galilean

miracle-working magician? Should we conclude that healing in

the New Testament and early Christian times and even in our time

is the same as Graeco-Roman Shamanism?®7
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Shorter advocates an honesty in the dialogue between African

traditional religion and Christianity in which the irreconcilable

conflicts must be held up.^8 Yet he seems too quick to gloss

over the areas of conflict between Judaeo-Christian faith and

African traditional religions. He is also silent on how the

relationship between sin and sickness can lead to unnecessary

forms of oppression and dehumanization in some healing rites of

some African ethnic communities. Furthermore, he concentrates

on the spiritual and cultural but ignores the socio-political and

socio-economic, as well as the physiological and psychological

aspects of healing rituals. In spite of these criticisms, his

willingness to engage in a serious honest dialogue between

African spirituality with respect to healing and Christianity has

inspired this project.

2.9.2 African Independent Churches and the
Charismatic Movement

We shall briefly explain here the different meanings and usages

of the terms Spiritual Churches, Pentecostal Churches, and

African Independent Churches or Independent African Churches in

Ghana.

The Spiritual Churches were mostly started by individuals who

were on the whole, not well educated. Some of them began as

members of a missionary founded Church but eventually came out

of them. They claim their power and authority from the Holy

Spirit. Hence their name Spiritual Churches. Although they may
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talk about "holiness" as described by Hollenweger, they tend to

use the Bible and the traditional beliefs as complementary or

supplementary.

There are mainly three types of Pentecostal Churches. The first

type consists of those started by foreign Pentecostal Churches.
An example of this group is the Assemblies of God Church. We

shall later discuss in detail the Assemblies of God Church when

we are discussing the Northern Ghana Bible Institute.

The second type consists of those that were/are started by

Ghanaians and later joined by foreign Pentecostal Churches or

evangelical individuals/groups. An example of those in this group

include the Church of Pentecost, Ghana, and the many different

Apostolic Churches89. These types of Pentecostal Churches tend

to have well developed doctrines originating or reflecting mostly

their influences by their Western partners.

The third type of Pentecostal Church started as ecumenical house

churches or what we call in Ghana "Christian fellowships". In the

cause of time some of them become Churches. An example of this

type is the Ghana Evangelical Society.

The terms African Independent Churches or Independent African

Churches are new in Ghana. They are mostly used in Ghanaian

academic circles to refer to Spiritual Churches and some of the

Pentecostal Churches. It must be mentioned however that the
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Pentecostal Churches especially those with some form of

Western connection or with leaders who are well educated do not

like their churches to be referred to as Spiritual Churches.

In this section, and indeed throughout the thesis the terms

Spiritual Churches, Pentecostal Churches, Charismatic Churches

or movements, and African Independent Churches or Independent

African Churches will be used interchangeably for lack of

adequate terminology that makes a clear distinction between

them.

According to Mulling the spiritual Churches in an urbanising

social structure with new socio-economic structures have

become small businesses in which their leaders gain access to

economic advantages.®® Christianity has become a means of

advancing to high social status in the new urban social

stratification. She emphasises that "healing rituals play a key

role in transmitting and establishing these new ideological

precepts".®1

For example, the role of the leader of the Church of the Messiah,

Mulling claims, "is the rationalisation and reinforcement of the

relationships, characterized by increasing individualization."®2
Therefore the spiritual Churches are more effective vehicles for

the transmission of new ideologies for the new social

stratification and socio-economic prospects.
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Mulling's generalisation from a study of one church is too

presumptuous of the functions and purposes of spiritual Churches

in Ghana in particular and indeed Africa in general. It is true that

some of the leaders come from the lower economic classes, with

less education. In some cases the role of founder or pastor offers

economic and social advantages. However, there are other leaders

and members of such Churches who are part of the middle class.

For example the founder of the Christian Action Centre in Accra

comes from a wealthy family. Some of his followers are the

young Ghanaian professionals whose needs other than economic

and social status may not have been met in the missionary-

founded churches in which they were baptised and confirmed.

Thus, they left either to either found or join

Spiritual/Charismatic churches in order to meet these needs.

Throughout the regional capitals of Ghana there are such churches

whose leaders were previously well-paid professionals, and

whose members are mostly well paid. Examples include the

pastors and most members of the Broken Yoke Foundation in

Bolgatanga and the Central Gospel Church in Accra. Therefore,

Mulling's theory may be applicable to some leaders but cannot

apply to all leaders of Spiritual Churches. We will, rather,

suggest that other reasons account for the aspects of worship and

teachings of these Churches and their ability to invoke the

interpretative functions of indigenous mythic worlds through a

method of direct encounter between the traditional mythic

worlds. In our view one such outcome of this approach occurs
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when the Judaeo-Christian faith assumes the role of the

functions of the interpretative mechanism of the mythic world in

response to crisis and change in the daily encounters of their

followers.

The leaders of the African Independent Churches and the

Charismatic healers offer an alternative to the Western-imported

Christianity in the churches founded by Western missionary

bodies. Their alternative interpretation is based on taking

seriously the traditional mythic worlds in which humans interact

with spiritual powers, both for good and evil. The leaders and

followers of these Churches seem to use a method of

interpretation of symbolic literalism which partially correspond

to the symbols of African mythic worlds. This approach has been

hitherto resisted and even condemned by some mainline Churches
for some time. In their theological education, they may have

deemed this approach as unacademic. However, it seems the

trend is changing.

One well-known case is that of Archbishop Milingo of Zambia. At

the beginning of Bishop Milingo's healing ministry, the leadership

of the Catholic Church in Zambia and the Vatican expressed

concern over his healing ministry. In an executive meeting of
Zambia Episcopal Conference (ZEC) in November 1977, they

advised him to stop his healing ministry, which he did for some

time.93 He was even transferred to Rome which some suspect

may have been an attempt by the Vatican to remove him from his
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healing base in which he used traditional mythic worlds to

understand Biblical healing narratives. But he continued healing

in Rome. This time, his congregation was mostly made up of

Europeans. This may suggest that, perhaps, even people in so-

called developed countries may still operate with mythic world

similar to Africans in addition to their secular and scientific

world views.

In the November 1990 edition of the official newspaper of the

Vatican, there was a picture of Archbishop Milingo and Pope John

Paul II standing together.94 What are we to make of this picture

of Archbishop Milingo and Pope John Paul II? Was it indicating a

public recognition of the healing ministry of Milingo? But more

importantly, has the healing ministry of Milingo shown the

inadequacy of Western Christianity even among Europeans? Has

Archbishop Milingo successfully married the African mythic

world and the mythic worlds of Judaeo-Christian faith? Has

Milingo at long last demonstrated an approach which Western

missionary-established Churches can adopt to mobilise African

mythic worlds if they do not want to continue the impression that

Christianity is a foreign religion alien to Africans?

Hollenweger, a leading authority in the Pentecostal movement

suggests that people are drawn to Pentecostalism because of the

inability of the mainline Churches "to communicate its faith."9 5
He further states that:
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whether it [Pentecostalism] exists amongst the agricultural
workers of Chile, the Indians of Argentina, the proletariat
of North America, the masses of African cities, the Gypsies
of France, the members of Swedish trade unions, or the poor
of Britain, the function of Pentecostal movement is to
restore the power of expression to people without identity
or powers of speech and to heal them from the terror of
loss of speech.96

Hollenweger reveals an important insight into the functions of

the African Independent Churches in that they are forms of

protest by the oppressed or marginalized people. Camaroff comes

to similar conclusions from her study on the use of ritual by the

Tswana church in Southern Africa.97 However, there are times

when Pentecostalism can be used as an opiate or "alibi"

encouraging the marginalized to accept their conditions as if it

was the will of God for them to be marginalized.

This point is supported by Hollenweger himself, when he argues

that their ideology of holiness at times tends to reduce socio¬

political and economic policies and structures to individual

sins.98 Those Pentecostals in the holiness movement do not

always see the interconnectedness of the physiological,

psychological, spiritual, social and cultural.

In spite of these dangers in their theology and practice, their

greatest contribution to the Church in Africa is the extent to

which they take seriously the mythic worlds of the Bible and
their followers. Most of the founders and leaders in these

Churches do not filter the Biblical mythic worlds through Western
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philosophical, psychological and theological discussions. They

use their mythic worlds to interpret the Bible.

In our view these Churches have attempted some models of

contextualization in Africa in general. In our observation in Ghana

the leaders and members of these Churches are largely

unconscious of what they are doing and in some cases some of the

leaders of these Churches may deny it when confronted for fear of

being inferior to the Western missionary-founded Churches.

We can conclude here that there is no doubt that the Western-

trained African theologians and other Africanists that we have

reviewed have tried to show through sociological-cum-

phenomenological studies that whatever religions the

missionaries brought to Africa they were not superior to African

religions. They have furthermore demonstrated quite convincingly
that African religions are capable of accepting and reshaping

Western Christianity through a critical rereading of the Biblical

stories. Their efforts must be applauded. However, one cannot

help but suggest that Horton's criticisms of some Western

missionaries and anthropologists are applicable to some Western

African theologians and other African religionists:

The missionaries, modern Western Christian
anthropologists are intellectual smugglers. They are busy
introducing Greek metaphysical conceptions into African
religious thought. The African deities of the books, clothed
with the attributes of the Christian God, are, in the main,
creations of the students of African religion. They are
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beyond all recognition to the ordinary African in thecountryside.99

Some of the Western-trained African theologians developed
concepts of God that lie beyond the recognition of ordinary
members of missionary-founded churches. Such approaches seem
so reductionistic that the traditional mythic worlds are not given
their unique roles in their forms of indigenization. So Opoku
suggests that although most:

if not all, these Churches are in the hands of Africans,there is still the feeling that too much familiarity withAfrican culture would sap the essential Christian flavour
from the Church's being and existence.100

Furthermore, "such a recognition would compel an attitude of
humility in the face of African culture which should contrast
sharply with the arrogant and disdainful attitude of yesteryear
and from which the church is still trying to free herself."1 91

Consequently, some of these Western-trained African theologians
provide models of contextualization which do not begin with the
African mythic world in which salvation, health and ritual are

inseparably related. They often fail to recognise that the first
encounter of African mythic worlds and Christianity started with
a form of indigenization. The moment Africans use their mythic
worlds to translate Christianity, is a moment of indigenization.
Therefore it is incorrect for these theologians to claim that
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indigenization of the Christian gospel started with their

writings.

There is also a strong attack on the cultural indigenization school

mostly from some theologians in South Africa.1 Their main

criticism against the cultural indigenization school is that it

often fails to take seriously the issues of socio-political and

socio-economic realities of oppression and exploitation in Africa.

Hence in 1977 a pan African conference of Third World

theologians in Accra declared:

It is our belief that God's demands of the Churches in Africa
is that they not only oppose any form of oppression and
suffering but also sever reliance, direct or indirect, with
the forces of oppression .... Because oppression is found not
only in culture but also in political and economic structures
and the dominant mass media, African theology must also be
liberation theology.1

Here again, because the phenomena of indigenization is not looked

at from the perspective of the mythic world of African

Christians, these criticisms assume that African Christians are

not protesting against economic exploitation and political

oppression with their mythic worlds.

The studies of Camaroff and Mulling provide clear evidence that

Africans use their mythic worlds to indigenize as well as protest

against economic exploitation, political and theological

imperialism. Therefore a critical investigation of how indigenous
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mythic worlds function as an interpretative mechanism is vitally

necessary to understand how Africans rationalize their

encounters with the "new" faith, and modernity.

2.9.3 Traditionalism and Modernity
in African Literature

In our judgement a critical discussion of the debate of the

interaction of traditional mythic worlds and Western Christianity
and modernity in Africa is carried on better in African literature

than in theological writings. African literary writers, unlike

theologians, provide important literary criticisms of the rapid

changes in Africa. These writers draw on their feelings,

understandings and experiences to describe and analyse change as

well as recreate their respective alternatives for Africa. Their

approach is similar to some leaders of the African independent

churches.

Some African novelists are asking profound questions about what

is happening to traditional mythic worlds in their encounters

with Western Christianity and modernity. Ayi Kwei Armah, for

example, asks the following fundamental questions: What can one

person or even communities do in the midst of such irreversible

changes? Can the collective Ghanaian mythic worlds survive?

Are Ghanaians justified in embarking on individual or collective

goals? What are the contexts in today's Ghana? How does one

exercise freedom? What are one's obligations? Is it the family,

the clan, the Church, the government, or the employer? Who
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maintains order: the police, the elders, the ancestors, the

military, or the Church?1®'1

The contribution of the literary writers in assessing the role of

the traditional mythic worlds in their encounter with

Christianity and modernity seems to be what Ong calls "the

technologizing of the word."105 The literary writers use the

method of technologizing the word to understand and in many

cases protest against these changes. It is unfortunate that

African theologians appear to be unaware of the fact that African

writers are their allies even if they sometimes accuse the Church
of being an agent of exploitation, colonialism and imperialism in

Africa. We shall provide here a summary of the views of some of
the prominent African writers who are allies in our attempts to

understand the phenomenon of indigenization even though we are

mainly concerned with the theological dimension of

indigenization.

Obiechina observes that:

through the introduction of literacy, the corpus of Western,
indeed world civilisation, its institutions and values, arts
and sciences, philosophies and theology, its aesthetic
values, and the artefacts of its material culture were made
available to people of West Africa.'1®®

The main effect of education "was to break the psychic insularity

of traditional education and limited physical mobility, and to

substitute for it a cosmopolitan and mobile psyche."1®7
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Riesman similarly points out the effect of literacy on traditional

society in which he observes that with literacy, tradition-

direction persons shifted to inner-direction.108

Chinua Achebe in two of his novels deals with the irreversible

influence of Western civilisation on traditional mythic worlds

through two traditional characters, the character of Okonkwo in

Things Fall Apart and the chief priest, Ezeulu in Arrow of God.

Both characters fight an almost losing battle with modernity.

Through the characters of Okonkwo and Ezeulu, Achebe, in the

words of Obiechina:

...is able to enter imaginatively into the lives of his
traditional characters and to expose the strains to which
they are exposed as a result of the descriptive effect of a
foreign culture in a relatively stable and self-sufficient
culture they grew up in.1®®

Achebe presents a situation in which there are rapidly shifting

loyalties and value systems. This shifting occurs between the

values of the traditional mythic world and the values of

Christianity and modernity.11®

The power and symbols of the traditional mythic worlds are

disintegrating. Even the role of the gods as "ultimate arbiters of
human affairs is lost by the people of Okperi disobeying their

chief priest."111 A money economy is introduced; policemen
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rather than the chief priest, are now responsible for law and

order.

In these two novels, Christianity and modernity provide Africans

with alternatives to their traditional mythic worlds. The

traditional mythic world seems unable:

...to regulate the conflicts and stresses which arose from
the culture-contact. Traditional customary laws became
ineffective, not only because their religious basis was
undermined by Christianity but because the colonial
administration monopolised the use of coercion and so
weakened the capacity of traditional societies to exact
conformity from their eccentric members or to settle
inter-communal strife by the threat of action or by action
itself.1 1 ^

Furthermore, Olney supports the case of the destruction of the

traditional mythic world arguing that:

the very fact of writing in English or in French already
constitutes a self-determined alienation on the part of
the intellectual or evolve since the foreign language and
his professional use of it can only remove him from the
great majority of non-intellectual Africans.1 1^

The role of languages such as English and French in altering the

African mythic world is best articulated and protested by Ngugi

wa Thiongo.114 Ngugi wa Thiongo strongly argues that the

introduction of foreign languages was an integral part of the

colonial agenda similar to the introduction of district

commissioners. Foreign languages were "the most important
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vehicle through which that power fascinated and held the soul

prisoner. Language was the means of the spiritual

subjugation."1 1 5

2.9.4 Critical evaluations of African literature :

A Case for traditional mythic worlds

A summary of the battle between traditionalism, modernity and

technological transformation of traditional societies such as the

Frafra by some African writers is best offered by Lemer:

The process of modernisation powerfully transforms
individual lifeways. The move from the familiar and deeply
personal life of a family farm in an isolated village to the
strange impersonality of a 'job' in a busy city crowded with
unknown persons is one such transformation.11®

Although Africans have intensely interacted with modernity, we

cannot accept the conclusion of some Western-trained

theologians and African writers that traditional mythic worlds

have lost their potencies to resist change. As already indicated,

various researches on the African independent Churches provide a

contrary view. Our view is that the use of African traditional

mythic worlds as contexts for appropriating meanings in

pluralistic African societies is an important key in understanding

the Africans' encounters with Christianity and modernity.

A critical analysis of the African novelists rather suggests that

the traditional mythic world is transforming Christianity and
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modernity. Olney seems to support our view when he says "many

African writers ... choose to inform the outside world about

Africa and the African experience by dramatising their lives and

then taking their own case as representative."^ 7

These writers are certainly drawing on old African traditional

mythic worlds and some even attempt to use their mythic world

to reconstruct an alternative to the changes they experience.

Therefore, the writers are indeed unconsciously suggesting that

traditional mythical worlds are transforming both modernity and

Christianity in ways that are uniquely African. The task of both

African practical theologians and writers is to understand how

these mythic worlds are translating Christianity and modernity.

But our position is that they cannot fulfil such a task unless and

until they first try to understand the role of traditional mythic

worlds as interpretative mechanisms in their traditional setting.

It is also often argued that people in cities and urban centres are

totally disconnected from rural traditional life. So it is

concluded that the African mythic worlds have totally

disappeared in these people. There is enough evidence to show

the contrary. The confessions of Nkrumah regarding his failure to

eradicate traditional mythic worlds in Ghana provide us with a

clue to the almost impossible task of changing traditional mythic

worlds in Ghana. He writes:

I had to combat not only tribalism but the African tradition
that a man's first duty was to his family group and that
therefore nepotism was the highest of all virtues. While I
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believe we had largely eliminated tribalism as an active
force, its by-products and those of the family system were
still with us.1 1 ®

Nkrumah's admission of failure to make all Ghanaians adopt his

nationalism at the expense of traditional mythic worlds, points

clearly to the fact that the influence of Christianity and

modernity are not only limited but also selective on the

traditional mythic worlds of Ghanaians.

We suggest that Nkrumah failed, partly because in Ghanaian

mythic worlds a person's identity is inseparably related to the

family, clan and tribe. The Frafra, the Ewe, the Ga, the Akan to

name a few ethnic communities "have not found in the modern

state of Ghana the voice of their past, or with the force and living

authority of the ancestors."112 JUe yaabnam of the Frafra, the

Kusah, the Akan and Ga are real to them in a way that the

"conglomerate state can never be because the modern state is an

abstract entity formed in nearly every case."12® Nkrumah's

modern western approach failed partly because he failed to

understand the old traditional mythic worlds as interpretative

mechanisms with which Ghanaians operate even in the modern

state of Ghana.

In Ghana there is hardly any group of people who have become so

rationalised and modernised that they have severed completely

their ties with their traditional mythic world. Nabilah in his

research on labour migration of the Frafra from the north to the
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south has clearly shown that there is a cyclical movement

between rural, urban and city dwellers. There is back and forth

movement. Those in the village come to their relatives in the

cities for money or some kind of help, while the city dwellers go

back to the village for funerals and other ritual needs.

There is constant reinforcement of traditional mythic worlds

even among the young in the urban city dwellers by these cyclical

movements. We can therefore infer that there is a constant

interaction between the Frafra mythic world with modernity in

which their mythic world helps them deal with changes.

Furthermore, in the cities, there are associations of people from

similar ethnic groups. For example, the Frafra association in

Accra has an inherited Frafra chief's house in Nima. The Frafra in

Accra believe that the chief's house performs a symbolic function

in terms of their identity in their mythic world and in the

isolated and at times hostile Accra urban life. Therefore the

interpretative mechanism of the traditional mythic world is

enhanced rather than destroyed. The Christians who come to

Accra tend to attend congregations in which there is a majority

of their ethnic group members.

A number of the Presbyterian congregations in Accra are made of

people of the same ethnic group. For example, the Nima Catholic

Church is made up of people from the North. The Evangelical

Presbyterian congregations are predominantly made of Ewes who

worship in the Ewe language. There are also many congregations
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of other denominations made up of predominantly one ethnic group

or another in Accra. There are similar secular and religious ethnic

associations of those from Southern Ghana working in the North

of Ghana. For example, in Bolgatanga, there is a strong

association of Asante. Their chief or Asantehene is the senior

presbyter of the local Presbyterian church in Bolgatanga. The

formation of ethnic groups in the cities in Nigeria is also

discussed by Lloyd.122

The general conclusions we can draw from these cyclical

migrations, secular and religious ethnic associations and

congregations overwhelmingly support our claim that traditional

mythic worlds as interpretative mechanisms continue to play an

indispensable role in the people's encounter with Christianity and

modernity. Therefore, a critical investigation of the

interpretative mechanism functions of traditional mythic worlds

is an imperative in any effort to reconstruct a contextualized

Christian ministry especially a ministry of healing.

2.9.5 Change and Pastoral Theological Agenda in
Ghana

The central role of traditional mythic worlds in the encounter

with modernity and Christianity in Ghana cannot be over¬

emphasised. As already indicated, the unique contribution of

Africa to world Christianity lies in a response that starts with

the African mythic worlds. Shorter points out the urgent need of

such an African response when he writes:
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The Church needs the African theological contribution for
her own theological health. This contribution is not going
to destroy or alter the universal tradition, but it may
operate first of all as a corrective in a number of ways...
It may awaken themes in universal Christianity which are
dormant or latent ... show that certain elements presented
in Africa are essential.123

Another compelling challenge for the Church in Africa was also

offered by President Banana of Zimbabwe. He challenged third

world theologians in general "to seriously consider rewriting the

Bible so that God can be liberated from dogmas that make God the

property of ethnic syndicates."12^

The difference between Banaan's view and the intention of this

thesis is that we do not think it is possible to make the Bible

ethnic free, but it is possible to make the Bible inclusive of all

ethnic groups. For the task of African pastoral theology is to

provide a holistic ministry that starts with the African mythic

world as suggested by both Lartey and Masamba ma Mpolo.

Lartey advocates a model of dialogue between African mythic

worlds and theology, the psychotherapeutic psychologies and

sociological/cultural anthropology.125 Masamba ma Mpolo also

offers a similar approach:

The cultural dimension influencing individuals' concept of
illness and behaviour responses, should be taken seriously
so that sociology and culture which play a significant role
in the development of personality can become part of
therapy.123
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In conclusion, the story of the encounter of the Frafra mythic

world and Western Christianity, scientific medicine, and

modernity, and the literature review have shown clearly that an

"epistemological distance" exists in Frafra Christians in

particular and African Christians in general. These evidences have

also shown that the "epistemological distance" was caused

primarily because the three offences suggested by Panikkar were

committed. The literature review from African theological

discourses, the sciences of religion, and African literary writers

do not only argue that the "epistemological distance" has to be

bridged but more importantly that it can be bridged using

resources from African indigenous mythic worlds. Indeed, the

African theologies that we have examined are important

attempts to offer corrective theological responses to make the

claims of the Church necessary and relevant to African

Christians. This thesis seeks to join in their efforts by

attempting a modest contextual Christian pastoral response to

the Frafra Christians in the Frafra context.
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CHAPTER THREE

The Frafra

3.0 Context

This chapter describes the Frafra context in which the encounter

between the Frafra mythic world and Christianity and modernity

takes place. Western Christianity and modernity were not

introduced into Frafraland until the late nineteenth century and

early twentieth century. So Frafraland provides a glimpse of the

moment of transition from a mono-cultural, rural traditional

setting to a multi-cultural, pluralistic urban context. The Frafra

are engaged in an intense process in which they are using their

traditional mythic world to make meaning out of these

irreversible changes impacting on their lives.

There are different accounts of the etymology of the name Frafra.

The most popular version is that it was derived by a foreigner
from the common informal greeting "frafra". Cardinal, one of the

foreigners alleged to have coined the term, writes:

Grunshi has been further divided by us into Frafra,
Grunshi and Kanjaga. The Frafra included all the Nankani,
Nabnam and Talansi and is a word derived from a form of

greeting spoken by these people who murmur by way of
thanks or petition 'fra-fra or fura-fura.1
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The Frafra belong to the general linguistic group designated by
p

Rattray as the "Mole Group" which also includes "the Mampelle,

Dagbane, Kusal, Nankane or Gotene, Dagare, Nabte, Bulee, Wala and

Loberu" 3

3.1 The Frafraland

The Upper East region now consists of the Frafra, the Bulisa, the

Kasena, and the Kusasi and the Frafra people and their

administrative districts.

Until recently, the present Upper East region was part of what

was then called Upper region. The Upper region then included the

Wala, and the Lo Dagari. These ethnic groups are now in a

different region called Upper West region. This explains why in

some of the literature on Ghana, the Upper region consists of all

these groups of people. On the next page is a map of the

administrative districts of the Upper East region. In the next two

pages is also a map of the Frafra administrative district showing

the areas of the research described in appendix A
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Map of the Administrative Districts of
the Upper East Region
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These ethnic groups have philological similarities and common

cultural practices and beliefs. It seems we have to take

Cardinal's etymology of Frafra as a supreme example of the

colonial significations of the Frafra people that have stayed and

may stay with them for some time. Frafra is now the collective

name for the three dialects commonly spoken by the groups of
this triad with some marked linguistic variations in certain

expressions. The three dialects that make up the Frafra are

Goreni, Tallen, and Nabet. Throughout this thesis Frafra will be

used to designate the collective language, geography, religion, and

culture of this triad. Where we are referring to one of the three

ethnic communities we will say Gorensi for the people, Goreni for

the dialect, Talleh for the people, and Tallen for the language,

Nabnam for the people and Nabet for the language.

3.2 Geography

The Frafra to the south share boundaries with the Mumprusi, those

to the north with the Mossi in Burkina Faso. To the north-west

the Kasena, to the west the LoDagaba and to the east the Kusasi.

The Gorensi are at the centre, the north, and north-west. Their

administrative and commercial centres are Bolgatanga and Bongo

respectively. Prior to Bolgatanga becoming the administrative

capital, Zuarungu; two miles east of Bolgatanga was the original

capital of the Frafra. It must be mentioned that the idea of an

administrative capital for the triad was invented by colonial

administrators for their own convenience. These boundaries were
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arbitrarily imposed by colonial administrators. This imposition

has resulted in fighting, legal suits, and counter suits even up to

the time of writing this thesis.

The Talleh are to the south-east of Bolgatanga, sharing borders

with the Mumprusi in the Northern region. They are most known in

the literature of anthropology because of the extensive writings

of Meyer Fortes4 about them. Their main administrative and

commercial capital is Tongo.

The Nabnam are to the east of Bolgatanga, sharing boundaries

with both the Kusasi and the Gorensi in Bongo. Their capital is

Nangodi. In terms of local councils they are grouped with the

Goreh in Bongo but in terms of electing a member of parliament to

represent them they are grouped with the Talleh. We have not

come across any satisfactory reasons for these divisions so far.

The Frafra live in an area of about1,900 sq km. Frafraland is

about 500 to 700 feet above sea level. There are a number of

rocky hills scattered throughout Frafraland. The highest are about

1,250 feet found in the Tongo and Nangodi areas. There are two

main seasons, the dry and rainy seasons respectively. The rainy

season starts at about May and ends in October or early November.

The peak of the rainy season is in August and September, with

varying rates of rainfall.
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Map of the Frafra Administrative District
showing the areas covered by the research
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The rest of year is the dry season with no rain or else some

showers. The temperature ranges between 15° and 50° degrees

Celsius. The humidity also varies from the rainy season to the dry

season. The climate is tropical. The vegetation is savannah, with

tall and short grasses, shrubs, and scattered short trees all over.

Few rivers flow across Frafraland. There are many dams and

ponds throughout the area.

3.3 Traditional Frafra Spirituality

One of the difficulties of this project is how to translate the

Frafra ways of life into Western categories without the

distortion and reductionism that Western scholars are accused of.

It is not only practically difficult to make such separation

between religion, culture, and sociology in the Frafra mythic

world but it is also difficult to find English equivalents to

express their categories. One way of getting around this problem

is to describe first, without technical jargon from any discipline.

As already noted, the religious, cultural and social form a totality
of life. In most cases a religious act is also a cultural and social

act. For the purpose of this thesis, we shall designate the

religious socio-cultural psycho-social and economical and

political as the totality of life. Totality of life suggests that the

religious, cultural and social perspectives interact as one in the

Frafra experiences of life.
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Frafra spirituality is intrinsically related to two main symbols.

The first category we designate as geographical symbols. These

include trees, rocks, stones, hills, water, rivers, ponds, woods

and metal. The second category we designate as biological

symbols. These include all types of animals, both domesticated

and wild on land and in water, and human beings of both sexes, and

of all ages and spirits of ancestors.

Frafra spirituality divides the world into two types. These are

the physical visible and the non-physical invisible. The physical

visible is both a replica and a continuation of the non-physical

invisible. These two worlds communicate and interact constantly

with each other. The spatial relationship between the two worlds

is opaque from the perspective of those in the physical visible

world but transparent from the perspective of those in the non-

physical invisible world.

Rituals are the only means of communication between the two

worlds. Kaaba is their main ritual for achieving well-being

vitality, identity and a sense of meaning for those living in the

physical world.

Ancestors and boar (shrines) of the earth are also important

forms of spirituality in the Frafra mythic world. The office of
the Tendaan (earth priest) is also important. In the Frafra mythic

world the power of teng (earth) pervades the religious, social and

the psychological dimensions of life.
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Teng to the Frafra can mean the physical, geographical

environment on which they live: their houses, the tarn (soil), tii

(trees), zuar (hills) kuga (stones). Teng can also mean an all-

seeing omnipotent spirit which gives them food, protects their

animals and themselves and interacts with their daily lives.

Finally, Teng also refers to the local shrine whose primary task

is to ensure the well-being of residents within this locality.

The local sacred spots are the spots on which kaaba are offered.

For most Ghanaians in the South these earth shrines popularly

called "nana Tongo" are the most protective powers to be

consulted in times of difficulties.

These holy or sacred spots are what the Talleh and Nabnam refer

to as tengkpan (tengane in Goreni). There can be found in almost

any place: a grove of trees, a heap of stones and rivers. These

different tengkpana (plural) have direct responsibility for

protecting the different clans. Those who offer kaaba at any one

shrine are truly kinsfolk.

A senior member of the clan offers kaaba to the ancestors on

behalf of all the biih (descendants) on a particular sacred spot.

The kpeem (the senior member of the clan) also presides on the

sacred spot which represents the supreme teng spirit of that

geographical location.7 So teng can refer to one particular local
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shrine belonging to a particular group of clans but it can also

consist of a group of clans. In this case teng is called boar.

Frafra social and ethical life, and identity are best understood in

relation to their Kaaba and allegiance to teng (earth shrine) boar
O

(the local paternal and maternal head shrine).

3.4 Socio-cultural Life

The Frafra social life seems to be intensely relational or

gregarious. Their ethics are also determined by their social

relations and the effects of individual actions on the group. This

intensively collective social life however adjusts to personal

preferences and choices in spiritual and socio-cultural matters

but is not necessarily individualistic as in Western societies.

The personal choices must always be related to group solidarity

and identity. Social ties trace their origin to the concentric

circles of relations of founding ancestors of the clan/lineage.

The clan/lineage system is closely connected to the earth shrine.

Therefore there is a direct relationship between social relations

and personality in Frafra mythic world.

3.5 Clash of Traditional Mythic world and
Modernity in Frafraland

Bolgatanga is generally accepted to be the commercial centre for
the Frafra by virtue of the fact that it is the capital of the Upper
East Region (UER) as a whole. Bolgatanga has more secondary and
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vocational institutions than any of the locations in appendix A.

As the regional capital, the banks, and government offices are

located there.. Bolgatanga furthermore has most of the modern

social amenities such as transportation, water, sewerage,

communication systems, electricity and a regional hospital. In

short, Bolgatanga is the most cosmopolitan of all the Frafra

towns and villages in the UER of Ghana.

Consequently, it is undergoing irreversible changes in almost all

spheres of life. The same could be said for Bongo, Nangodi and

Tongo, only to a lesser degree. There are people from different

parts of Ghana as well as expatriates working as teachers,

doctors, nurses, engineers, bankers, Church workers in Frafraland.

The conflict between the old and the new is also clearly visible in

Frafraland. Travelling the breadth and width of Frafraland, one

observes that the people are in a state of confusion or a feeling of

ambivalence towards the conflict between the "old" and "new" in

their lives and environments. They wear Western clothing, have

transistor radios, televisions, phones, and faxes to mention but a

few. Hence they are connected to the larger world cultures. They

also use modern cooking tools such as gas/electric stoves and

cookers. They use tractors and ploughs for their food production.

Some use bicycles to move about. At the centre of almost every

village are both primary and middle schools, a chapel or two

chapels representing two versions of the alleged one Christian

faith; usually Presbyterian and Roman Catholic chapels
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respectively, both competing for members not only from the same

community but at times from the same households.

On Bolgatanga market days lorries go to the respective villages to

carry people and goods to and fro. In some villages there are

government clinics or dispensaries that are often falling apart

and without drugs. Those villages without these dispensaries are

served by the Presbyterian mobile clinics. They go to these

villages at least every fortnight to give pre-natal, natal and post¬

natal health service. Some villagers have become so used to being

picked up by these clinic vans to the extent that they postpone

their trips to Bolgatanga to the clinic days in their villages.

Those who are Presbyterians feel it is the obligation of the staff
to pick them up on their errands.

In Kpalugu in Tongo, there is a huge under-used tomato factory. In

Zuarungu near Bolgatanga there is an under-used meat factory. In

Nangodi there is a closed-down gold mine but which at the time of

this research was being considered for possible re-opening. In

Vea in Bongo, there is a collapsing irrigation project aimed at

producing rice and tomatoes for local consumption and export

throughout the year.

Since 1970, the U.N., the World Bank and other vehicles of Western

capitalism have embarked on giving Frafra people interest-free

loans, tractors, chemical fertilisers, ploughs, and building large

storage rooms. They have also embarked on massive campaign
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programmes to persuade Frafra people to cultivate cotton and rice

for exports instead of the staple foods such as groundnuts, local

sorghum; nara and ki (millet). This is made attractive by the

provision of local FM radios whose range is confined to the Upper

East region on which they listen to news and weather forecasts of

good times for them to grow cotton and rice. They can now listen

to local, national and international news in their native dialects.

All these drastic irreversible changes give the impression of

everything new, the old passing or dying. There is nothing further
from the truth than such an impression. As one stands in the

heart of Bolgatanga, the "old" imposes itself ominously,

impossible to deny or ignore. There are the thatched houses

standing side by side with modern complex buildings of banks,

post offices and air-conditioned multi-national corporation

offices.

While one listens to popular American music with a "walkman",

one also hears the sweet melodies of humming voices

accompanied by maracas and occasionally the drums of diviners in

their zona (consulting rooms). One also hears and at times sees

dee (the funeral procession) accompanied by dance and music and

above all the display of spiritual powers by shamans chewing

poisonous arrows, yet not dying, cutting themselves with knives,

yet no wounds, piercing spears and knives in eyes, mouths and

stomachs, yet no visible sign of cuts or bleeding. These

activities defy modern scientific medical explanation.
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There are the countless da dut (local beer bars or pubs) in which

people are not just having fun but are also telling oral histories

of all the ancestral fame and notable achievements. Among the

Frafra, if a musician only sings the praises of an individual

present at the drinking bar that musician is not worth rewarding.

In the Frafra tradition a musician should be able to recite the

achievement of at least the past three generations of that

individual. Therefore even in entertainment their notion of

collectivity is reinforced by people being taught or reminded by

the traditions they come from.

One also sees even in Bolgatanga traditional judges shuttling back

and forth dealing with community conflicts, performing marriage,

birth and death rites and legal consultations. One sees candidates

for vacant stools, wearing their special protection symbolised in

tails, rings, head caps and bangles on their legs, wrists and necks.

If you dare peek through the heavy smocks, there are symbols of

spiritual powers on the chests and waists. One also sees the

tendanam (priests of the earth) in shrine attire of skins and head

caps of ropes with bundles of tails of animals either offered to

shrines or most probably representing shrines they embody and

attend to.

There are also signs of occasional sacrifices in the centre of

Bolgatanga, especially among the rocks at the centre, from which
it is alleged the name Bolga (sand) and tanga (rock) are derived.
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At other times, usually in the evenings, one sees people offering

their ancestral kaaba.

In short, Bolgatanga bears all the signs and symbols of the

continuity and discontinuity in the interaction between the "old"
and the "new" in Frafraland.

The epitome of this continuity and discontinuity is Bolgatanga

Nam yir (the chief's house) the symbol of tradition. It is a large

compound of round thatched rooms with a few rectangular

buildings roofed with iron sheets. The zanor (gate or entrance) is

partly a traditional type but unlike the traditional type it has a

door attached. At the reception is an air conditioned room roofed

with both grass and iron sheets. The chief sits on a platform
raised two to three feet, which traditionally would have

represented the founding ancestor or his immediate father or

grandfather with signs of sacrifices. Instead, it is decorated

with traditional fabric, a western carpet, and traditional leather

pillows. The seats for his guests are all (at the last time we saw

them) made of modern comfortable leather cushions with all the

trappings of a modern board room. We might add that he is a

certificated "A" teacher and professes to follow the Roman

Catholic faith. He drives a nice Mercedes-Benz car instead of a

horse.

Q

Chinua Achebe's novel Things Fall Apart seems to depict the

clash of modernity and traditionalism in Frafraland as located in
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Umuofia, a traditional village like Datuku or any Frafra village.

The story begins with the missionaries and British

administrators commencing their attack on traditional life in

Umuofia village. Life in Tongo, Bolga, and Bongo at the time of

Meyer Fortes1® and even now can be characterised with the words

of Cooley as "a certain fusion of individualities in a common

whole, so that one's very self, for many purposes at least, is the

common life and purpose of the group".1 1 There are also

similarities between Okonkwo's community and what Fortes
1 ?

describes about the Talleh , one of the Frafra triad. Okonkwo's

character depicts aspects of the traditional religious belief

system, especially the ancestral powers encountered with the

"new" and the conflicts that result from such encounter.

Okonkwo's friend Obierika echoes the feeling of the elderly of the

Frafra against modernity thus:

... our own men and our sons have joined the ranks of the
stranger. They have joined his religion and they help to
uphold his government ... The white man is clever, he
came quietly and peacefully with his religion ... He has
put a knife on the things that held us together and we

1
have fallen apart.

However, we contend that the Frafra mythic world does not only

survive but indeed transforms the new into its own frame of

reference. Hence it is important for the Church to understand the

critical role of the Frafra mythic world as an interpretative
mechanism.
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Der recounts a story of how the LoDagaba became Christians

which indicates how their notion of salvation was different from

the "White Father". According to Der, "there were mass

conversions among the Dagaba. Christianity emerged as a

revolutionary force to ancestral cults and other traditional

beliefs".^ There is a story that seems to explain the mass

conversions of the Dagaba:

In 1932 the North-West region was hit by a severe drought
that threatened the livelihood of farmers. Sacrifices
offered to the local gods produced no rain. This shook the
confidence of the people in the power of their gods and
their ancestors. In their distress converts and non-

converts alike turned to the missionaries for assistance.
In July, 1932, the Supervisor of the Mission at Jurapa,
Remigius McCoy, led a delegation of the Chief, his Sub-
Chiefs and elders in prayer in the church to ask for rain.

1 5
Shortly after the service, it rained heavily.

It was recognised by all the missionaries that this incident was

the most effective form of evangelism. For it was only after this

incident that there was massive conversion to Christianity. This

incident clearly shows that salvation for the Dagaba, means

more than going to heaven when they die. Therefore, Jesus as

saviour for the dagaba, must mean his ability to give them rain in

times of drought. Salvation in this understanding is not so much

of change in human ontology but provision of daily needs.

Our contention that the indigenous mythic worlds in Ghana in the
encounter with Christianity, and modernity survives is also
confirmed by an incident in Tongo. The "White fathers" applied to
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the Colonial administrator to extend their mission to Tongo. The

permission to open stations at Tongo was preceded by this simple

but important incident.'' 6 Armitage in 1912 led soldiers to

destroy a shrine at Tongo. His reason was that the shrine was a

source of resistance to British rule in the North East of the

territory.17 A historical account of similar incidents which were

intended to either scare the Frafra or beat them into submission

are recounted in detail by Anafu."'^ These incidents strongly
suggest a decisive evidence of the merciful assault of modernity

in Frafraland on the one hand and the fierce resistance of the

Frafra mythic world on the other hand. por the Boar (earth

shrine) is comparable to the Christian chapel, Islamic mosque, or

Jewish temple. Its destruction by Armitage would have had the

similar importance to the Frafra as the burning of chapels and

mosques is to Christians and Muslims respectively.

The shrine supposedly destroyed by the colonial powers is the

same shrine referred to in Southern Ghana as "Nana-Tongo" where

people go for all types of spiritual protection even to this day. In

the light of the frequent consultations in this shrine even now we

can safely infer that the idea of "knocking down" traditional

symbols and mythic worlds on the part of modernity and

Christianity has at least partially failed.

The introduction of education, Christianity and hospital in

Frafraland have meant providing alternative lifestyles to the

Frafra. Christianity and modernity have introduced new beliefs,

attitudes, technological skills, and ideologies. People are free to
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move to the urban areas for jobs in which they will be paid money

rather than engage in community farms.

Monica Wilson makes an important observation of how modernity

alters traditional societies. She observes that modernity changes

the control of material environment, non-religious and impersonal

factors and mobility. The result is less or no traditionalism as
1 9

traditional societies become connected to global systems.

The change ultimately produces two different modes of

apprehending reality. Traditional mythic world apprehends

reality through signs, symbols and rituals. Western civilisation
20

on the contrary "tends to foster a scientific outlook". To some

extent these observations are applicable to the Frafra situation.

But in other respects they are not.

It is therefore imperative for the Church to devise more effective

methods of presenting the Gospel of Jesus Christ especially

during times of crises with integrity. This thesis seeks to

attempt to offer a direction of how to understand the indigenous

mythic world the Frafra Christian converts bring and devise ways

to mobilise some of the important symbols of their mythic world

in a contextualized Frafra Christian ministry of healing.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Diagnoses and Nya Kaaba

4.0 Introduction

This chapter reports on one of the most common forms of kaaba.

Firstly, we shall describe the Frafra self-perception of sickness,

healing, and health in nya kaaba. Secondly, we shall use

theoretical insights from human and social sciences, studies in

primary religions, phenomenology of religion and Christian

theology. We will engage the concepts from these disciplines in

an analytical, comparative, and dialogical manner to analyse

these rituals. The purpose here is to determine whether or not

these conceptual frames from other disciplines can provide any

insights into Frafra self-perception of how their mythic world

functions as an interpretative mechanism in their experiences of

sickness, healing, and health.

The data was collected from Frafra social interactions between

persons of both sexes, all ages, and of different social roles in

homes in rural villages and urban areas. Other settings included

market places in both rural and urban areas. A detailed

presentation of the locations, the number of healers, the number

of patients per type of healer, and classification of sickness

compared to types of healers and patients is provided in

Appendix A.
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4.1 Frafra classifications of symptoms
and diagnoses of sicknesses

This section begins with how the Frafra classify their symptoms

and diagnoses of their experiences of sickness. Among the Frafra

there are many types of life-threatening situations. The Frafra

use sayings to group these threatening situations. When a woman

goes to fetch water, falls down, and the pot either hits her leg

and fractures a bone or hurts any part of the body, the Frafra say

boo n bo (some bad intended action has happened). When a man, in

the course of farming, cuts his toe, they also refer to this as boo

n bo . When a child is playing and falls and hurts himself/herself

badly, they say boo n bo. When someone has a lorry, car or bicycle

accident and he or she is hurt, people say boo n bo. Almost all boo

n bo crises involve physical damage, including fractures and cuts.

They are characterised by some amount of bleeding.

When one is feeling a rise in body temperature and/or general

weakness in the body coupled with loss of appetite, they say u

nengbina n yalek (his/her body is diluted). When one has a head

ache with a cold or catarrh, they say owood nkpe u (cold has

entered him/her). Again, when one has stomach problems of

various kinds, they say puo n doo (puo pertains to sickness of the

stomach). So the translation will be "sickness pertaining to the

stomach is troubling him/her)". With reference to the elderly,

they usually say pumaahuk n duo. Pumaahuk refers to sickness

pertaining to the stomach of older people. Therefore the
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translation is "sickness pertaining to the stomach of older

people" is bothering him/her.

There are times when somebody will just complain that u neng n

dumit (his/her body is paining him/her). There are also times a

person may experience an acute pain on either the hand or leg

which leads to a boil. The Frafra usually say u nuuk be nuber n

mod (his/her hand or leg is paining). Mod refers to the white pus

that comes when boils are burst.

The Frafra also use sayings when diagnosing sicknesses. The

first category of sickness is diagnosed by the saying that "u tuu

yaabnam" (he/she has gone astray from the ways of the

ancestors). This means that one has not behaved according to the

ethical codes of the ancestor. In the case of u tuu yaabnam, the

one who is afflicted with the sickness may not have personally

committed the offence. He/she could be suffering on behalf of

the collective family in which the offence may have been

committed either in the past or present. So the offender may be

either alive or dead.

The second diagnosis is best summarised by the saying u galeme

kiiha (he/she has broken the laws of the clans). These are

individual punishments for individual acts of disobedience. In

both the first and second sayings, the causes of sickness are the

ancestors.
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The third diagnosis is also best expressed by the saying that ba

eng me (they have caused). This diagnosis connotes the idea that

someone has deliberately caused this to happen to this individual

for malicious reasons. The one who has caused it is usually

jealous of some achievement of that individual or his/her family.

At times the one suffering has offended the one causing the

suffering. At other times the one causing the suffering simply

wants to demonstrate his/her special powers in order to induce

fear, and command respect from the larger community. The

correlation of sickness healers with respect to their gender, and

the over all distribution of sickness among healers are found in

the tables in the appendix.

There is yet a fourth important type of diagnosis of sickness

quite different from those already mentioned. The Frafra

generally refer to this type of sickness as tiih. Tiih is the plural

of tii which means a tree. The Frafra believe that trees and

stones can have different forms of life. For example, they believe

that stones and trees can transform themselves and become

mobile. They roam around in various forms and at various times

and can behave like humans. Some of the trees and stones change

themselves into human beings and pose as beggars in order to test

the generosity or greed of people. So the Frafra do everything

possible to give an unknown beggar something for fear that the

beggar could be either an evil tree or stone.
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For the Frafra boo n bo, nengbina n yalek, owoo nkpe u, kiiha and

ba eng me refer to the social, physical and spiritual aspects of
their social interaction. These classifications seem to be their

equivalent of modern scientific concepts of symptoms and

diagnoses. These classifications are both similar and different

with those of modern scientific medicine. They are similar in the

sense that they both operate within a mythic world. But they are

also different in the sense that the Frafra symptoms and

diagnoses reflect their mythic world in which the medical,

religious, social, psychological, political, and cultural are

interconnected and interdependent.

When an individual experiences something that disrupts the

social, cultural, physiological and spiritual harmony of his or her

interactions, then many questions about an individual's body and

community ties are raised. These ties are based on ancestral

relationships. These sayings such as boo n bo, ba eng me,

nenbgina n dumet diagnose and classify Frafra experience of

sickness by invoking the mythic world as the interpretative

mechanism.

In the Frafra mythic world, their experience of sickness includes

the social, psychological, physical and spiritual. Activities such

as fetching water, children playing, falling from a bicycle, and

farming clearly suggest that the everyday social activities are

both social and spiritual as cited in Chapter Two and earlier in

this chapter. Their beliefs in the spiritual powers of wind,
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stones, plants, and rivers also suggest that the cosmos is both

physical and spiritual. Consequently, stones, plants, rivers have

an impact on the social, psychological, physical, cultural, and

spiritual in everyday interactions. Thus for the Frafra, there is

no such dichotomy of actions as profane or sacred. They are both

profane and sacred, medical and religious, physical and spiritual

at the same time.

The diagnosis of sickness resulting from inappropriate contact

with the spirits of stones, trees and wind, and going astray from

the laws of the ancestors demonstrate that the Frafra mythic

world is one in which the spiritual world is coterminous with

their physical worlds. To be healthy means to enjoy the full

protection of the spiritual powers including the ancestors

because one is in the right relationship with social, psycho¬

logical, physical and cultural ties.

Therefore when sickness strikes a person, that person is

immediately in a transitional state from full participation to

little or no participation in community life. That person has also

moved from full protection of the ancestral spirits to less

protection or none at all. The person and indeed the entire family

or community may be described as being spiritually,

psychologically, physiologically and culturally in a transitional

state. The state is one of less spiritual protection from the

ancestors. Sickness, then, is an experience of social,

psychological, physical and spiritual estrangement.
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One can argue that these sayings, which we designate as

symptomatic and diagnostic classifications of sickness may in

fact be ordinary secular Frafra words with nothing medical and

religious intended. But their attitudes and actions towards these

sayings suggest that they mean something much deeper and more

serious in the Frafra mythic world.

For the Frafra any such serious and deeper meaning must have

consequences for their well-being. Well-being must, by

definition have religious and medical implications. Therefore we

maintain that these sayings are forms of Frafra diagnostic

classifications. In our opinion, they are the equivalent of modern

diagnostic manuals such as diagnostic system manual I, II and III

in modern psychiatry. These sayings suggest what Kirby

describes as "concepts of life."1

These sayings are also, in the words of Worsley, "... taken to be

epiphenomena of something deeper."2 That something deeper may

be both universal and particular. In this case that something is

health and sickness. According to Parson, health and sickness are

universal categories among all human beings in all societies3.
We will add that it is also particular because the experience of

sickness is invariably determined by the particular mythic

worlds. The interpretative functions of mythic worlds are

particular by definition.
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The particularities of the interpretative functions of mythic

worlds in sicknesses are supported by Worsley's notion of

metamedical context:

... All medicine has a 'metamedical' context. Medical

conceptions of illness and its cure are always
embedded within wider frameworks which supply
cognitive, normative and cognitive ideals (concepts,
values, models, and projects) ultimately within
some explicit metaphysic or implicit 'metaphysical
pathos', which may be Hinduism or Western science,
astrology or logical positivism.4

A "metamedical" system only operates from a particular socio-

cultural milieu. Therefore experiences of sickness are culturally

bound. The question is: what are the deeper things to be revealed

by these particular Frafra diagnostic classifications of sickness?

In other words, what do they reveal about the Frafra notion of

sickness, health, healing and personality in the Frafra mythic

world?

One of the deeper things these oral diagnostic classifications

reveal is how Frafra classify sickness according to symptoms or

causes or both. These symptomatic and diagnostic

classifications show the main difference between traditional

Frafra healing systems and Western scientific medical healing

systems. Western scientific medical system classifies sickness

according to symptoms and causes based on what Worsley refers

to as a "biomechanistic framework". He further suggests that

"the biomechanistic framework separates nature from
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supernatural, the social world from the world of nature, and the

physical individual from his or her social matrix. The

biomechanistic framework of the scientific approach operates

with what Worsley describes as "the metamedical isolation and

reduction of illness as a purely biological phenomenon with the

body conceived as a mechanistic system."®

Foster, another researcher in non-Western healing systems, in his

comparison between Western and non-Western aetiologies of

sicknesses, has broadly divided them into two. According to

Foster, non-Western cultures such as the Frafra have a

personalistic aetiology of diseases while Western scientific

medicine uses naturalistic aetiologies of sickness.7 Foster

defines personalistic and naturalistic thus:

A personalistic medical system is one in which
disease is explained as due to the active purposeful
intervention of an agent, who may be human (a
witch or sorcerer), non-human (a ghost, ancestor, an
evil spirit) or supernatural (a deity or other very
powerful being). The sick person literally is a
victim, the object of aggression or punishment
directed specifically against him.®

In a naturalistic system, "disease is thought to stem, not from

the machination of an angry being, but rather from such natural

forces of conditions as cold, by an upset in the balance of basic

body elements".®
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The Frafra diagnostic classification of aetiology, symptoms and

treatment implied by boo n bo, nengbina n yalek, owood nkpe u and

ba engme do not make such distinction between personalistic and

naturalistic descriptions. The results of Price William's' study of
the notion of sickness among the Tiv of Nigeria are similar to our

findings. The Tiv like the Frafra do not regard illness or disease

as a category distinct from misfortunes, or from wrong or

inappropriate relationships among kinfolk or more complicated

matters relating to the misuse of the land.1 ®

The pioneering studies of Evans-Pritchard also support our

findings that non-Western medicines do not make such clear

distinction between personalistic and naturalistic

classifications of sickness. Evans-Pritchard concluded from his

studies among the Azande that the Azande use both naturalistic

and personalistic diagnoses and treatments.1 1

According to Worsley, Janzen in his work in Lower Zaire also

concluded from his research that the people of Lower Zaire have a

"dialectical, Prometheus model not a mechanistic one, not only of

disease but also of therapy".1 ^

In our study we did not engage in any kind of universalistic

comparisons between Frafra indigenous healing systems and

Western scientific medicine. Maclean's results from such

comparison between Yoruba indigenous medicine and Western

scientific medicine1^ are interesting and in many respects
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inform our approach. The only difference between both

approaches is the intentional pastoral perspective that we bring.

These diagnostic classifications are first and foremost intended

to invoke the Frafra mythic world that the sick person, the healer

and the community share in common. In that mythic world,

symptoms, aetiologies, diagnoses and healing are both

naturalistic and personalistic, secular and sacred. They are also

personal, communal, social, psychological, physiological, cultural

and spiritual. One involves all and all involves one.

One cannot deny the important contributions Western scientific

medicine has made, is making and will make in both eliminating

and treating some life-threatening diseases, and promoting

understanding into the nature of some bacteria, viruses, and the

human immune system. However, the dichotomy of Western

scientific medicine is not found in the interpretative functions of

the Frafra mythic system on the basis of their diagnostic

classificatory sayings.

The important implication here is that we are critical of Western

distinctions between religions and medicine as isolated separate

dimensions of human existence. The point that human existence

is not compartmentalised into the social, religious, and

psychological is echoed by some Ghanaian theologians. For

example, Baeta, one of the foremost of Ghanaian theologians

writes:
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Traditionally in Ghana, the solution to all problems
of ill-health, as of concern or anxiety generally has
been sought squarely within the framework of
religion. On a world view which assumes the
effective presence of numberless spirits and regards
all life as one, with no clear distinctions between
the material and the non-material, the natural and
the supernatural let alone the secular and the
religious, or even between man and other created
things and beings, this could hardly be otherwise.14

Dickson also describes the Akan world view in the following

terms:

... The chief's role, the relations between members
of a society, morality, the stages in a person's life
(birth, puberty, marriage and death) the practice of
medicine, architecture, warfare, traditional
education etc. all these are not dissociated from

religion in traditional African society.1 ^

Lartey, another Ghanaian transcultural pastoral theologian, also

holds the view that most if not all Africans have a "relational

wholism". The notion of "relational wholism" is one in which

"human life is seen in its totality. A human being is a

psychospirito-somatic unity. Dichotomic or trichotomic views of

life are not adhered to."1 ®

Therefore, the distinction between naturalistic and personalistic

systems of healing, or between medicine and religion, the sacred

and secular, are not useful categories to understand the holistic

nature of the mythic world invoked by these diagnostic
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classifications. Boo n bo, ba eng me suggest that something

outside one's body even one's community or generation can impact

on another person. A mental bad wish by someone somewhere

else can affect another person. Like the Anufo, the Frafra notion

of "sickness" is not considered simply the loss of health but an

entity and a power in itself, caused from within or from outside

the individual".^ Hence, a mental wish by an individual or the

community can use a virus, or bacteria as agent of a spiritual

contagion to cause sickness in another person.

It also indicates that there is another level of life which actively

interacts with the visible, social and physical dimension of life.

Everything including air, water, lorries, bicycles, can be agents of

powers. These sayings, which are also symptomatic medical

categories of sickness, suggest that a person can become invaded

by spiritual powers because of that person's or a relative's

actions. That can disrupt the appropriate social and religious

boundaries between persons and between persons and the cosmos.

U tuu yaabnam (going astray from the ways of the ancestors) also

suggests that the social and spiritual equilibrium or boundaries

are disturbed. The equilibrium is disturbed because the

conditions needed to maintain the unity of the social, spiritual,

psychological, and physiological, are not observed. This also

applies to the unity with the trees, stones, and rivers.

In the Frafra self understanding talk of their social ties implies
the spiritual, psychological, physiological and cosmological.
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A social conversation implies a spiritual communication with the

spiritual invisible powers. Hence, one does not mention some

sacred names of places and persons, nor does one curse or swear

in social conversation for fear that the spiritual consequences

may occur. Boo n bo, nengbina n yalek, kiiha, tuu yaabnam, tiih are

not only ordinary secular medical words, they also invoke a

sacred dimension of human existence in the Frafra mythic world.

The Frafra use their mythic world in ordinary everyday words as

medical, social and spiritual diagnostic manuals. These findings

seemed different from the tendency to render non-Western

healing rituals as exotic and hidden on the one hand, and as

secular, naturalistic medicine on the other. These sayings are in

fact the medical, religious, and social symptoms, diagnosis and

aetiologies of sickness in the interpretative functions of Frafra

mythic world.

4.2 Nya Healers

The statistics in Appendix A, clearly suggest that Nya healing is

by far the most popular form of healing among male and female

healers and patients and between adults and minors. Nya healing

is a combination of acquired knowledge of herbs and the ancestral

spiritual powers which one inherits at birth.
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Fortes seems to offer a worthwhile explanation on the almost

equal number of men and women healers. According to Fortes:

there is no known society in which the
interdependence and complementarity of the sexes is not
embodied in custom and sanctioned by law and morality.
To consider the status of either sex without the other is

to distort the reality we are trying to understand.1 ®

The point of interdependence and complementarity is also

important in Yaabnam healing rituals of the Frafra. Even though

the presider is always a man, the women of the clan or yir are

always present. This will be evident in the "women's ritual share

of the meat" discussed in Chapter Six.

The word nya means roots. So nya daan means owner of roots.

The Frafra use this term to describe a healer who uses roots. Nya

healers are similar to the ran (lo) wal among the dinka as

described by Lienhardt.1^ A nya healer usually claims his/her

healing tradition from the ancestors either from the paternal or

maternal side. In this type of healing the spiritual power of

healing is passed on to one's doam (offspring) accompanied by

observation, and instructions for acquiring a knowledge of roots,

leaves or bark of trees and the techniques of how to apply them

when a particular sickness strikes.

The body of the healer is an extension of both the biological and

spiritual powers of his/her paternal and maternal ancestors.

Flence, the healer's body is capable of producing healing because

the efficacy of the words lie in the powers of the ancestors
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which he/she embodies. When someone has a sprain from strains

due to body postures, the person usually starts with some first

aid treatment, usually hot water or oil massage. These days,

most people buy mentholatum ointments and/or aspirin or any

locally obtainable Western analgesics. Some may wait for a few

days to see whether or not they are healed. Others will call for a

healer who specialises in treating sprains and fractures. In the

following, we shall examine some cases.

Case 1 : Bone Setter

A young man twisted his wrist. Within a few hours, his hand

began to swell, so the immediate local diagnosis was a sprain.

They sent for a woman who was known to be the best bone setter

in the village. She arrived and after the usual exchange of

greetings, she started the healing session. The young man was

called to sit in front of the main entrance of the house. She

collected fresh droppings of cattle and mixed it with tobacco and

ashes. As she mixed them, she was reciting incantations; she

called on her ancestors one after the other. She asked them to

come and add their potency of healing which they possessed and

had passed on to her. She said, "I am doing the acts on your behalf

with the belief that you will come and add the power that will

heal so that this young man sleeps like a child."

She lightly smeared the mixture around the wrist and elbow.

After that she invoked the blessing of her ancestors. The family
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head was also responding Banam ne yaabnam sak (may our

ancestors allow her healing to be effective). Asked what price to

pay, she said that she would not charge. Rather, she said that if

and when the young man felt healed, he was to do something to

show his appreciation. That something could range from buying

her cola nuts to weeding her farm for her.

Case 2 : Zu maahud (migraine)

A man of about fifty-two years old complained of owood (cold)

and zug (headache). His condition seemed to get worse. It was

generally agreed by most members of his family that he had zug

maahud. Zug maahud seems to be what is diagnosed by western

medical experts as migraine headache. He sent one of his children

to call the zub maahud nya daan (the one who has roots for the

cure of migraine headache). The healer sent word that he would

come in the evening.

At about sunset, the nya daan arrived, bringing some roots and

herbs. He sat down, and asked the family to bring a chicken. He

tied the herbs in a bundle, then called the man and some members

of his family. The nya daan held a calabash of water, a chicken

and the roots facing the dug zaron (the gate of the room) of the

man. Firstly, he invited the man who was the head of the family

saying deegen kaab tern (do the invocation of the healing for me).

The man replied kaaben te te (do the healing for us).
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Secondly, he poured water on the ground after whispering to his

paternal ancestors to add healing potency. Then he turned to the

heap of bundles of the nya. He called upon his maternal yaabnam

to assemble around these nya and bring their healing powers.

After these incantations, he poured the water on the nya. He also

cut the last toe of the chicken and allowed a few drops of blood

on the nya. The man put his nose on the smoke coming out of the

nya. This act of putting a part of one's body through the smoke,

the Talleh refer to as nyel. The nya daan then picked up a handful

of ashes from the burnt nya and mixed it with kpam (oil, usually

shea butter). He rubbed the mixture in the patient's palms, and

wiped it on the man's face. The Talleh refer to this kind of kaaba

as wobeg zug (massage the head with a concoction). The nya daan

left the chicken in the house until the man was well. Afterwards

the man would send that chicken and some gift of gratitude to the

healer which they refer to as lebeh nya (return the nya). It is

believed that ba pu lebeh nya (if the nya is not returned) the

sickness can come back and perhaps become chronic.

4.3 Analysis

To the Frafra, like the Anufo, in the words of Kirby, "sickness is
an entity, a power in itself".20 Sickness is a contagion that

invades the body. Nya healing first and foremost invokes the

Frafra mythic world by reconstructing that mythic world with

symbols of body, words, plants and herbs, and the spirit of the

ancestors. The first question to answer is whether or not nya
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healing is, in the words of Ademuwagun, "strictly disease

centred"^ as in the Western scientific medical system.

In all cases, and in the two cases we have cited in particular,

there is certainly a knowledge of herbs and the techniques of

using them in various kinds of sicknesses. The technique of

mixing cow droppings, tobacco, ashes, herbs and oil and rubbing
or massaging them into the palms and face, strongly suggest that

nya healing is a biochemical or pharmacological type of healing.

In other words, it is "naturalistic" rather than "personalistic"

healing. The pharmacological component of indigenous healing

such as nya healing has become an intense area of study by

medical doctors and scientists.

4.4 Nya healing and Western scientific medicine

The question which occurs is whether nya healing and Western

scientific medical healing differ to too great an extent or

whether they can co-operate with each other. Western scientific

medicine is based on scientific rationality. It also operates by

objective physiological and numerical calculations. It defines

disease by physico-chemical diagnosis. The treatment is based on

mind-body separations. In this concept there is a clear separation

of disease from the social, political, spiritual and cultural

dimension of life.22 Helman also correctly points out that:

... the 'model' of modern medicine is mainly directed
towards the discovering and quantifying of physico-
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chemical information about the patient, rather than
less measurable social and emotional factors.2 2

The Western medical doctor's method of diagnosis is one of

relating "... the symptoms to their biological referents in order to

diagnose a disease entity."2^ As a result of the development of

more sophisticated technology "... the underlying pathological

processes are now firmly identified by blood tests, x-rays, scans

and other investigations, usually carried out in specialised

laboratories or clinics."2 5

These scientific notions of sickness, healing and health implied

in these quotes are different from the Frafra notions of sickness,

healing and health implied by nya healing. Western scientific

medicine diagnoses and heals by solely concentrating on:

certain physical and biochemical parameters, such as
weight, height, circumstance, blood count,
haemoglobin level, levels of electrolytes or hormones,
blood pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate, heart size
or visual acuity.2®

The Frafra healer diagnoses and heals by emphasising the unity

of the physiological, psychological, and pharmacological, as well

as the social, spiritual, and cultural. Therefore, the Western

medical models imported into Frafraland urgently need to

incorporate insights of indigenous kaaba if they are to succeed in

presenting themselves as credible models of healing to the

Frafra.
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International bodies such as WHO, OAU, UNESCO, and WCC have

engaged in various collaborative research into indigenous healing

systems. According to Bibeau the OAU was among the first

African inter-regional organisations that showed interest in

traditional medicine. The OAU sponsored the first symposium on

medical plants and African pharmacopoeia in Dakar in 1968 and a

second symposium in 1975 in Cairo.These symposia led to the

formation of the inter-African commission on African Medicinal

Plants and Traditional Pharmacopoeia as part of the Scientific

and Technical Council for Research of the OAU. The main interest

of the commission was that botanists, chemists and pharmacists

should conduct Western scientific investigations on the plants or

herbs used by various traditional healers and assess their

chemical composition.^®

According to Bibeau these scientists were aware that

"... traditional practitioners possess an entirely separate medical

system which cannot in any case be reduced only to medicines."2®
Yet they chose to concentrate only on the chemical analyses of

the plants and herbs used in indigenous healing systems. These

Western-trained scientists such as botanists, chemists and

pharmacists separated indigenous holistic healing systems into

compartments of pharmacopoeia, and the spiritual.

The WHO has not only shown interest in traditional medicine but

insisted that its member states from Africa, Asia and the Pacific

explore ways to promote integrated health systems. In other
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words, African countries should study their indigenous healing

systems and integrate some aspects of these indigenous healing

systems with some Western scientific medicine.3°

The OAU, WHO and WCC came to the realisation that it was

necessary for their member countries in Africa and Asia to free

themselves from dependence on Western imported scientific

medicine. They can only achieve some independence by utilising

their local resources.^ "I

One can infer here that the cultural medical practices in these

countries have something to offer Western scientific medical

models. Unfortunately, this research tends to concentrate only on

the chemical and biological aspects of indigenous healing

systems, rather than the holistic approach that we have seen in

the Frafra diagnostic sayings thus far.

There are many criticisms of these attempts by African countries

to integrate traditional medicine with Western scientific medical

healing systems. The criticisms of Hours are worth considering

for our purpose.32 Hours observes that the brutal attack on, and

attempts to wipe out traditional African medical practices have

failed. Traditional African medicine has not only survived but

there are increasing attempts by many African governments to

incorporate African traditional medicine into Western medical

healing systems. However, Hours is suspicious of the reasons

behind the growing interest of African governments in adopting
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traditional healing systems. He holds the view that African

governments are not resorting to traditional medicines because

they are concerned that the two can work together but because

they want to use the African traditional medicine as an 'alibi1.

According to Hours most African governments are too heavily

indebted to be able to afford good health services. Even the few

health services they have are deteriorating. Furthermore, the

population explosion in African countries makes it difficult for

African governments to provide good health services for their

people. Consequently, African governments, by emphasising

traditional medicine, are embarking on "the apologia for

traditional medicine".33 They use the traditional medicines as:

institutional alibi, designed to mask the
inadequacies of existing policies, in the hope that
health problems will be solved by introducing some
more or less imaginary dimensions - imaginary in
that those who call it are, by their own terms of
reference, largely ignorant of the real capacities of
African medicine.34

Therefore, he concludes that the tendency of African governments

to do research on traditional medicines or even attempts to

incorporate them into modern scientific medicine is no excuse for

ignoring "frustrations and anarchy of urban life".35 It is a

substitute for investigating and investing in health services. For

him, many African governments use African traditional medicine

"as a smoke screen which in any official discussion masks the

reality of the true problems".^®
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We are also of the opinion that any attempts to investigate the

biochemical nature of traditional medicines or to incorporate

them into Western scientific medicine without a serious

consideration of the traditional mythic worlds in which they

operate is a distortion of these traditional medicines. After

these criticisms, Hours goes on to suggest that in African

medicine, symptoms are seen as signs of social dysfunction.

Diagnosis and treatment of sickness are "largely social logic

which reflects the prevailing notions of cosmic and of village

order".

We partially agree with Hours' rather cynical reasons as to why

some African governments are showing interest in African

traditional medicine. However, we disagree with Hours'

suggestion that the increased interest in African traditional

medicine is due only to the poor economic situation in Africa.

Rather, we hold the view that in addition to socio-political and

economic factors Western scientific medical systems imported

into Africa have failed to take seriously African notions of

sickness, healing and health originating in their indigenous

mythic worlds. When some Africans go to Western hospitals, they

do so using their mythic worlds to translate Western medicine.

These Africans expect diagnosis and healing that can invoke the

interpretative functions of their mythic worlds, and when
Western medicine cannot meet African expectations, they lose

trust in Western medicine. So they either refuse it or supplement
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it with traditional medicine. We also disagree with Hour's when

he reduces traditional African diagnosis and treatment to social

dysfunction. Such an explanation of traditional medicines ignores

the holistic functions of the interpretative mechanism of

traditional mythic worlds.

Warren set out to determine how the Bono define and classify

sickness in order to help the Ministry of Health plan its primary

health care programme for them. He used what he called

'ethnoscientific techniques' to determine the cognitive level of

defining and classifying sickness as either mogya mu yadee

(naturally caused sickness) or sunsum mu yadee (spiritually

caused sickness).38 Warren concludes:

From the classification system here it is evident that the
majority of the Bono disease names, as well as the number
of cases of ill health, have nothing to do with any spiritual
forces.^ 9

Warren compiled the Bono names of diseases and determined the

derivation of the words whether the Bono implied that the cause

of the disease was spiritual or physical. He concludes:

... the results of this study have given Western
medical practitioners operating among the Bono a
more comprehensive knowledge of Bono ethnomedical
beliefs, one which will provide a more viable basis
for the improvement of medical health delivery
systems in the area.40
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His analysis of the notion of sickness among the Bono of Ghana

shows another example of Western dichotomising tendencies in

some Westerners' study of indigenous healing systems such as

Nya healing. After a critical reading of Warren's investigation we

wonder whether one is reading Bono ethnomedical beliefs through

the Bono mythic world or filtered through Warren's Western

concept of disease. Warren seems not to be aware of the complex

problems inherent in the inseparable relationship between the

name and experience in the aetiologies of disease or sickness in

primary cultures.

Our study among the Frafra and other studies in Ghana show that

most Ghanaian ethnic communities do not separate the two. We

shall cite a few examples to support our objection to Warren's

approach. There is nothing in Frafra diagnostic sayings and nya

healing thus far described to suggest that the Frafra make any

distinction between natural and spiritual causes of diseases. The

researches of Kirby41 among the Anufo and Kilson on Ga healers

(tsofatse) are further evidence that indigenous healing such as

nya healing does not make a distinction between natural and

spiritual causes of sickness.

The Ga healers according to Kilson "utilize both physical and

spiritual concepts in diagnosing and treating their patients'

complaints".42 Kilson also suggests that "both patients and

healers, however, share certain basic assumptions about

causative and therapeutic factors."42 The views of Kilson
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further support our view that indigenous healing rituals invoke

their indigenous mythic worlds which serve as interpretative

mechanisms to enable these people to achieve wholeness or well-

being.

Mensah-Dapaa, a Ghanaian scientific educational attache' to the

famous Akonnede shrine at Larteh in Ghana, made an important

study of the healing methods at this shrine. His findings are

worth considering because he reaches different conclusions than

Warren's which are a result of his scientific interest in

traditional healing. Mensah-Dapaa's description of the

consultation procedures are similar to those of Yoruba healers as

described by Maclean.44

Twumasi describes the Asante healing rituals in which the healer

uses herbs, roots and barks of trees, and pouring of water on the

floor. The healers also recite incantations, cut parts of the body,

and rub mixtures of burnt herbs on the body.45 These actions are

also similar to nya healing as we have described earlier. The

Ashanti, like the Frafra, believe that diagnosis and healing are

both physical, social and spiritual and their "modus operandi

underscores such a belief".45 However, we disagree with

Twumasi's assertion that "germs, viruses and the concepts of

protein and vitamin deficiencies (to name only a few of the

natural causative agents) do not figure in traditional medical

theory."47 Rather, we agree with Appiah-Kubi that for the Akan,

which includes the Ashanti:
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... healing must be comprehensive, involving the
entirety of the individual, his or her family and the
society. Healing rituals include social,
psychological, physical, religious and herbal
remedies - all the forces at one's disposal are called
upon to combat illness.40

For Appiah-Kubi, the herbal aspect of traditional medicine which

deals with viruses, germs and vitamins is very important. So he

makes a distinction between curing and healing. Curing is the

aspect of technical knowledge of the cause and effect of drugs

and herbs, acquired by both the Western physician and the

traditional healer by training and practice, and the accumulated

experience from such. Healing on the other hand:

... implies the restoring of equilibrium in the
otherwise strained relationship between a person,
fellow human beings, the environment and God. This
process includes the physical, emotional, social and
spiritual dimension.40

However, we think Appiah-Kubi's distinction between curing and

healing is not borne out by our research. The danger implicit in

Appiah-Kubi's distinction is the Western dichotomy of the body,

the mind or soul, which he himself admits does not exist in Akan

cosmology.50 The two go together, there is cure in healing and

healing in cure.

Despite these disagreements, Appiah-Kubi's categories of
"wholeness and health", "harmony with nature as the source of

health" and "interdependence of human beings and their
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environment" in the Akan notions of health and healing are also

true of the Frafra notions of health and healing. All these studies

point to a gap between African traditional medicine and Western

scientific medicine imported in Africa. This gap is well

articulated by Mensah-Dapaa. After a critical observation of the

methods of treatment, analysis of cases treated, and biochemical

analysis of the herbs used in treatment, Mensah-Dapaa concluded:

... There are gaps in medical science as practised in
Africa which could be filled by traditional healing
methods. There are numerous gaps in African
traditional healing methods which should be filled
by medical science.51

Mensah-Dapaa goes on to assert that "... a medical school for

Ghana without a Department of Traditional Healing would be most

unrealistic and unGhanaian."^ His reasoning is based on the

argument that:

... not all diseases in Ghana are due to bacteria, viruses,
spirochetes, parasites, malignant tumours or nutritional
deficiency. There are ailments in Ghana whose root cause
can be found in witchcraft and juju.^3

This gap is similar to the gap created between the interpretative

functions of the Frafra mythic world and imported Western

Christianity. Consequently, the Church cannot offer any relevant

indigenised ministry of healing to Frafra Christians, unless and

until the Church takes seriously the interpretative functions of
their indigenous mythic world in indigenous healing rituals.
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4.5 Nya healing as a religious phenomenon

The studies from Ghana, and other research into African healing

systems support our opinion that nya healing is neither strictly

"disease-centred" nor is it only naturalistic as in the case of

Western scientific medicine. Nya healing is also religious. Yet

we cannot call nya healing sacrifice as in Semitic religions
because the fowl in the second case is not killed. In other nya

healings in which we observed and participated there was no

killing of animals. Most traditional theories of sacrifices are

often associated with notions of substituting the animal killed

for a human life, and the propitiation and expiation of sin.54

In our view the nya healing ritual in which a bird or an animal is

killed suggests what Ruel calls "non-sacrificial ritual killing".

We agree with Ruel that the sacrifice in the case of nya healing is

one in which the fowl "acts as a vehicle rather than a surrogate

and the ritual itself is concerned with broader impersonal

qualities of life and well-being rather than the personalised

deities or spirits that are commonly addressed in sacrifice."5 5
In Case Two, only the toe of the fowl is cut. It is an offering in

which the life of the bird is not important. Although the ancestral

spirits are invoked to effect healing, they are not addressed as

the cause of the sickness.

In nya kaaba, the ancestors of the healer and the patient are

invoked. However, they are invoked not because they caused the
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sickness but rather, the Frafra believe that the efficacy of the

healing rests in their powers. The sickness is caused by a

spiritual contagion, therefore nya healing fights this contagion

through herbs, words, water, and bodily fluids. Nya healing may

be rendered in the words of Fernandez as follows:

... In essence, a system enacted correspondences. A
metaphor (and related topics) is the statement, explicit
or implied, of a correspondence between some subject
of thought in need of clarification and an object that
brings some clarity to it.5 6

In nya healing the Frafra deal with the correspondences between

their experiences of sickness and the interpretative functions of

their mythic world. In the Frafra mythic world they believe that

human beings can become agents of spiritual powers. They can

also use these powers for good or evil. Therefore sickness can be

caused by another human being or a spiritual power other than

ancestral spirits. This can take the form of a virus, or bacteria,

physical harm such as being wounded in an accident, or cut by a

cutlass on the farm, to name but a few examples. The purpose of

nya healing is to counteract or fight this spiritual contagion in

its host's body.

The ancestors are said to reincarnate themselves. So the nya

healers derive their healing powers from them. In some cases the

ancestor is said to reincarnate herself/himself in that person.

From the day of conception, the biological embryo also has

spiritual, social, psychological and cultural ties based on this
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belief. The ties are reinforced in the culture by the fact that

people call this child by names that express their relationship

with this ancestor. For some the child may be called father or

mother, while for others he/she is called grandmother or

grandfather. Hence the ancestral connection is spiritual, social,

physiological, psychological and cultural. One involves all, and

all is in one.

This belief is responsible for two inseparable types of causes of

sickness and healing. Unfortunately, Westerners like Fortes have

treated them separately: the healing to neutralise the contagion

and the healing which addresses the reason why it is possible for

the contagion to invade its host body.

Nya healing is only concerned with the first. The second

inseparable component of this belief will be described and

analysed in a later chapter on yaabnam healing. The Frafra have a

saying which summarises the efficacy of nya healing. They say,

Lan ka y nyaab nya u ku tuon kaabe (if it is not the roots of

his/her ancestors, he/she cannot heal).

The belief in the origin of the herbs also adds weight to the

efficacy of nya healing. In most cases, the roots and herbs are

collected from trees or plants that are believed to have grown out

of the graves of the founding ancestors of the healers. So the

spiritual and physical relationship between the ancestors of the

healer and the roots and herbs is literal.
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This is why the strictly biopharmacological investigations into

the herbs used in indigenous healing cannot diminish or negate the

spiritual healing potency of the herbs. It also explains why even

if these herbs are used for their biochemical properties, the

Frafra will still approach nya healing from both biochemical and

spiritual perspectives according to the interpretative function of

their mythic world.

Nya healing works by invoking the holistic functions of the

interpretative function of the Frafra mythic world; the basis of a

belief in the human agency of spiritual powers as well as the

ability to mediate and transfer these powers for good or evil. No

single theory from any one discipline can offer the holistic

understanding we are looking for in these rituals. We shall

therefore attempt a holistic approach by designating nya healing

as a phenomenon of symbolic representation.

4.6 Nya healing as a symbolic representation

In our attempt to analyse Nya healing as symbolic representation,

we believe some insights from psychoanalysis will be helpful as

we have already indicated. However, it is not every

psychoanalytical theory that is appropriate in helping to analyse

all Frafra types of healing. Psychoanalysis and psychotherapy

mostly deals exclusively with the psychical world of a person

with no reference to that person's socio-cultural and political

context. There are some merits with such approaches.
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In this approach we are primarily concerned with the pre-Oedipus

stages of development where symbol formation is critical for the

child's sense of identity. We are relying on the similarity between

symbol formation and use in play therapy and symbol formation

and use in ritual. We also want to avoid the tendency to elevate

psychoanalysis and psychotherapy to the status of a secular

religion. As Kegan aptly points out, such an approach leaves the

impression that "the solution of life's ills could be found in

universal psychotherapy."57

The Frafra do not separate the religious from the social and the

psychological. They experience life as a totality or what we have

been describing as an interconnectedness of the social,

psychological, spiritual, religious and the cultural. We are

interested here in looking at symbolic formation and its role in

play therapy in the Object Relation schools pioneered by

Winnicott. We believe that there are compelling similarities

between nya kaaba as symbolic representation and symbolic play

in play therapy that allows the latter to offer helpful insights

into the former.

The similarities between symbol formation and symbolic play as

part of bringing up a Frafra child, and symbolic formation and

play therapy, also convinces us that the latter can help us gain

insights into the interpretative function of the Frafra mythic

world in the symbolic representation of nya healing.
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In our opinion the process of mythic world formation and its use

as interpretative mechanism among the Frafra is similar to

Christian mythic world formation and its use as an interpretative

mechanism as part of Christian nurture among new converts to

Christianity. We strongly believe therefore that symbolic

representation in play therapy has potential as a conceptual tool

for giving us insights into how the Frafra use their mythic world

as an interpretative mechanism to achieve well-being, as well as

for the construction of contextualized Frafra Christian ministry

of healing. Freud conceptualises play as an autotherapeutic

process. He writes:

It is clear that in their play children repeat
everything that has made a great impression on
them in real life, and that in doing so they address
the strength of the impression and, as one might put
it, make themselves master of the situation. It can
also be observed that the unpleasurable nature of an
experience does not always suit it for play. If the
doctor looks down on a child's throat or carries out
some small operation on him, we may be quite sure
that these frightening experiences will be the
subject of the next game; ... As the child passes over
from the passivity of the experience to the activity
of the game, he hands on the disagreeable
experience to one of his play mates and in this way

revenges himself on a substitute.®®

The healer re-enacts a social context in which the sick person

and his/her community experience life anew. By re-enacting

their common mythic world they manipulate the symbols to get

rid of this unpleasant experience.
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Nya healing then constructs a social reality in which the passive

attitudes of the sick person and his/her community become

active. Their repressed feelings become expressive, and the

blurred meanings they attach to their experiences become clearly

focused.

Nya healing of the old world of pain or hurt is brought into focus

with the potential world of healing or comfort. The symbols

constructed in play provide the child with opportunities to play

out his/her feelings of tension, frustration, insecurity,

aggression, fear, bewilderment, confusion. In similar ways in Nya

healing the Frafra reconstruct their mythic world which they use

to express and maintain their interconnectedness and all aspects

of their well-being.

Nya healing as in play therapy, is a phenomenon of representation

of symbols in which the symbols are not "organized in terms of

taxonomic structures or classification hierarchies but in terms

of event schemata or scripts that are skeletal frameworks of

everyday events".59 Nya healing as symbolic representation is

also an event representation phenomenon. The processes by

means of which the symbols are constructed, reveal multiple

levels of meanings for the participant. It must be emphasised

that for the Frafra, there is a direct correlation between the

symbols in nya healing and their mythic world.
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The interpretative function of their mythic world is best

understood by Bretherton's comparison between the healer and a

mature artist:

Mature artists in their fictive event represent play
much more consciously with the potential map-
territory confusions and destructions and with the
paradoxes of metacommunication than do young
children. Some try to pack as many layers of
meaning into a literary work or painting as possible.
Others try to eliminate meaning altogether and play
only with texture of paint and language. Some try to
imagine alternative worlds or Utopias, others tease
an audience with inappropriate or omitted
metacommunication, and yet others explore the
paradox of levels of creating plays within plays and
pictures within pictures.®®

There are two words that make clear the significance of using

symbolic play as a concept for understanding how the Frafra

mythic world functions as an interpretative mechanism in nya

healing. The word "map-territory" is one of them. A map of a

place such as London is London represented on a paper that one

can put in one's pocket. With the map and the skill of reading

maps one can go to London and visit any places of interest. Yet

there is a difference between the London on paper and the

physical territory of London. One cannot read through the map of

London and claim to have been in London. The map serves as a

representation of the territory of London and yet it is not London.

Similarly, nya healing as a ritual system is a "map-territory" of

the Frafra mythic world.
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The other word is "metacommunication". "Metacommunication"

connotes the idea that there is a common basic understanding

presumed by child, therapist and parents, or the artists and

audience that is necessary for them to know when an action is

literal or non-literal. For example, metacommunication is a

prerequisite for the mother to know when the child is actually

crying, or play crying.

Metacommunication is also necessary to distinguish reality from

"make-believe". However, one cannot define "make-believe" as

simply deceptive or false representation. One should rather

compare "make-believe" reality in representation with actual life

reality as the map of London is to the territory of London.

In nya healing the healer uses different metacommunication

options to project a shared mythic world and shared realities in

the mythic world represented by shared symbols. The "make

believe" in nya healing enables the sick person to create

subjunctive variants on situations they face. Hofstadter offers

an important explanation of the term "subjunctive world":

The manufacture of subjunctive worlds happens so
casually, so naturally, that we hardly notice what
we are doing. We select from our fantasy a world
which is close, in some internal mental sense, to
the real world. We compare what is real with what
we perceive as almost real. In so doing we gain
some intangible kind of perspective on reality.
Think how immeasurably poorer our lives would be
if we did not have this capacity for slipping out of
the midst of reality into soft 'what ifs!'® ^
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Such unity between the shared mythic world and the creation of

subjunctive variant situations in nya healing makes it possible

for the Frafra mythic world to engage in its holistic

interpretative functions.

The construction of all mythic worlds in general and the Frafra

mythic world in particular is best understood by Winnicott's

ideas on the formation of transitional objects and transitional

phenomena in children. When a baby is born, the baby has no sense

of an independent existence from the mother. Both the baby and

the mother are one as far as the baby is concerned.

In the course of time, the baby kicks, clenches her fist, and

slowly replaces the breast with her thumb. From the thumb, the

child begins to favour an object that is not the mother. In most

cases parents allow the child to become emotionally attached to

this object. This object varies from child to child as well as

culture to culture. In one culture, it is a teddy bear, in another it

is a hand band.®2 Winnicott calls this total experience of child

and transitional object as "transitional phenomena." The

transitional phenomenon is the cultural symbol formation

process.

Anna Freud refers to such objects as the thumb, the teddy bear,

the talisman and hand band as "transitional objects".®2 According

to Winnicott transitional objects and transitional phenomena are

the:
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designation of the intermediate area of experience
between the thumb and the teddy bear, between the
oral eroticism and true object relationship,
between primary creative activity and projection of
what has already been projected, between primary
unawareness of indebtedness and the

acknowledgement of indebtedness.®4

The above explanations offer insights into why the symbols of nya

healing are inseparably related to the Frafra mythic world. These

explanations also show why these symbols are cultural

transitional objects of the Frafra mythic world as well as

reasons as to why nya healing provides holistic healing.

4.7 Conclusions

It is obvious from our investigation that a contextualized Frafra

Christian Ministry of healing must begin with understanding the

role of the Frafra mythic world as an interpretative mechanism in

indigenous notions of sickness. This includes causes, diagnosis,

classifications and healing rituals. The insights of nya healing as

ritual systems through symbolic representation have enormous

potential for constructing a contextualized Frafra Christian

ministry of healing.

One of the most important insights for such a ministry is the

need for Frafra Christian theologians to construct a Frafra

Christian Ministry of Healing that can utilise the Frafra mythic

world.
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The Frafra oral diagnostic manuals and nya healing are symbolic

constructions of their mythic world. The entire ritual system

creates a subjunctive world for their mythic world to perform its

interpretative functions in times of sickness.

There are important insights which can be used to construct a

contextualized Frafra Christian ministry of healing to Frafra

Christians who fall sick. The need for a metacommunication

between the healer, the sick and the entire community makes it

further imperative that a contextualized Frafra Christian

ministry of healing begins with the Frafra mythic world. For

without a metacommunication between the Christian pastoral

care giver and the Frafra Christian who falls sick, the care giver

cannot create a subjunctive world nor will the symbols used in

the liturgy of healing have anything in common with the

indigenous mythic world.

Consequently the mythic world cannot function as an

interpretative mechanism since the meanings attached to the

symbols are incomprehensible. This is because both pastoral care

givers and Frafra Christians are operating from two different

mythic worlds.

The notion of sickness as a contagion and the Frafra belief that

humans are agents of spiritual powers have important

implications for Frafra Christian pastoral care. They also have

potential for revitalising the traditional theological concept of
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the image of God, a cross-cultural theology of the Holy Spirit and

indeed a cross-cultural Christian ministry of healing of the

Church. The holistic approach in diagnosis and treatment of

sickness in nya healing can also contribute to the debate between

medicine and theology, Christian medical ethics and ecological
ethics.
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CHAPTER FIVE

TIIM AND BAANAAB SICKNESS AND HEALING

5.0 Introduction

Tiim and Baanaab sickness and healing systems are also

important among the Frafra. However, they are some of the most

difficult types of healing systems to investigate because most of

the healing sessions and objects are not visible to the naked eye.

Some aspects of these healing rituals are also done in different
locations yet they are supposed to have effects on the sick person

in other locations. As we can see from the statistics there are

fewer people involved in them as compared to other healing

rituals. That makes it so difficult to become part of the inner

circle of participants of the healing ritual.

Perhaps the problems stated above may have accounted for why

Fortes in all his extensive writings on the Talleh, never deals

with or even mentions in passing tiim and baanaab healing. In

spite of these difficulties we had the privilege of being part of

some tiim and baanaab healing.

We shall briefly describe some cases of tiim and baanaab healing.

We observed that most cases of tiim sickness were very sudden

and more acute. They did not involve blood letting. Some cases of
tiim and baanaab also involved mental confusions.
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5.1 Types of Tiim and Baanaab sickness

There are different types of tiim and baanaab sickness. The most

common type is caused by witches. The Frafra believe that the

soi (witch) has the ability to leave his/her body to engage in

spiritual ritual hunting, eating or damaging his/her victims. Once

they take possession of a person's spirit, then that person

becomes physically sick and may eventually die. Researchers

whose works are specifically concerned with the phenomena of

witches include Evans-Pritchard1 and Grottanelli2 to mention a

few. About fifty years ago, Fortes reported that the phenomenon

of witches was not of too much concern to the Frafra in their

daily interactions.3 In our research the findings of Fortes half a

century ago were confirmed.

There is another type of tiim and baanaab sickness. This type of

sickness is caused by a spiritual power by person(s) who

instruct(s) a spiritual power to cause physical harm or sickness
on other persons. In addition to causing physical sickness, these

spiritual powers can also cause infertility, unsuccessful business

adventures, destroy marriages, and family relationships.

Earlier on we indicated that in Frafra mythic world they believe

that plants, trees, rivers, and stones also have spirits. These are

the spirits that are used to cause sickness as well as healing.

These types of spiritual powers are similar to what Kirby

describes as "territorial spirits".4 Kirby says territorial spirits
live in a particular locality in a particular human community or in
the wild.^
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Kirby seems to imply that "territorial spirits" are geographically

fixed spirits. On the contrary, the Frafra notion of territorial

spirits are both culturally located in their mythic world as well

as geographical. Even though they perform their rituals on some

sacred spots, they also believe that wherever they are, the

"territorial spirits" are with them. They further believe that

these spirits can move across rivers and mountains. Therefore

they can be sent to Accra about four hundred miles from

Bolgatanga or across the Atlantic ocean.

This point is supported by a story of a young Frafra woman in

London. Beatrice is a well educated woman. She is married to a

British man. They have lived in London for five years. Life has

been difficult for them. She has been in and out of hospital. Her

husband was laid off. She told us that two years ago she received

a letter from home saying that a neighbour was jealous of her

prosperity and was contacting territorial spiritual powers to go

and destroy her prosperity. She said she ignored it at first. But

as a result of what has happened to her family she believed that

it was directly the result of the "territorial spirits" sent to her
in London.

Another important example is the frequent consultation at a

shrine in Tongo by many different people from Southern Ghana. In

southern Ghana the name "Nana tongo" is associated with the most

powerful territorial localised earth spirit in Tongo. It is believed

that Nana Tongo can give its consultants money, children,

protection against business failures as well as rescue them from

very threatening situations. Nana Tongo is a cave in the rocks of
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a village called Tenzug about six miles from the Catholic Church

in Tongo. People come from Accra, Kumasi, Takoradi, and Tamale

to consult Nana tongo with the belief that the spiritual powers of

Nana tongo will always be with them. So territorial spirits are

not solely localised as Kirby suggests. They are both particular

and yet universal.

We have personally been involved with three graduate students

from different parts of Africa in the U.K., whose cases are

similar to that of Beatrice. Therefore the definition of

territorial is not solely a geographical location, but more

importantly, cultural in various mythic worlds.

There is also another type of spiritual being of the wild different

from those described above. These are commonly referred to by
the Arabic term jinn. Kirby defines jinn as:

... non-localized and associated with the wilds - the

uninhabited, undomesticated areas beyond village space
and farmlands, in particular places overgrown with thick
underbrush or large trees such as are found along
streams. They are thought to roam about and behave much
as men do in society. They are thus often conceived of as
having the corporeal substance of diminutive men having
families with wives and children.®

Similar description of jinns or wild spirits are offered by

Trimingham,7 Lewis,® Mac Donald and Masse.® In Frafra jinns are

called baabibih. The jinns can both inflict as well as heal

sickness. All these types of sicknesses involve one form of tiim

or another.
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5.2 Tiim healing rituals

Tiim healing is mainly concerned with sicknesses caused by

spiritual powers. The types of healing they offer are similar to

the mathian gok among the Dinka as described by Lienhardt.1 3
They are also similar to Kirby's third type of healers among the

Anufo.11 This type of healer uses spiritual powers whose main

goal is to look for the spiritual contagion in its host's body and

destroy it or undo what another power has done. The Frafra
believe that spiritual powers can be controlled by humans for evil

in terms of causing sickness and for good in terms of preventing

spiritual powers from carrying out their intentions.

These spiritual powers have names known to their owners, or

controllers. In some cases these spiritual powers work through

material objects such as roots, herbs, tails of animals, cloths,

amulets, and pots which Kirby calls "shrine objects".13 Similar

observations were made about these types of healing phenomenon

among the Ashanti by Rattray.13 According to Kirby the Anufo

like the Frafra believe that:

... the inert power contained within earthly substance can
be unleashed through correctly combining them, at which
point it becomes a distinct spiritual entity with a name,
and is capable of being applied to treat sickness or
counteract offensive magic.1'1

In some cases the tiim owner would come and give to the sick

person some herbs to drink, and a massage. At other times he

would also come and give the sick person an amulet made of

cowries, heads of animals, and dried tails of animals.
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The tiim owners or agents usually do the consultations in their

homes. Below are two out of many accounts of tiim consultation

we were privileged to be part of. These two cases are typical of
all those we observed.

5.2.1 Case one of tiim sickness and healing

A man took us to his tiim. A small clay pot was placed on a three

fork branch of a tree. Inside the pot were some barks of a tree,

the top of the cover of the pot was covered with blood and

feathers of different birds. He explained that he healed by

looking inside the pot to determine the cause of the sickness. In

other words the pot serves as a kind of spiritual x-ray, or

laboratory instrument that identifies the spiritual virus. He also

said he could talk with the spiritual powers in the pot. The spirit

roams about independent of their owner or agent. However, he

always calls the spirit home for consultation in the night.

Any time he was offering a chicken to the spirit, he did not cut

the throat. He instructed the spirit power to kill it. We shall

present here two eye-witnessed consultation. He placed the

chicken on top of the cover of the pot. He told the spirit power to

kill the chicken. As far as we could see he did not apply any

pressure nor did he hit it. However in about ten minutes the

chicken was dead.

At another time it was a dog he killed. He tied the dog to the
stick supporting the pot. He kept instructing the tiim to kill the

dog. In about twenty minutes the dog was dead. As much as we
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could observe it was not sick before and he did not hit, suffocate,

or in any way physically harm it.

5.2.2 Case two of tiim sickness and healing

My brother married a woman about six miles away from our

village. According to tradition, the girl spent the first night with

the most elderly woman in the house. The second day she spent

the night with her husband. This was during March when the

weather was very hot in the evening. On the third night my

brother, his newly wed, my wife and I decided to lie in the open

yard as the weather was extremely hot.

At about 4.30 a.m. my wife and I decided to go to our room.

Shortly after we went in, my brother and his wife also went into

their room. An hour later my brother came to ask me whether his

wife was with us as she was not in their room. We woke up and

asked the others in their rooms but she was nowhere to be found.

We decided to wait at least a day and see what would happen. To

our surprise she was in her sister's house, six miles away, at

about six o'clock that morning.

She said that a few minutes after she and her husband went into

their room she heard a voice of someone calling her to come out

so that they could go and cut firewood in the bush. She came out

and followed this person who she said she could not identify,

until the person disappeared just about a hundred yards in front
of her sister's house. So naturally she went into her sister's

house early in the morning.
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According to her sister and her husband, when she arrived, she

was cold and confused. Her brother-in-law is adept in tiim

symptoms, so he had no problem in diagnosing a tiim sickness. He

went into his room, opened his baar dok (pot of water and roots

imbued with special powers) and took some water from the tiim

pot for her to drink. He rubbed his hands with some concoction

and massaged her head, face and entire body. She felt well after

resting for a few hours.

They sent for her father who came and asked why she was there.

She told her story to her father. She was apologetic to her father

and pleaded with him to let her come back to our house for she

loved her husband. She also added that she could not understand

why she came all the way to her sister's house.

Since she said she wanted to come back to my brother, her father
decided to send someone to inform our family what had happened

as well as ask them to come for the girl. After the messenger

told the story, my brother consulted with the most senior

members of the family and they told the messenger that they

wanted her to stay with her parents for a few days while they had

further consultations among themselves and their yaabnam

(ancestors). As soon as the messenger left almost everyone gave

a sigh of relief. The elder of the family said, "Te banaab n ta na

kad poua kan nya la bah "(our ancestors have come and driven this
woman away). So the marriage was annulled.

As a Christian and a researcher, this case raised very difficult

questions. For example, was it a case of the demonic possession
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as in the biblical stories. Was it that my brother slept so soundly

that he did not hear the voice, or was she suffering from
hallucinations that no one else could hear? The distance between

our village and the other village was such that one could not

travel it in two hours. Certainly, no Frafra woman would travel

through those bushes unaccompanied at that time of the morning.

So why was she not afraid? As a pastor, this case raised

questions of how much understanding of Frafra mythic world is

urgently needed in my ministry and the ministry of the local

Presbyterian Church, if we are to address the pastoral issues of

Frafra spiritual powers with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

In our descriptions and analyses of Frafra diagnostic sayings, and

nya healing, we concluded that nya healing is based on the belief

that the sickness was caused by a spiritual contagion. Hence nya

healing was aimed at fighting or neutralizing the power of the

contagion in its host's body.

The same Frafra belief of sickness as a contagion is made more

explicit in the tiim aetiology of sickness in the interpretative

functions of the Frafra mythic world. Furthermore, tiim healing

also shows that the Frafra have a holistic experience of daily

interactions. The case of tiim sickness and healing also implies

that in the Frafra mythic world the physical world is coterminous

with their spiritual world. These two worlds constantly interact

with each other in ways that diminish as well as promote the

quality of human life. Humans are both objects and subjects of
the consequences of the interactions between the physical and

spiritual worlds.
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The Frafra also share their world with invisible spiritual beings

and/or powers. The Frafra seem to have an ambivalent

relationship with their world. On the one hand they are partners

in healing. On the other hand they can also be used against each

other. Hence, sickness is an invasion from without. A power

greater than the sick person attacks the sick person and

penetrates his/her spiritual defence and assaults its target (the

human object) and causes one type of sickness or another.

Tiim healing employs more powerful spirits to fight and weaken

the contagion in some cases literally kill it, or rescue the spirit

of the victim from its oppressor(s). The tiim powers operate

through the man who owns them. They are believed to be partially

embodied and diffused in their owner's bodily fluids. Hence his

saliva, or blood can be contagious. They can also be infused in

other media such as herbs, roots, water and bones of animals or

birds to effect their healing and protective power.

Like the nya healing, the focus of tiim healing is to neutralise the

contagion by killing or weakening the invading spiritual power or

rescuing the captive spirit from its victim.
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5.3 Baanaab healing

5.3.1. The call to be a Baanaab

The signs of anyone who is to become a Baanab vary from

individual to individual. The signs range from mild forms of ill

health to very severe psychotic episodes. There are other signs

that can be economic factors.

As stated already, the Frafra believe that there are wild spirits

in their world. These wild spirits are different from the spirits

of the ancestors, the boar or tenkpan (earth shines) or the spirit

of trees, stones and water. The kodgbareh or kikito (spirits or

genes) are wild spirits that can be semi-domesticated. By semi-

domesticated, we mean that these spirits have independent

existence but put their power under the goal of human control.

They live both at home; in human social settings such as

attending markets. They also invisibly move about with their

owner who is their medium. They eat human foods prepared and

kept in rooms. They exchange conversation with family members,

friends and neighbours. They travel long distances within a short

span of time.

5.3.2. The rituals of initiating a Baanaab

We shall describe a case of how one became a baanaab.

Tom is forty two years old. He has a secondary education. Now he
works as a librarian in Ghana. He recalls that after school he

became employed. Later on he married. He and his wife had two
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children. He said, he started experiencing unusual "things". He
recalled that some items were disappearing from their house. He

wondered whether someone was stealing his money as he was

often short of money. His wife and family were frequently sick.

Suddenly, he realised that he had become impotent.

He said that as a well educated person, he went to hospital

immediately. The doctors ordered all types of laboratory tests.

All the tests for suspected diagnoses were negative.

All his x-rays of lungs, brain and other parts of the body were

negative. He went to the western trained doctors for about a year

and was beginning to feel very worried because the prospect for

correct diagnosis and treatment was becoming bleaker and

bleaker. Someone came to him in the course of his desperation

and suggested to him that Baabibih n dolu (Baabibih are following
him to let them into his life).

According to him, he immediately dismissed this but the thought

lingered in his mind. He exhausted Western medical advice and

treatment available to him, yet he was not cured. He then decided

to try the suggestions from his friends and family. He went back
to the village. They told him that there are two rites to perform

in order to become a baanaab.

The Talleh and the Nabnam called the first rite ve. Ve connotes

the idea of fermentation. It can also mean failing to show up or

the penultimate in ritual performance or achieving a goal.
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It is difficult to describe the ve process because it is not open to

the public. We shall briefly consider what we gathered from

some well informed persons and one that we were fortunate to

observe.

5.3.3. Ve rite

Before and during the initiating a baanaab one's yaabnam

(ancestors) are consulted. The family in the extended sense

assemble, go to the bakolog to ask for permission of their

yaabnam. They offer kaaba to all the yaanaam of both the

paternal and maternal ancestors of the candidate. After they

have kaab the yaabnam, they call a most respectable experienced

practising baanaab to initiate the new one. This is where it was

difficult to either see personally or obtain any consistent account

of the process. Indeed, most people were afraid to disclose what

they claimed to know for fear that the kodkpareh or kikito (jinns)

would attack or inflict a severe punishment on them and/or their

families.

All the informants who indicate that they experienced baanaab

will go and speak to Kodkpareh to tell them that the candidates

had accepted to have them in their house.

What most accounts agreed upon was that, the experienced

baanaab will perform some secret rites to express the

willingness of the candidate to be used as the agents or medium
of the kodkpareh. So the word ve expresses the idea of the rite of

the penultimate before being fully initiated into the society or
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cult of baanaab. It is a liminal state in which the candidate is

not like an ordinary man anymore and yet not a full baanaab. The

period between ve and Gbaa, the second and last rite varies from

candidate to candidate.

5.3.4. Gbaa rite

The word gbaa means to catch. It connotes the idea of chasing or

seeking after that which one seizes with or without that thing or

person's consent. It can also mean to elope with a woman as

happens in some types of marriages.

The gbaa rite is a process in which the Baabibih or kikito are

forcefully taken from the wild and become semi-domesticated

under the control of the candidate. He consults them at will and

wherever he goes or sends them they go. But they are invisible to

ordinary eyes. When one is ready to gbaa baabibih (trap Baabibih)

they consult an experienced baanaab. They brew daam (local

beer), offer kaaba as well as prepare assorted delicious foods.

The baanaab is supposed to use his baabibih to entice the others

to come and eat the food. The Frafra believe that the baabibih

have a craving appetite for the Frafra delicacies.

At about midnight, the baanaab will go with the candidate to a

secret spot on which the baabibih assemble. They go with a koleg

(a bag made of animal skin). They will disguise themselves and

display the delicacies. The domesticated baabibih will deceive
the others to come and eat and drink. As they engage in the food,
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he will quietly pick them up forcefully into the bag. At times he

catches two or more depending upon their reaction time.

When the others take notice, they shout, and fight back by

throwing stones and other objects. Those caught in the bags also

scream or cry. Most people who claimed to have witnessed such

said they did hear their words and protest. Others also said they

saw the stones they drew. The baanaab will run away quickly to

the home of the candidate via various routes in order to confuse

those caught and those fighting for their release. They will then

perform various rites for those caught to forget their places of

abode in the wild as well as put them under the full control of the

baanaab. It is only after this second rite that the baanaab

becomes recognised as a healer in Frafraland.

The major differences between the jinns and humans are that

they are invisible to humans. They also move about in different

ways; they walk, fly, come into a room through small holes and
windows. They can also go wherever the baanaab goes. They

move in numbers of twos or threes. They can also contact others

of their kind in the wild. In other words, some baabibih are

domesticated while others are wild. The baabibiih are the same

as jinns and refer to the same spiritual beings. So we shall use

the two names interchangeably.

In both tiim and baanaab healing the owner or agent contracts

with the powers under his control to perform spiritual tasks on

behalf of their clients. If and when they succeed, their agents

collect rewards from the clients. Later on, they offer rewards to
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the spiritual powers. He can throw them away or acquire other

powers to supplement them.

The baanaab in some cases is a diviner. In fact, the word baanaab

is the title for a diviner, even though they are two separate

functions and one can be one without the other. The baabibiih are

not diffused in the bodily fluids of the baanaab. They are believed

to have independence. They can decide to help or not. This is the

main difference between baabibiih and tiim.

5.4 Case of baanaab healing

One day Basima came back from the market in the evening and fell

very sick. One of my informants rushed to tell me the story.

When we went to visit him it was obvious that he was in pain. He

sent for Nagben, a prominent baanaab in the village. The baanaab

arrived, looked at him and told him that he would come back in

the night after he consulted his baabibiih.

We went to the baanaab's house at about eight o'clock in the

evening. He covered himself with a long straw mat at a corner

between a wall and his room. He started first by humming. Later,

he sang the praises of the baabibiih and called the name of the
baabibiih. After about fifteen minutes, there were knocks on the

wall and a discussion between the man and what sounded like two

different voices of two people.

One of the voices asked who was calling. The man answered that

he was. Another asked why. The man asked them to come in.
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Both voices seemed to express reluctance. The man persuaded

them by promising them a precious gift. We certainly heard what

seemed like people climbing the wall to come in. We also heard

what sounded like foot steps landing from a height. After they

settled, the man told them that his friend was about to die and he

wanted them to help.

One of the voices said that was no problem. The other said they

knew it before coming. Indeed, he said he saw what happened. He

told us that one of the man's neighbours hated him, so he went and

gave him (his spirit) to a tree to kill him. So they would both go

and ask the tree to release the spirit of the man. The man and

those around thanked them. Again we heard what sounded like

steps climbing the wall. The voices were also becoming faint as

if they were moving further away from the house. The seance

came to an end and we left. The sick man was well in about three

days.

We shall describe another incident that occurred in a village.

This incident is not a healing case as such but it helps us to

understand the operation of these baabibiih. A man had a big goat

that used to give birth to twins. Indeed, this goat was a financial

investment for this man. In the early evening he saw the goat in

his house, however the goat suddenly disappeared from the house.

He looked in all his neighbours' stables but could not find the

goat.

He was so worried he decided to consult a Baanaab at about nine

o' clock in the night. We went to the Baanaab's house. The
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process of calling the Baabibiih was as already described. When

the Baabibiih came they said one of his neighbours had stolen it

to go and sell. However, they promised to go and release it. At

dawn, when the man woke up, he saw his goat standing in front of

his gate.

5.5 Analysis

We have already stated that it is difficult to investigate these

types of healing. These cases show the difficulties. We had no

way of verifying how the jinns released the spirit of Basima. We

also had no way of observing the jinns going to release the goat.

All we saw was the consultation and the result of the requests at

the consultation. We could not tell whether the baanaabnam

(plural) were simply skilful ventriloquists or that they actually

spoke to spiritual powers. We could not also tell whether the

goat coming back was a coincidence or not. The ethical question

for a researcher is whether he/she is involved in deception or a

genuine phenomenon? We assumed the latter.

Throughout our field research we found that these types of

sicknesses and healing could occur at any time of day, week and

month. From the data in the appendix A, we can infer that they

also affect men, women and children. The healers or agents were

all men. From the findings in the appendices, it is also clear that

they are not as popular as nya and yaabnam healing. We may infer
here that they may be considered by the Frafra as specialised

types of healing.
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Tiim and baanaab healing seemed to be types of healing that also

exist in India.1® They are also similar to Geertz's description of

ilmu among the Javanese1® in Indonesia.

Both tiim and baanaab healing rituals in the light of play therapy

are symbolic representations of the Frafra mythic world. The

questions to answer are what tiim and baanaab healing in these

symbolic representations reveal about the Frafra mythic world

and how the Frafra mythic world functions as an interpretative

mechanism to offer healing?

5.6 Traditional theories of religion and
the phenomena of tiim and baanaab healing

Tiim and baanaab healing rituals reveal a concept of

interdependency between humans and spiritual powers for good or

evil. So they offer an important religious perspective in healing

rituals. But scholars in the discipline of what is traditionally

called Comparative study of religion do not agree on the

perspective that it offers. Some may call this kind of healing

religious, while others consider it as magical.

Tylor offered some distinctions between the two that are worth

mentioning. For Tylor, religion is concern with personal beings

while magic is concern with impersonal beings.17 Religious acts

serve public interests while magical acts serve private interests.

Beattie defines magic as "... the acting out of a situation, the

expression of a desire in symbolic terms; it is not the application
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of empirically acquired knowledge about the properties of the

natural substances".1 8

Although these are two simple distinctions they are by no means

simplistic. In one sense we can say that tiim and baanaab healing

are magical rather than religious. The reason is that they use

powers that are supposed to function like humans but who were

not visible to us. Indeed, some of the actions of these healers may

even seem as if they are playing tricks on their patients.

However, a careful critical evaluation of these phenomena in

other religions including Christianity strongly suggests that we

cannot be sure that they are not based on "empirically acquired

knowledge".

We shall give some reasons why it is difficult to call them

magical acts without being guilty of one religious bias or another.

Firstly, we cannot help but to ask who determines whether they

are empirically acquired or not and what are impersonal about

them to designate them as magic.

Secondly, we do not also see what is impersonal about these

healings in order to categorise them as magical and those of the

healings of Jesus, or Milingo to call those religious.

Thirdly, the similarities between the Christian beliefs in the

person and works of the Holy Spirit and the Frafra beliefs in the

persons and works of the spiritual beings do not justify calling

one religion and the other magic.
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The evidences for the personal attributes of Frafra spiritual

beings in tiim and baanaab healing cannot be ignored from the

cases that we have cited. Furthermore, for the Frafra, the jinns

are like human beings who talk and are seemingly intelligent, yet

they are invisible and can enter rooms through small holes as we

have described.

Fourthly, these healings also had both private and public

dimensions. For example, in the case of Basima his healing is

both personal and public. For although his healing by the Baanaab

was privately directed to him, the entire family also benefited

from his healing.

In our opinion there may be elements of both in most religions.

The problem is that it is difficult to draw the line. Because what

is to the believer religion may appear to the observer as magic

and vice versa. And even for a believer at one time an act may be

considered as religious but at another time the same act may be

considered by the same believer as magical for one reason or the

other.

On the basis of the above reasons we cannot call tiim and

baanaab healing as either religion and magic. Even if we designate

them as religious, there is still the question of how we define

religion.
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Evans-Pritchard disagreed with the use of psychological and

sociological theories to account for the origin of religion.19 The

benefit of his criticisms for our project is the need to explore a

holistic approach.

We shall now cite a case to demonstrate how impractical, indeed

it is impossible to make a distinction between magic and religion

in human behaviour towards the sacred. We cannot even assume

that if one is well educated in either Ghana or in the West one

does not believe or practice magic and religion in one's behaviour

towards the sacred.

A well educated couple had been married for five years. They

lived in Accra. They were Christians. For four years they had

tried all forms of Western medicine to have a baby including a

trip to London, but all failed. Attempts by their relatives for

them to see a tiim healer failed. Out of desperation, they went to

consult tiim in Tongo, four hundred miles from Accra. The tiim
healer told them that another spirit has hidden her womb. So they

should go back to Accra for he would let his tiim go and release

the womb.

Six months later the woman was pregnant and I saw the child on

my visit to their house for this interview. Although we cannot be

certain that it was the tiim that was solely responsible for the

pregnancy, we cannot also rule its role out completely. However,
the point here is that this couple were sophisticated people who

went to consult tiim.
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Mensah-Dapaa a scientist has also reported similar cases in his

observations in the Akonnede shrine at Larteh.2^ it seems Tiim

and baanaab healing can be wholly analysed as either magical or

religious act. They can only be understood by taking seriously the

Frafra mythic as the basis for their efficacy to heal. However, by

taking seriously the Frafra mythic world does not imply that

those engaged into them do not have a knowledge of modern

scientific medicine.

The woman who became pregnant, the goat released, the chicken

and dog that died in our presence in the cases that we cited may

be indications that these types of healing are based on a kind of

"empirically acquired knowledge" from the perspective of the

believer's mythic world.

The case of the couple at least suggests that one could be

sophisticated and yet hold on to such a mythic world in which the

belief in jinns is a reality. Perhaps, the healing ministry of

Milingo in Italy may be one more evidence of the fact that belief

in spiritual powers to heal and modern scientific medicine are

not mutually exclusive as some writers like Field, Mulling and

other social theorists on contact-culture referred to earlier seem

to suggest.

The phenomena of tiim and baanaab healing cannot be fully
f

accounted for, by reducing them to only the social, the moral, the

psychological, or the cultural explanations. Rather, tiim and

baanaab Kaaba demonstrate the interconnectedness of the social,
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moral and spiritual, psychological and the cultural in the Frafra

mythic world. It is holistic healing.

These cases have shown that tiim and baanaab healing as rituals

systems are symbolic representation of the Frafra mythic world.

They invoke the interpretative functions of their mythic world to

address the issues that they perceive as are real that threaten

the balance of the interconnectedness of life and thus ensures

their well-being. In tiim and baanaab healing rituals the

interconnectedness is expressed and an interpretation made

possible by a relationship between symbols and belief system of
humans as agents of spiritual powers who mediate or transfer

these spiritual powers. But the question not answered is: how

does the belief in the human agency of spiritual powers in which

humans mediate or transfer such powers offer healing?

In our opinion, the phenomenon of tiim and baanaab healing may be

one that the study of religious phenomena from the Bible may

offer some insights into. Our attempt is not to determine the

falsehood or truthfulness of tiim and baanaab healing. Throughout

this thesis our attempt is to try to gain insights into the Frafra

self understanding and use of their mythic world to achieve

wholeness through their various types of healing rituals.

5.7 The phenomenon of human agency of
divine spiritual powers

We shall turn to studies of the belief system of the mythic world

of the people of the Bible. These studies may not only provide us
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with insights into the belief in humans as agents of spiritual

powers and their ability to mediate or transfer such powers, but

indeed show comparable models of contextualized Christian

ministry of healing.

We shall begin with Mill's treatment of the belief in human

agency of spiritual powers in Hellenistic Judaism and early

Christianity. Mills relies on the "Sword of Moses" text which is

the basis for her view that in Hellenistic Judaism Moses is

perceived as an agent of divine power.The belief in Moses as

an agent of divine power is the basis for Moses' ability to perform

"miraculous signs and wonders the Lord sent him to do".22
According to Mills "Moses did wonderful things by virtue of having

a direct line to God; that line was the possession of God's

name".23 The significance of the possession of God and the

name, Mills suggests, is the belief that "to know someone's

personal name was to have access to their very life-energy and to

be able to effect that energy, for good or ill."24

In the Moses tradition, we do not only have an example of a human

being becoming an agent of divine power, but also an inseparable

relationship between the physical and the spiritual worlds.

Solomon is another biblical figure whose life shows that humans

can be agents of spiritual powers as well as use those powers for

good or ill. Solomon is anointed King (1 Kg 1:34). Solomon by this

anointing becomes not only a political leader but also a divine

agent. In Solomon, Mills suggests:
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We have a picture of the king as the focal point of all that
is happening in this interchange between God and his
people. He is the main channel of divine blessing for the
people, of cursing for their enemies, and of success and
prosperity in the land.25

Even his weaknesses do not nullify his role as divine agent for his

people. According to Josephus:

God granted him knowledge of the arts used against
demons for the benefit and healing of men. He also
composed incantations by which illnesses are relieved,
and left behind forms of exorcisms with which demons

are driven out.25

According to Mills, Josephus gives two different traditions of

Solomon. The first tradition was that Solomon is a philosopher-

sage. The second tradition is that Solomon "was a demon-

controller and an exorcist".27 The sources of the power to both

traditions is the "active power of the Deity working in and

through him".25 The symbol of the divine power was in his ring.

Mills relies on some writings of Josephus who also claims to

have witnessed a demon casting event. Mills suggests that the

seal of Solomon's ring:

features in most of the magical material concerning him.
It forms the focal point of Solomon's power. It is by
virtue of the power invested in the ring that Solomon can
control demons. This means that the ring is seen as
containing divine energy and presence. What makes for
that presence seems to vary. In Aramaic bowls Solomon's
ring is likened to that of the great seal of the universe, a
ring engraved with the ineffable name. In Josephus,
Solomon's ring has power because it has a special root
under the seal, which root can exorcise demons. In the
Testament of Solomon the ring is described as engraved.
Later Solomon's seal is shown to be pentangle : a magical
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sign which symbolises healthy influences and so guards
against evil forces. Whatever form the ring is thought to
have taken it always remains the channel of Solomon's
power and the tool which he therefore passed on to his
descendants as a means of aiding them also against
demonic influences.^9

The belief in human beings as agents of spiritual powers who can

mediate and transfer power is also operative in the synoptic

traditions and early Christian tradition of healing.

Although the New Testament writers differ in their theological

emphases which mainly reflects the pastoral needs of their

audiences, they all agree that Jesus is both a historical person,

born in a particular place and time. Yet he has not only an

inseparable relationship with God; the divine power of the

cosmos, but indeed is himself the embodiment of that divine

power declared at his baptism. And because he is or possesses

this divine power, he can employ that power to heal a leper (Mk

1:41), cast out a demon (Mk 1:21 f), speak words that effect the

wishes intended (Mk 7:31 f), control natural forces such as wind

(Mk 4:7f), and raise the dead (Mk 5:22f).

Mills further suggests that the New Testament writers present

Jesus as "an itinerant exorcist, healer and teacher"3®- who

initially finds acceptance from the crowds insofar as he provides

liberation from the practical evils in their lives. According to

Mills, in Mark's gospel, "... the human agent and cosmic setting

mutually reinforce one another".31
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5.8 Jesus as initiator of faith

Nolan, a south African New Testament scholar offers contrary

views to those of Mill's and Shorter's views stated earlier.

According to Nolan Jesus was different from the exorcists, holy

men, physicians, witch doctors and sin diviners of his time.32

For Nolan, although Jesus used saliva (Mk 7:33, 8:23) and made

physical contacts with sick people (Mk 1:31,41; 6:56; 8:22), Jesus

"... never made use of any kind of ritual formulae, incantations or

invocations of names."33 He furthermore argues that when Jesus

used "spontaneous prayer (Mk 9:29), ... his understanding of what

was happening in such cases differs widely from that of the holy

men who prayed for rain or cures."34 Unlike the holy men who

depended on "... their own holiness their own esteem in the eyes of

God; Jesus relied upon the power of faith. It is not prayer as such

that effected the cure, it was faith."3 5

Nolan frequently uses the phrase ' your faith has healed you1

(Mk 5:34; Mt. 9:28-29; Lk 17:19) as the main evidence for his

argument. For Nolan the frequent use of this phrase by Jesus "...

immediately lifts Jesus out of any of the contemporary

categories of physician, exorcist, wonder-worker or holy man."3 6
When Jesus said "Your faith has healed you" Nolan suggests Jesus

is saying in effect that it is not he who has healed the
sick man, it is not by means of some psychic power that
he has or by some special relationship with God. Nor is
it to be attributed to the effectiveness of some magical
formula, nor even to the simple medical properties of
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saliva. He is not even saying, at least not explicitly, that
the man was healed by God. 'Your faith has healed you'-37

The difference between Jesus and his contemporary healers was

that for him " 'everything is possible for anyone who has faith.'

The man who has faith becomes like God-all-powerful".38
Faith is what made possible the healings of Jesus. However, Nolan

cautions that this kind of faith:

is not the same as psychosomatic influence of powerful
suggestion which affects a cure by means of what is
called 'overpowering therapy'. It is a conviction that
something can and will happen because it is good and
because it is true that goodness can and will triumph
over evil.33

So this faith is based on the power of goodness. However, this

conviction on the power of goodness does not work alone. It works

on the belief that God is good to humans therefore God's goodness

can and does " triumph over evil. The power of faith is the power

of goodness and truth, which is the power of God. The success of

his healing activity must be seen as the triumph of faith and hope

over fatalism."43

Therefore " Jesus was the initiator of faith".4"' The faith Jesus

initiates is also contagious. It sets forth the liberation process.

In a sense it is that kind of faith that makes miracles happen.

However, miracle in this context is not defined in terms of what

humans call ordinary and extraordinary. It is based on God who

has no such limits. This kind of faith operates in a mythic world

in which "... the world is God's creation and whatever happens in
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the world, ordinary and extraordinary, is part of God's

providence."42

5.9 Conclusion

Our view with respect to these two seemingly contrasting

positions is not so much of whether or not Jesus was an exorcist

healer like his contemporaries. Rather, our view is that at the

symbolical level, the hearers and followers of Jesus could only

understand and appropriate the faith he initiated from the

perspectives of their mythic world.

Also at the functional level, they had to use their faith in

symbols and belief systems based on their mythic world in order

to apply the same to experience the power of God as goodness

over evil in the healing of Jesus. Even Nolan himself seems to be

aware of this when he said "we must have some kind of position,

some kind of vantage point or perspective, if we are to see and

understand anything".42

These two seemingly contrary positions are reconcilable. The

mythic world of the exorcist healer of Mills and Shorter, and

Nolan's idea of "Jesus as initiator of faith" are very helpful

insights in our project.

It is this kind of mythic world in which these two views operate

that we see in the Bible and which we believe has been passed on

to all Christians in all cultures. However, it seems some forms of

Western Christianity have since moved away from or repressed
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this mythic world. Hence, to some Western Christians, such a

mythic world is a stumbling block to healing, but to the Frafra

Christians, it is a natural gate to faith in Christ.

It is this mythic world of the Frafra Christians that makes a

major constructive contribution to the varied debate between

theology and medicine in Frafraland and perhaps even in the West

where the debates are complex and controversial. It must also be

stated that tiim and baanaab healing does not render Western

scientific medicine redundant. Rather, they add another

perspective to holistic definitions of sickness, healing and

health.

Scientific medicine does not need to fail before tiim and baanaab

healing can be consulted. The tiim and baanaab healers and

Western medical practitioners can collaborate to provide holistic

healing based on their holistic understanding of healing as we

have seen. Tiim and baanaab healing demonstrate other

explanation of events in life beyond what humans see and know.

It is therefore the task of the Church in Frafraland to devise a

contextualized Frafra Christian ministry of healing that can

mobilise the Frafra mythic world of tiim and baanaab healing.

The African Independent Churches are partly pulling crowds in

Africa because they are appealing to tiim and baanaab types of

healing in the mythic worlds of most of these African Christians.

In conclusion we can say that although tiim and banaab healing is
difficult to investigate and analyse, they can offer insights which
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can revitalise the Churches' teaching on the power of the Holy

Spirit in the lives of Frafra Christians.

Moses, Solomon, Jesus, tiim and baanaab powers heal by calling

upon the name of the spirit whose power is the source of healing

as well as invoking the faith of good that triumphs over evil.

Jesus heals in the name of the God who was revealed to Him at

His baptism by invoking a triumphant faith.

Therefore tiim and banaab healing in Frafra mythic world

provides them with a deeper understanding and appropriation of

the Biblical healing stories as well as mobilising the faith in the

power of the spiritual powers to neutralise evil spiritual

contagions.

It is not only through the name of Jesus that Christians are

incorporated into the body of Christ. But the faith that

accompanies knowing the name of Jesus strikes at the core of

Christian identity and the source of power for Christian witness

and mission. Therefore there are enough similarities in both

Biblical Christianity on the theme of "knowing the Name of the

spiritual power, indeed embodying that power" and tiim and

baabnaab healing rituals that can enrich a contextualized Frafra

Christian ministry of healing for Frafra Christians when they fall

sick.
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CHAPTER SIX

YAABNAM KAABA

6.0 Introduction

In our previous summary conclusions, we said sickness is caused

in two ways and affects the Frafra on two levels. The first cause

is external which involves an invasion from without that affects

a person. Nya, tiim, and Baanaab healers are solely concerned

with using spiritual powers, medical techniques and herbs to

neutralize the external invading spiritual powers and/or the

contagion in the form of viruses, physical activity such as falling

and being hit by pieces of wood. Therefore, for the lack of an

appropriate term, we shall designate nya, tiim and baanaab

healing rituals as personal healing.

This chapter is a report of how the Frafra account for why they

are attacked by the spiritual powers in the first place and how

they use their mythic world to interpret and prevent such attacks.

In our research, we asked the Frafra to explain why they are

attacked by spiritual powers, or invading spiritual contagions in

the first place. The Frafra answer was that someone must have

done something that made the ancestors to partially withdraw

their protective powers from the community. As a result, evil

spiritual powers invade them. In some cases, it is not that the
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person suffering did something wrong that caused the ancestors

to partially withdraw their protective powers. Rather, the one

suffering may be suffering on behalf of the entire (y/'r) family.

The actual offender is different from the one suffering and may

be either dead or alive. This etiology of sickness is similar to

the Hebraic notion of the sin of the fathers being visited upon the

sons to the third and fourth generations.(Exodus 20:5). They have

to address the particular offence, offender and the offended

ancestor(s) in order to fully restore the protective powers of the

ancestors to the entire community. Yaabnam kaaba are the

healing rituals for restoring the spiritual protective powers to

the community. Hence, we designate them as community healing

rituals.

However, it must be stressed that in the Frafra mythic world

yaabnam kaaba are inseparably related to any particular personal

nya, tiim and baanaab healing rituals for particular afflictions at

particular times on particular person(s). This inseparability of

personal and community rituals will become obvious in the cases

we shall cite later. In all types of community healing rituals, the

members of the clan and their ancestors are involved. It is

therefore helpful to describe and illustrate here the Frafra clan

system.
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6.1 The Frafra Clan System

The Frafra social, psychological, physiological, spiritual and

cultural relationships are best described by Fortes as a web. An

illustration is given below to explain the intertwined complex

web of eccentric circles of the Frafra spiritual and social

relationship. A marries B, AB give birth to C, C marries D, CD

give birth to E. E marries F, EF also give birth to G, G marries H,

and GFI have a child I ad infinitum. AB are the yaabnam (plural) of

C, E, G and I. AB are also the ancestors addressed in yaabnam

kaaba. Portions of the sand from the graves of AB are put in a

container. This container represents the founding ancestors of all

descendants of AB and is called the Dugun boar (shrine within the

room). All descendants also refer to themselves as members of a

yir. The yir connotes the idea of household. In other words, the

clan in a ritual context is referred to as yir.

As we can see from Appendix A, in the case of nya healing, all

descendants inherit whatever healing powers one or both founding

ancestors had. In contrast to nya healing, the healers in yaabnam

kaaba are not the most senior members of the clan who preside

over the shrine of founding ancestors. It is the ancestors.

The term dug and its symbolic meaning during the kaaba has very

important implications for our purposes. It refers to the children

out of copulation of AB in one room. The idea of copulation in one
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room seems to provide the basis of the Frafra identity, unity and

source of protection and healing.

The founding ancestors AB regulate the social, economic,

political and religious lives of all members of the clan. A

clanship or yir may be likened to an amoeba. It functions as a

whole. One segment of the clan in any social interaction involves

the whole clan. Consequently, the behaviour of the part has

consequences for the whole and vice versa.1 Therefore, kaaba to

the founding yaab requires the presence of the representatives of

every unit such as descendants of CD, EF, GH. The same applies to

issues of jurisprudence and all matters that relate to members of

the clan. Fortes describes the Frafra clan system as "an embryo

of future organization".^ All the children of AB are always

referred to as biih (children) and the clan as a whole is referred

to as yir (house). Members of a clan are children of the clan. In

the Frafra understanding they embody each other as well as the

yir and not individuals in the Western sense. The sense of

corporate or collective personality in yir is an important concept

to understanding yaabnam kaaba as community healing rituals.

The graveyard of AB in cases where they are buried together or

the graveyards of A and B respectively become the sacred

ground(s) of that clan. All objects in these spots are sacred and

are designated as the symbolic presence of their ancestors. The

phenomenon of trees as symbolic presence or "hierophany" of the

sacred, is well articulated by EliadeS. Fortes on his part refers to
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this spot as the "shrine which symbolizes the identity and

common ancestry of the entire maximal lineage".^ The Frafra call

this spot daboog (one can literally translate it as headquarters).

A word of explanation of what Fortes calls "maximal" and

"minimal" lineages is in order. AB is the maximal lineage of all

descendents. But CB is the minimal lineage of only their children

and their descendants. In yaabnam healing a number of these

ancestors are always involved in causing sickness and healing.

6.2 Cases of yaabnam kaaba

When sickness strikes, two things happen. The head of the

household usually sends someone to call the appropriate healer.

Sometimes the head of the household waits till the healer

arrives. At other times he leaves immediately to the diviner. In

all cases that we studied, after the Teb has finished treating the

patient, the head of the household went to find out from the

diviner which ancestor was offended and what rituals must be

performed to remove the wrath of the ancestor(s).

Case A

A woman went to the bush to pick up sheanuts. She climbed a

sheanut tree to shake off the sheanuts. Unfortunately, a branch

broke under her weight. As she landed the branch hit her leg and

fractured it. Fler friends brought her home on their shoulders.

They sent her to hospital. She was discharged and after three
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months she was up and about. During her stay in hospital, her

husband consulted the diviner. The diviner told him the yaabnam

who were responsible and why they allowed the incident to occur.

The diviner explained that when her husband was about to marry

"La da to me, ba da kum te u" (things were difficult and his father

wept on his ancestors). The ancestors then made it possible for

him to marry his wife, opened her womb and she gave birth to

children. They also protected the children until they were now

grown up and employed. The ancestors felt their son had not been

grateful for the responsibility they had taken to make him

"somebody". They withdrew their protection. He should offer the

ancestors a sheep with dam (local beer) in order for them to

restore their protection. The man and all the senior members of

his clan set a day to offer the kaaba.

Another explanation will clarify the use of ancestors in the

singular and plural. They believe that although one ancestor may

be the cause of the sickness, all the ancestors are called upon as

a group in the healing. The principle of corporate or collective

identity in which one involves all and all involve one underlies

yaabnam kaaba.

In the evening of that day all the elders, the young people and the

most senior women of the clan who are married elsewhere

assembled. The kpeem (the most senior member of the clan)

squatted on top of the boar, a symbol of the ancestors. It is a
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mud-raised platform of about two feet high and three feet in

circumference in a circular form, shaped like a head and

shoulders as if someone was sitting with arms folded.

They assembled in a small semicircle around the symbol of their

founding ancestors. He knocked the top or the head with his right

hand, picked up the mixture of water and sorghum and said:

Mba a (my father) all your children have assembled before
you, calling you this evening. Call your fathers and
mothers to come and assemble with you here this evening.
Also call your children. For without you, we will not be
here. It is because of you that there is good sleep in this
house. We have assembled here with your grandchildren to
give you water to drink and to offer you your sheep. For
we admit that you are right to ask for water and a sheep.
We belem (plead) with you to take these offerings and
protect us from bad trees, stones, witches and wizards
and any evil eye. Ensure that there is good health in this
house. Let your children prosper in whatever they do. Let
your duam nyerek (your offspring) increase. Let food come.
For we entrust ourselves into your Banam, ne e biih (your
mothers and fathers and your children).

The text of this incantation is similar to other texts translated

by Fortes.5 After these incantations, he poured the mixture of

water and flour on top of the head of the Boar, cut the throat of

the sheep and allowed a few drops of blood on the head. Then all

clapped and said tari, tari (Amen, Amen).

The sheep was skinned and the meat shared. The liver was

roasted and pasted on the head of the Boar. The meat was ritually

shared. The most senior male of the clan got the head and one of
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the (gber) hind legs of the sheep. The next senior male member

got the other hind leg. Another senior male took the (bok) front

leg, and the next took the last front leg. The women of the clan

collectively got the portion between the chest and legs which the

Frafra call sai. The same word is used for waist and womb of a

woman. It is important to note that when a woman is

menstruating, the Frafra say u luu sai (her waist has fallen). The

aheh (the children of all the women who have married elsewhere)

took the neck.

Case B

B is a young man of twenty one. One day he went to the market

with his friends. He came home after about two hours in the

market. He complained of a headache. According to him, the

headache became intense, coupled with vomiting. He was

sweating profusely. Within a short time all members of the house

were called home. His father got up and removed the heads of the

Boar (mud constructed symbols of the ancestors). He told them

that unless his son was healed, they would not receive kaaba from
him. He quickly sent for a tiim healer. The tiim healer arrived

with a gourd of water from the tiim dok (tiim pot). He also had a

tail and some pieces of charcoal. He immediately gave the tail to

B to hold in his hands. He asked him to drink the water from the

tiim dok. He ground the charcoal into powder, mixed it with oil

and smeared his forehead, arms and legs and also the walls of the

room in which he slept. He sat for about thirty minutes and left
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to consult his tiim. He came back and reported that the spirit of

the young man had been bewitched and hidden by a powerful spirit.

So he asked for pieces of kola, a black cat and a chicken. He left,

and returned the following morning at dawn with the news that

the spirit of the young man had been released.

As far as we could see, the young man started feeling better

slowly, and in about a week he was eating well, walking around

though quite tired. The healer had told the young man's father

that if his son recovered fully, he should offer his tiim, a dog,

five chickens and some money. This was the beginning and end of

that part of the healing. While the young man was sick, his

father, in addition to calling the tiim healer, consulted the

bakalog. The bakalog told him that many years ago, there was an

epidemic in the village. The ancestors were called upon and they

protected their yir and no one died from the epidemic. The

ancestors were promised a cow then. But they have failed to

fulfill their promise. So the ancestors withdrew their protection

and that is why a spiritual power attacked a young man in order

to remind them of his debt.

After B was well enough, the head of the clan announced a day on

which the cow would be offered to the yaab. On the evening of

that day all the heads of the clans and the senior sisters and

some of their children assembled at the (daboog) ancestral

headquarters. There was a big tree in front of the house.
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The belief among the family was that the tree grew out of the

grave of the founding ancestor. So the tree was the symbolic

presence or the "hierophany" of the spirit of their founding

ancestors. They assembled in a semicircle. The head of the

family rose up with the mixture of the sorghum flour, water and a

fowl. He said:

My father, call your father, his father, assemble our
yaabnam. All of you assemble on your tree. Have you
heard? We, your children, have assembled this evening.
We had sleepless nights. We had no one to go to. So we
called upon you and you told us that you would rescue
your children, and that if there was health, we should
give you a cow. It is true, you deserve a cow. Your
children have built a house [i.e. married and have had
children and they also have their own children]. Your
doam nyerek ya [your offspring] have spread. Today your
name is mentioned everywhere. You have truly overcome
the evil powers. You have protected us from Tiim and
Kuga [stones]. You have diffused any bad utterances or
wishes against us. Your house is full of farmers. So we
have called you to give you water, fowl, and your cow.
So receive you water.

He poured the mixture on a stone leaning against the tree and

some parts of the tree. A text of another prayer collected by

Fortes is similar to this text.®

Then he cut the throat of the fowl, allowed a few drops of blood

on the stone and some parts of the tree, and let the fowl on the

ground. It struggled and turned back down, legs up. While he was

reciting the above prayer, all those assembled clapped their hands

and said tari tari. After that the young men put the cow down and
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cut its throat. A few drops of blood were sprinkled on the same

spots on the tree and stone. They retired till the livers of the

fowl and cow were roasted and brought to the one who presided.

Then they all assembled again. He again said:

You collect your liver. Let there be good yield on our
farms. Let our young ones marry, let there be multiple
births. Hide all evil targeted at any of us. Protect us
during farming expeditions.

All those assembled kept clapping and saying tari, tari. The meat

was shared accordingly as already described in the other text.

Everybody left in high spirits to their various homes. Throughout

our research all cases of yaabnam kaaba were almost in the same

form and wording as the two samples. The position of the fowl

has an important significance in kaaba. After a few drops of

blood on the symbols of the ancestors, the fowl is left on the

ground to struggle. If it lies upside down then it is a sign that the

kaaba are accepted.

In all cases that we saw the fowl always turned upside down. We

have not been able to find any other explanation. When we asked

a veterinary technical officer he was not able to offer any

explanation based on his knowledge of veterinary science.
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6.3 Analysis

The findings from Appendix A suggest that in almost all sickness

the Frafra use yaaba kaaba in addition to other types of healing. It

is a healing in which the presider is not the healer. Apart from

the fact that he is the oldest male of the yir, he also has no other

special powers or relationship to the ancestors than any other

member of the yir.

The role of women in yaabnam kaaba is not clear. They are

involved but they cannot preside if even the oldest member of the

clan is a woman. We shall later attempt to account for their role

using insights from symbolic representation later.

6.3.1 Fortes' psychoanalytical theories
and yaabnam kaaba

We will begin our critical analysis of the Frafra communal

healing rituals with Fortes social and psychoanalytical analyses

of the Frafra religion, sociology and kaaba. Fortes has become a

world renowned social anthropologist for his work among the

Talleh, one of the three ethnic commuities collectively called the

Frafra. As already mentioned the three ethnic communities share

much in common. So what he says about the Talleh is also

applicable to the Nabnam and the Gorreh. We shall briefly review

here Fortes' attempts to use psychoanalytical theories to gain

insights into ancestors, boar, and kaaba.
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The type of yaabnam kaaba described thus far are usually

designated as ancestor worship. According to Fortes:

... There is general agreement that, whenever, it occurs
ancestor worship is rooted in domestic, kinship and
descent relations, and institutions. It is described by
some as an extension of these relations to the super¬
natural sphere, by others as a reflection of these
relations, yet again as their ritual and symbolic
expression. 7

In ancestor worship:

the congregation of worshippers invariably comprises
either an exclusive common descent group, or such a
group augmented by collateral cognates, who may be of
restricted range, or else the worshippers in a given
situation may comprise only a domestic group, be it an

elementary family or family of an extended type.8

For Fortes, a strict definition of ancestor worship:

... presupposes geneonymy, that is the commemoration of
ancestor by name. In the paradigmatic case...ancestors are
worshipped by name and the names are perpetuated in
lineage genealogies and personal pedigrees in an accepted
generation sequence. Morever, these genealogies are equally
essential for the correct constitution of congregations of
worshippers, for exact focusing of their ritual service, and
for the organization of social relations in all domains of
social structures.9

There are many features of yaabnam kaaba that are similar to

some features of ancestor worship as stated above. Therefore, it

can be inferred that yaabnam kaaba in all intent and purposes are
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forms of ancestor worship. gut; |jke Fortes we have some

difficulties calling yaabnam kaaba ancestor worship. Fortes

impression is that the "...Ga give ritual reverence to their dead

forbears but do not have ancestor cult in the precise sense in

which..."10 the term ancestor worship implies.

He goes on to make an important comparison. Fortes writes:

...Catholics have a cult of saints... and say masses for
named dead; Jews commemorate them by name in the
course of the celebration of the New Year and their Day of
Atonement, as well as on the anniversaries of particular
deaths. Yet we do not consider Catholics or Jews to be

ancestor worshippers. 1 1

In many respects the saying of masses for named dead and

commemoration of the dead by name may be similar to some

forms of yaabnam kaaba. Yet, if Catholics and Jews are not to be

ancestor worshippers, we cannot also equate yaabnam kaaba to

acts of ancestor worship. We can further infer from the above

comparisons that some of these Western categories such as

ancestor worship or cults may be either ethnocentric or religio-

centric. Therefore if we accept that yaabnam kaaba is an

ancestor cult, we may be accepting the implied ethnocentrism

and/or religio-centrism clearly pointed out by Fortes. For him, in

any given culture there is what Field called "dogma

personality"."'2 Fortes defines "dogma personality" as,

an accepted formulation, be it pragmatical, mystical, or
naturalistic of physical and psychical constitution of man.
It establishes the conceptual premises and the symbolic
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images of nature, causes, and consequences of death and of
relations between the living and the dead. It serves as the
warrant for the core and observances by means of which
the experience of the individual's death as irrevocable is
reconciled with acquiesence in the continuity of the living
community."' 3

In the light of the concept of "dogma personality" we can infer

that yaabnam kaaba " is a representation of the social capacities

and potentialities with which a person is endowed in virtue of his

social roles and relationships."14

The concept of "dogma personality" has offered important

insights into the social function of Yaabnam kaaba. We shall

continue to review the value of the ritual of kaaba to boar in the

Frafra mythic world using Fortes' psychoanalytical concepts.

According to him, boar "... is a reflection of the premise that a

person is a person primarily by virtue of his or her lineage

membership."1 ^ This notion of collective identity or the notion

of "I am because I belong" is an important belief worth exploring

in order to understand healing rituals among the Frafra, the Akan,

the Ga, and the Ewe of Ghana.1® It also shows the interplay of

ritual personality, and community in the Frafra mythic world in

particular.

Fortes translates belem or/ca as prayer. The distinction between

kaaba, and belem was already explained in Chapter One and we

suggested kaaba is indeed the Frafra prayer with multiple levels

of meaning. For Fortes, prayer to the Frafra serves as a
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"cathartic exercise".17 Prayer is the process through which the

Frafra take control of a situation by representing "themselves in

the idioms of their customary beliefs and ideas.""'8 Prayer as a

public ritual act serves as a means by which the underlying cause

of the crisis is exposed. By revealing the hidden cause, prayer for

the Frafra becomes a kind of public confession in which the

individual and the society make known the hidden causes.

Prayer as a public confession is a cathartic exercise in which

the words have the desired effect of "enabling the crisis to be

grasped and interpreted and finally mastered ..." in two ways-19
Firstly, the public confession makes it possible for public

acknowledgement of fears and feelings of vulnerability and guilt

for the offences caused to the ancestors. Secondly, the people

praise their ancestors for the benefits they have received from

them, as well as reclaiming their rights of protection in the

future.20 Kaaba as a public confession "is the primary medium

for the catharsis because it puts into words what the act of

sacrifice can but symbolize."21 The symbolic communication in

prayer enables the Frafra to express their feelings of dependency

on their ancestors and the other mystical powers which are of

central importance22 in the Frafra mythic world.

There is no doubt that in Fortes' psychoanalytical conceptual

categories, kaaba as cathartic exercises have important

therapeutic values for the Frafra and also important implications

for a contextual Frafra Christian ministry of healing. Flowever,
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the psychoanalytical perspective of yaabnam kaaba offers only

one perspective. We need a holistc approach, so there is the need

to go further and ask: What roles do the symbols of water, blood

and boar play in the confession? We believe the rites of passage

school represented by Gennep, and Turner may also offer us some

insights from the perspective of symbolic interactionism and

representation as we have already demonstrated in nya, tiim and

baanaab kaaba.

6.4 The rites of passage school and yaabnam kaaba

We shall concentrate on the works of Gennep and Turner to

determine the insights they may or may not offer on how the

Frafra mythic world functions as an interpretative mechanism to

achieve wholeness or well-being in yaabnam kaaba.

In our attempt to use various theoretical concepts to determine if

they can offer us any insights into the interpretative functions of

the Frafra mythic world in yaabnam kaaba we cannot help but

heed the warning of Dickson that theories "... often contribute to

sterility of thought when indiscriminately applied."22 Therefore,
all theories we shall use to provide us insights will be critically

appropriated with care.

Van Gennep categorised most rituals as "rites of passage" which

he "subdivided into rites of separation, transition rites and rites

of incorporation."24 Van Gennep further suggests that "the
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typical series of rites of passage (separation, transition and

incorporation) furnished the pattern for ceremonies of

sacrifice...."^5

The question raised here is whether yaabnam kaaba can be

categorised as rites of passage in the light of Van Gennep's

theory of rites of passage. Yaabnam kaaba are forms of

sacrifices. But it is not clear whether to treat them as rites of

separation, transition or incorporation. If we apply Van Gennep's

theory to Yaabnam kaaba we have to determine which rites of

passage they are? Furthermore, his theory seems to imply a

linear notion of sickness and health. We believe that the Frafra

do not perceive life to be on linear progressive stages. Instead,

when they are sick, they believe they are in a state or condition

of vulnerability to attacks.

Furthermore, even if there are stages of purification,

estrangement or what he calls liminality in sickness, it is still

not clear from Van Gennep's theory what the Frafra are separated

from and to what they are incorporated? Therefore it is

difficult to classify yaabnam kaaba as either rituals of

separation, transition or incorporation on the basis of linear

concepts of human evolution as these terms may imply.

We shall consider next Turner's modification of Van Gennep's

theory with respect to the Ndembu. Like the Ndembu, the Frafra

during yaabnam kaaba use religious modes and frames of
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references through sets of symbols to define their estranged

community of biih from the yaabnam. The symbols of both the

Ndembu and the Frafra have complex referential meanings26
although the meanings to the Frafra and Ndembu may differ. In

times of sickness, it can be said that the community of biih are

in a liminal state. The texts of prayers suggest that they are

very much aware of their status as biih of the clan. The sitting

arrangements, and the way they share the meat also suggest their

awareness of structure.

There is, however, one important difference and similarity

between the liminality in yaabnam kaaba and the Ndembu ritual

that Turner describes. According to Turner, the liminal period in

Ndembu ritual is not only one of " acquisition of 'gnosis' of

theogony, cosmogony and mythical history of the initiates of the

society but also a change that affects the initiates' ontological

transformation."27 On the contrary in the Frafra kaaba there are

no initiates yaabnam kaaba. An important similarity between the

two rituals is their therapeutic effects on the Ndembu and the

Frafra.

The therapeutic effect of the healing rituals of the Ndembu and

the Frafra is achieved through the ability of rituals to symbolise

the feelings, mime the social drama that produced the conflict as

well as resolve the conflicts. The symbolism and mimesis

achieve health through what Turner calls a "three 'teli structure'

process."26 These are manifest sense, latent sense and hidden
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sense. The manifest sense refers to explicit aims of the ritual

while the latent sense refers to the common sense awareness of

what the people understand about what they are doing. The hidden

sense meaning of the ritual is largely unconscious. It relates to

perennial experiences shared by all members of the community.22
All the above will seem to be applicable in yaabnam kaaba. The

social, pyschoanalytical, and symbolical concepts of Fortes and

Turner have offered important insights which we believe will

enrich a contextual Frafra Christian ministry of healing. So it is

imperative that we explore a religious dimension in our analyses

in our attempt to provide a holistic approach.

6.5 Traditional theories of sacrifice and

yaabnam kaaba

We shall briefly review the traditional theories of sacrifice and

determine whether or not they can provide us with any insights

into yaabnam kaaba and vice versa.

Evans-Pritchard divided sacrifices into two different types. He

called the first type confirmatory sacrifice. This type of

sacrifice is "...concerned with the social relations ... changes of

social status and the interactions of social groups".2 2
Confirmatory sacrifice in our view is similar to what is referred

to as " life crisis rituals" by Turner.21 These rituals deal with

helping individuals and communities to make a smooth transition
from one social status to another. These include puberty, and

marriage rites to mention only two.
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The second type is peculiar sacrifice. This type of sacrifice is,

concerned rather with the moral and physical welfare of
the individual and is performed in situations of danger
from the intervention of spirits in human affairs, often
thought of as being brought about by some faults. In
such sacrifices ideas of propitiation and expiation are
prominent and their purpose is described by words
which have the sense of bargain, exchange and
purpose.32

Evans-Pritchard's peculiar sacrifices are also similar to Turner's
rituals of affliction.33 Based on Evans-Pritchard's distinction

we can say that yaabnam kaaba are peculiar sacrifices and not

confirmatory. But a critical examination of the cases we have

cited show that one type of sacrifice runs into the other. In the

cases we cited the reason for sickness was that the ancestors

withdrew their protection. The ancestors withdrew their

protection because their sons did not offer sacrifices of

gratitude to the ancestors for making it possible for them to

marry. Marriage is no doubt one of the rites of passage. So it can

be argued that yaabnam kaaba can be described as confirmatory.

But the sacrifices cannot be confirmatory because their aim is

not for the men to marry but to pay debts of gratitude.

The words of the ritual presider clearly show that the kaaba are

more of a peculiar type. Moreover, the Frafra have different

rituals for marriages quite different from yaabnam kaaba. So it

is difficult to generalise that yaabnam kaaba are either

confirmatory or peculiar. For the purposes and meanings to the
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participants are not always clear. If even they are to the

participants, they are not always obvious to an observer. In some

cases the profession and the motive of the observer even

complicates the problem of determining the purposes and

meanings of these community healing rituals. A case in point is

the interpretations of sacrifices by social/human scientists,

scientists of religion and Christian theologians.

Social/human scientists and theologians disagree on the intention

of peculiar sacrifices. For example, Bourdillon suggests that the

tension between social anthropologists and theologians is that

social anthropologists are mainly concerned with relating what

people say and believe to the patterns and social relationships in

which they live.34 Theologians on the other hand are interested

in the "systematic search for meaning to symbols and their

use."35 Subsequently, we agree with Bourdillon when he says

that although the:

...social dimension is usually significant in the
explanations of why people use particular symbols and
perform particular rites but it does not always help in
the interpretation of what people mean by their symbols -

what they understand and what they intend to achieve.36

These arguments above also explain why our analysis of yaabnam
kaaba is neither solely based on the social nor religious terms.

For it seems in the interpretative functions of the Frafra mythic

world, there is a dialectical relationship between the social and

religious. So we need insights from social/human sciences as
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well as religious ones. The question to address is how do the

Frafra achieve spiritual immunization? In other words, how do

they regain the spiritual protective powers of their ancestors

necessary for personal, family and the community's well-being?

In the cases we have cited, what is important is that the lives of

the animals are symbols of life, therefore it can be inferred that

the killing of the animals means the transferring of life to the

clan members.

Yaabnam kaaba like other similar rituals may be described as "... a

basic human language rooted in man's social nature and prevading

his social environment."^ According to Hubert and Mauss

sacrifices such as yaabnam kaaba are both for the purposes of

expiation and consecration. They are expiational because they re¬

establish "... the broken covenant".They are also forms of

consecration because consecration either acquires a character

the victim did not have or "... rid himself of an unfavourable

character with which he has been affected; he has raised himself

to a state of grace or has emerged from a state of sin."39 Since

Christians can read their perspective on the word sin, its usage

here needs careful analysis. On the surface the notion of

consecration seems to suggest that the wholesale application of

traditional Christian categories or meanings of these words can

offer a helpful explanation of yaabnam kaaba. It is worth re¬

stating the difference between the Frafra notion of sin and the

Western Christian interpretation already indicated earlier. From

what we have seen so far, the failure to show gratitude invokes
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anger of the ancestors and the anger leads to withdrawal of

protection. So we can use a Christian notion of grace here and

imply that the descendants are restored to a state of grace.

However, the offence and the kaaba to address the offence do not

change the ontology of the offender or community. It is not the

removal of the fallen Adamic nature as in some traditional

Christian teaching. An illustration will make this point clear.

For example, if a pet or a child misbehaves, and the owner or

parents refuse to play with the pet or child or accompany

it/her/him for a walk, it does not change the ontology of the pet

or child. It is the quality of the relationship strained by a

particular act that must be addressed.

The notion of sin here means that an offence has caused a

temporal poor quality relationship between the proctector and the

"protected". So even if grace is used here, it must mean

improving the quality of the relationship and not the removal of

an inherited Adamic sinful nature. The Frafra believe that an

offence caused by a member of the family dead or alive can affect

another living member. This belief is similar to the Biblical

notion of the sins of the fathers being visited on the sons onto

the fourth and fifth generations (Exo.20:5). The idea that sin is

the cause of sickness can also create an impression that one can

apply wholesale all Christian notions of sin to that of the Frafra

kaaba. The point to note carefully here is that for the Frafra the

descendant is not born with sin. Rather, s/he is born into a
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situation in which the relatationship with the ancestors is

affected. Hence s/he may not enjoy their full protection. Hence,

in kaaba particular acts are addressed not universal human

ontology as implied by some Western Christian notions of sin and

the atonement of Christ. This is a marked difference between

Frafra religious anthropology and Western Christian anthropology.

That is why it is dangerous to use wholesale a concept from one

tradition to understand the other. Furthermore, the notion of

destroying one life in order to restore or improve the quality of

another life raises other unresolved controversies in religious

notions of sacrifice, which must be adressed in both traditions.4®

6.6 Traditional Judaeo-Christian theories
of sacrifice

The above warning does not in any way mean that insights from

Judaeo-Christian tradition may not offer helpful insights into

other religions and vice versa. Rather, it suggests a critical

appropriation of insights from one tradition by another. This is

the task in this section of the analysis of yaabnam kaaba.

Jewish sacrifices have become the bases of many Western

Christian rituals today. The theories of atonement in Christianity,

came out of Jewish sacrifices. A classical example is the works

of Gustaf Aulen.41 Therefore, the use of Judaeo-Christian

theories of sacrifice in analysing yaabnam kaaba may provide us

with paradigms of Christian indigenization for the Frafra context.
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6.6.1 Gift Offering

Gift offering is one of the theories in Jewish sacrifice.

According to this theory, sacrifice is a means by which humans

offer gifts to a god or God. The reasons for this gift include

rewards or gratitude for favours.42 In yaabnam kaaba we

observed that those assembled are sober and remorseful in their

mood. The texts clearly express their failure to express their

gratitude for favour. Their mood and words are more confessional

for failure than a sense of gratitude. In the texts that are cited,

the presider at the healing ritual is primarily concerned with

their vulnerability or the way they are exposed to dangers

because they failed to offer the due reward. They seem to be

primarily apologising for failure to offer a reward of one kind or

another. Therefore we cannot designate yaabnam kaaba as a gift.

Although there are some forms of kaaba for which the gift theory

offers adequate explanation. For example, gift rituals in Frafra

occur mostly after good harvests, successful business

endeavours, safe deliveries of women, hunting and fishing

expeditions.

6.6.2 Meal Theory

The second most common explanation of sacrifice is the meal

theory.42 The meal ritual was performed during what the

Israelites referred to as a peace offering. It expressed the idea

of having a communal meal or fellowship with the gods. The
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ritual was based on the covenant between the gods and the

offerer. In the case of Israel, sharing the same food with God

was an act of making themselves holy by renewing the covenant

(Ex 24:11) The reasons for meal ritual are similar to those of

yaabnam kaaba. The composition of those assembled, the portions

of the meat they shared, the pasting of the liver on the sacred

spots, and the responses of tari, tari may suggest that yaabnam

kaaba are rituals of renewing of ancestral ties by sharing a

common meal.

6.6.3 Peace Offering

This type of sacrifice was a kind of sacrifice originally meant to

express the cordial relationship between God and those who

worshipped that God. It was a happy occasion and excluded those

who in one way or another were deemed unclean (Lev 7:1 Iff). The

ritual also raised expectations of divine favours, kindness or

blessings.44

The main feature of the peace offering was a communal meal.

This communal meal signified a good relationship with God. It

was both a religious and social feast (I Sam 9:13, 2 Sam 6:19,

15:1-11, Neh 8:10, Psalm 22:16). The sharing of a meal was

symbolically sharing life, and well-being between God and

believers. Furthermore, the sharing of life also established a

covenant between God and the believers.4^ The eating as part of

yaabnam kaaba is based on an already existing relationship.
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However, yaabnam kaaba are intended to repair, restore a broken

or weakened relationship between children and their ancestors.

Yaabnam kaaba cannot be described as celebratory rituals.

Furthermore, in yaabnam kaaba the emphasis is more on how the

meat is shared rather than the eating of the meat. It is only the

liver that is put on the altar and eaten by some of the

participants. But from what we could observe, it was not

compulsory for all present to eat the liver, not even the presider.

The Frafra do not seem to have an explanation of why they put the

liver on the altar. We suggest that the liver is a symbol of blood

which may also be intended to express the blood ties that bind all

of them together. In this case the sharing of a meal with the gods

may be an important theme in yaabnam kaaba, but it is not the

focus. Rather, the theological theme of renewal, of covenant

blood ties through common ancestral ties offer theological

insights into the explanation of yaabnam kaaba and offer

important theological themes for a contextual Frafra Christian

ministry of healing for Frafra Christians.

6.6.4 Burnt Offering

In burnt offering, the animal is burnt for the god(s) to whom it is

offered. The ritual is performed in order to appease the god. The

animal is supposed to represent the life of the one offering the

animal. It emphases the theme of "...self-surrender ,...".4® It

could be offered by anyone and at any time. It was based on the
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covenant between God and Israel in which the people of Israel

were expected to keep themselves holy before God (Deut 6:5; Lev

22-26; Exo 29:37). Although the theme of dedication in burnt

offering is also present in yaabnam kaaba, it is not the main

emphasis. The animals in the cases cited are not burnt. The meat

is shared among members of the clan and eaten. So burnt offering

does not offer a comprehensive understanding of yaabnam kaaba

6.6.5 Guilt and Sin Offerings

According to Gayford, the meaning and purpose of guilt offering

are given in Lev. 5:14, 16:6, Num 6:6-10. It was performed as a

kind of compensation for sins or wrongs committed against God.

It atoned for the sin in its moral aspect.47

Sin offering is similar to guilt offering and in some cases the

same as guilt offering. In sin offering the blood is poured inside

the horn of the altar.4^ Sin in the eyes of the Semites was not

only individualistic. All these offerings were required if one

failed to give a worthy community witness. Any inappropriate

behaviour rendered that person unclean. That person was

considered as if he/she were sick. In order to make the person

healthy, clean, or holy, sin offering is performed. According to

Robertson Smith, the sin offering consists of two phases.4^ In

the first phase, the one contaminated was separated from the

contaminating context. Sin offering was an act of cleansing or

making holy. The idea implicit here was that the blood of the
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animal in sin offering was holy or clean. Hence anything it

touched or represented became holy or clean. Hence the altars of

the tabernacle were made holy or pure by the sin offering (Exo

29:35-37; Lev 15:15-19).

The second phase was dedication. Once cleansed or purified by

the sin offering, the person was considered dedicated, or made

holy for the gods or God. So cleansing and dedication are the

reasons behind blood sacrifices (Ezek 42:20; 22; 26; Lev 26:19;

Exo 29:36).50

In conclusion, the themes of cleansing, dedication, and confession

from Semitic religion are important insights in yaabnam kaaba.

We can also conclude that yaabnam kaaba serve the similar

theological purposes that sin offering rituals serve. However,

one cannot understand or even assume the theological reality

being communicated in oral forms of communication, unless one

looks at the entire performance. Therefore, we want to avoid an

approach through which yaabnam kaaba are analysed in terms of

only one theological theme or social theory at the expense of

other themes and theories. We have to avoid such an approach in

order not to lose the holistic nature of healing invoked in kaaba.

6.7 Symbolic Representation in yaabnam kaaba

We shall turn to the symbolic representation in play therapy

which, we believe, offers a holistic approach as is evident in
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previous analyses. The symbolic representation evokes all the

symbols and the entire mythic world that interprets them in such

ways that the various themes or motifs thus far evidenced by the

theoretical concepts from sociology, culture, psychoanalyses, and

religion. Like nya, tiim and baanaab healing, yaabnam healing is

effective because it is a symbolic representation. Yaabnam

healing rituals as symbolic representation are similar to forms

of transitional phenomena in play therapy.

In both yaabnam healing and play therapy the faith of the child

and the ritual participants provide another realm of reality in

which the subjective and objective, the social and religious, the

secular and the sacred worlds meet. The content of the faith of

participants consists of symbols and meanings are in their

mythic worlds. In the case of the Frafra mythic world, their faith

in yaabnam kaaba is one in which the physical and spiritual

worlds are co-terminous and dynamically influence each other.

The content of the mythic world consists of belief in a constant

dialectic interaction between humans and their ancestors,

humans and spiritual powers as well as the belief in the ability

of humans to use spiritual powers for good and/or evil by

knowing their name. The actors and actions in yaabnam healing

are associated with events that are invested with meanings. As

already indicated, the bodies of those gathered around the boar

are symbolic and represent the intertwined complex eccentric

circles of social and spiritual "web" of the Frafra mythic world.
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Yaabnam kaaba as a ritual system creates a subjunctive world.

The notion of subjunctive world here is similar to the idea of

altered states of consciousness. The kind of altered states of

consciousness here is best defined by Goodman.51 According to

Goodman "... religious experience can take place only if there are

radical changes in the way the body functions, initiating the

alterations in consciousness, in the perceptual state."52 it is a

consciousness in which participants invoke their mythic world.

This altered state or subjunctive world in the ritual

interpretation is made possible by the principle of

metacommunication or shared experience which was already

discussed in previous chapters.

The boar (shrine) is the symbolic representation of their founding

parents. All members of the clan present are the transitional

objects or symbolic representatives of the sons and daughters of
the founding parents, some of whom are now themselves

ancestors. The holistic nature or the interconnectedness of the

healing ritual is understood best if we refer to the clan system

described earlier. The Frafra refer to the common bond of all

those within one clan as duam (offspring) or biih (children). So in

yaabnam kaaba, the duam assembles, because they want new duam

that is removal from contamination as in sin offering.

The boar serves as an icon of the wombs of the founding parents.

Another term used to refer to this gathering is dug duam (born

within the same room). Dug means a room and is the same word
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which the Frafra use for copulation of couples. Therefore, all

duam of the yir have assembled before the room of copulation of

the founding parents. The room is symbolic representation of the

ritual rebirth. In a sense we call it a womb which is the basis of

the physiological, psychological, spiritual, social and cultural

interconnectedness.

This rebirth or renewal is experienced through the ritual acts of

confession, or cleansing as are evident in the texts we have cited

earlier. At the end there is also a dedication or commitment of

the spiritual, physiological, psychological, social and cultural

common ancestral ties: the ethical basis of "they belong therefore

they are".

6.8 The Frafra symbols of boar

The various symbols are interrelated. They are attempts of the

Frafra to make meaning out of their world as well as deal with

the various undesirable circumstances such as sickness. Boar is

one of the symbols around which their unity is expressed.

The boar is confined to a particular spot which gives a sense of
enclosure in a geo-political boundary. This particular spot,

perhaps a graveyard - becomes the sacred ground of that clan.

This is the location of the external boar defined by Fortes as the

"shrine which symbolizes the identity and common ancestry of
the entire maximal lineage."53 Yet its spiritual, social,
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psychological, physiological, religious and cultural influence on

the Frafra are both personal and communal as well as particular

and universal. In other words, the ritual efficacy of kaaba

pervades all Frafra experiences of life at all times and in all

places.

6.8.1 Frafra notion of personality and society

This intricate complex multiple dynamic representation in

yaabnam kaaba suggest some clues of the Frafra notion of

personhood and society. The boar is an icon of Frafra society and

suggests that society is not given. It is rather a historically-

constructed reality that encounters, interacts, mediates and

manifests a specific tradition which shapes an identity. The

society shapes that tradition as well as being shaped by it. The

clan came into being through one person; the agnatic-founding

ancestor. The analogy of Christ as head of the Church, and the

rest of the members of the Christian Church as body is helpful in

understanding the relationship between the Frafra notion of

personhood, society, and the clan which each person embodies.

The Frafra notion of personality is symbolically expressed and

reaffirmed in the ritual sharing of the meat. The head of the

sacrificed animal goes to the most senior kpeem (elder) because

he symbolizes the founding ancestor. The children of the women

members get the neck which connects the head and the rest of the
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body. Hence they are called connectors. The children (aheb) are

connectors of their paternal, maternal clans, and other clans.

The entire ritual and all the participants are symbolic icons of

the ancestors, the cosmos and the society. This web of inter¬

personal and intra-personal relationships further suggests that

the healing rituals are iconic representations of the clan

system.54

In Frafra society one is always a member of yir (house) and

always referred to as bii (child) of such and such yaab (founding

ancestor); or as Fortes so astutely describes it, "like blood and

tissue in the animal they (clans) constitute interpenetrative

Talen social life."55 All biih (children) of the yir " are equally

and often concurrently decisive for the conduct of the individual

and for the course of his life."5 6

The rules that govern the family in mediating and negotiating in

the family life are internalized and are the same rules that the

family uses at the macroscopic lineage or societal level based

on genealogical connections (duam). "Social relations always

have a genealogical coefficient".57 Therefore, for the Frafra,

personality consists of the biological, sociological,

psychological, spiritual and cultural entity. One aspect involves

all, and all aspects are present in one aspect.
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6.9 Meanings of other symbols in healing rituals

The climatic conditions, vegetation and general geography of

Frafraland lends itself to the significance of rocks, caves and

groves of trees in their healing rituals. Rocks, caves, groves of

trees in Frafra society serve as nourishment for their bodies by

providing food, water and shelter in a rough land. They also

provide the Frafra protection from attacks by neighbours. We

have already seen how trees, water and rocks are important

aspects of Frafra mythic world. We have also seen the important

roles they play in both Frafra etiology of sickness and healing

rituals in previous chapters.

In discussing the relationship between humans and stones, Eliade

offers some views that support our argument. For Eliade, humans

have used stones as instruments of spiritual actions, as centres

of energy designed to defend them or their dead.58 Eliade makes

another suggestion on the use of trees that also sheds light on the

relation between the boar and the corporate family of the Frafra.

According to Eliade, a vegetation cult may have emerged out of

the use of trees. They serve as "images of the cosmos - as

symbols - a centre of the world and support of the universe - as

repository of souls of man's ancestors - symbols of resurrection

of rebirth."59

The boar is a symbol of the great mother. The physical makeup of

the boar supports this identification. The boar is a container
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filled with sand from the graveyard of the female founding

ancestor, a couple of memorabilia which vary from clan to clan,

but invariably denote the unique identity of the clan. The

container is like a big funnel; it is the upper half of a clay pot.

It must also be noted that clay pots are important symbols of

womanhood in the Frafra mythic world. The shrine is called

bupoam boar which means boar through the uterine line.

Therefore, they gather before the great womb that gave birth to

them for another symbolical ritual rebirth. Therefore, the boar is

an icon of Frafra personality, society, and spirituality. It

symbolically represents their mythic world as well as portrays a

unitary concept of person as consisting of the social,

psychological, physical biological and spiritual. Therefore

yaabnam kaaba help them to deal with the whole person and not

only the bio-chemical or psychological as in Western medicine

and psychotherapy. They also enable them to dynamically adjust

themselves to new historical and social processes.

The symbolic representation in kaaba is a process by means of

which they use their mythic world to create life, nurture and

renew life as well as shape Frafra identity. The process of

nurture, renewal, and the emerging Frafra identity also shapes

the Frafra mythic world. In short, yaabnam kaaba tell and make

the Frafra story. They create and regulate society as well as

being regulated and shaped by society.
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The narrations of these rituals begin with who they are, and why

they have assembled. The stories of their identities are retold.
In order to understand the deeper meanings of the mythic world

invoked by retelling their story, it is also important to note the

Frafra myth of creation. According to the Frafra tradition, their

founding ancestors sprang from the ground. It is a simple myth,

but it has a direct bearing on understanding the image of womb

and the theme of rebirth in these healing ritual systems. The

myth is the source as well as the container of personal and

collective archives contained in their mythic world. Myth

provides the logic of the symbols in which there is "an ordering of

symbolic experience in such a manner that it refers to the

primordial immediate experience of the sacred and

simultaneously expresses an intentionality toward action."®®

The words such as biih (children) duam (offspring) are metaphors

of themselves and very strongly suggests that yaabnam kaaba is

experienced by the Frafra as a rebirth or spiritual metamorphosis

in which the old contaminated body, person, and society are

absorbed by the great womb and are ritually born anew with full

protection. Here again, the themes of confession, cleansing

renewal and dedication pervade all aspects of the ritual through

the symbols of earth, shrine, children, blood, water and

incantations. We can conclude therefore with the words of

Zuesse that the Frafra healing rituals as symbolic representation

are
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... spiritually more profound than any theology, it
accomplishes more for those who participate in it than
any number of rarified mystical treatises for faded anti-
ritualistic modern connoisseurs of the occult. It deals
with very specific realities that are not transportable
into our living rooms for our casual inspection.® 1

The interpretative functions of the Frafra mythic world enables

them to experience a unity of faith, praxis and reflection in

yaabnam kaaba. The interpretative functions of the Frafra mythic

world also enables the Frafra beliefs systems and kaaba to "...

confront and mutually confirm one another; the ethos is made

intellectually reasonable by being shown to represent a way of

life implied by the actual state of affairs which the world view

describes."®2

The interpretative functions of their mythic world furthermore,

reinforce their social values as well as provide the basis for the

symbols of their mythic world "to formulate a world in which

these values, as well as the forces opposing their realization
"63 Through metacommunication, the kpeem (ritual performer)

creates a subjunctive world in which there is interpenetration of

powers. In this inter-penetration, boundaries between physical

and spiritual, sacred, and profane, sickness and health are broken.

There is unconditional acceptance of duam as if duam has become

a new creation of the biological, social, cultural, psychological

and spiritual life by the founding of parents symbolized by boar.
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In the subjunctive world, there is also inter-penetration of time.

The boundaries between the past, present and future are broken.

History is not linear but cyclical. The Frafra story is one of

creation, chaos and recreation. They emerge from the subjunctive

world with a strong sense of protection, dependence,

interdependence and solidarity among themselves, between them

and the ancestors and the entire creation.

The ethics of duam is to act justly towards all. They must walk

in the ways of their ancestors to ensure their protective power

which will prevent them from attacks. They must act justly to

each other because an offence against a member of the clan is an

offence against other members of the clan as well as the

ancestors. They must also act justly towards the cosmos, trees,

stones, rivers, and animals not only because their lives partially

depend on them but more importantly, because these trees and

stones are symbolic presence of ancestral witnesses of how just

or unjust they act.

In yaabnam Kaaba, the whole community is called upon to deal

with its wounds, brokenness, estrangements, negligence. Through

kaaba there is reflection, restitution, confession, rebirth or

renewal and solidarity. Through kaaba, the proper boundaries are

re-established and rights reasserted. Therefore, kaaba are

symbolic representations in which the Frafra mythic world

functions as interpretative mechanisms in order to interpret

sickness to achieve well-being.
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These insights raise important implications for a contextualized

Frafra Christian ministry of healing. Such a contextualized

Christian ministry of healing can utilise indigenous concepts as

priest-healer, socio-psychoanalytical and religious insights of

confession, cleansing, renewal, dedication, and Jesus as initiator

of faith. Kaaba as holistic healing models provide the Frafra

Christian pastoral theologian a basis for an advocacy of better

and holistic health care services in Frafraland. Kaaba can also

provide important ecological insights for Frafra pastoral

advocacy against the importation of environmentally damaging

industries and lifestyles to Frafraland.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE ROLE OF CULTURE AND THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION IN

GHANA

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter we shall provide pieces of evidence from two

seminaries to justify our working hypothesis. The working

hypothesis is that there is an implicit and explicit methodological

problem in the role of indigenous culture and the missionary

enterprise in general and its inherited Western models of

theological education in particular.

We shall begin by tracing one of the main sources of inadequate

consideration of culture in theological education. We belief the

source of this problem is traced to the paradoxical role of culture

in theological education in the missionary enterprise in Ghana.

The next section of the chapter is solely devoted to the

descriptions, and analyses of the data from our investigations

from the two theological colleges. We hope that the findings
from these two seminaries will show that the paradoxical

role of culture in theological education, in the past and

present, is partially responsible for producing pastors with

little interest and ability to use insights from indigenous

mythic worlds to offer holistic healing to their parishioners.
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7.2 Brief review of the paradoxical role of
Culture in the missionary enterprise in Ghana

Until quite recently, the missionary-founded Churches had

assumed that they were fully indigenized. Almost all their

ministers are Ghanaians. Almost all the liturgies in Sunday

worship are in Ghanaian languages. There is clapping, drumming

and dancing in the worship. All the hymns brought by the

missionaries have been translated into the various Ghanaian

languages.

The Bible is now available in many languages in Ghana. The

leadership of the Churches is entirely in the hands of Ghanaians.

The teaching staff in most Bible colleges, theological seminaries,

and the Departments for the study of religions, in the three

universities are Ghanaians. It is only logical to conclude from

these pieces of evidence that indigenization is complete in Ghana.

But such a conclusion depends on how one defines indigenization.

We are only concerned here with indigenization with respect to

the practice of the Christian ministry of pastoral care.

The inadequacy of the type of indigenization by the Ghanaian

mainline Churches has been clearly demonstrated by the ever-

increasing influx of healing ministries being founded in Ghana.

The mere formation of healing ministries does not necessarily
mean that their kind of indigenization is in crisis. What has
caused a theological or at least pastoral theological crisis in the
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mainline Churches is not only that their own members are going to

these healing ministries, but more importantly that these healing

ministries, once dismissed or discouraged, are now operating with

some recognition in these mainline Churches. The next page

shows a picture which appeared in the Christian Messenger, the

official news paper of the Presbyterian Church of Ghana. The first

picture is one in which the then Moderator the Rt Reverend D. A.

Koranteng is sharing a healing service with the Reverend E. N.

Enim, a minister of the Presbyterian Church of Ghana, who is

well-known for his gifts of healing. This picture asks a profound

question whether this kind of healing, once discouraged has

become so important, that even a Moderator is associated with

it? The second picture is one in which people who claimed to have

been healed are advertised. In this picture is inserted an article

which appeared in the Ghanaian times in which a "spiritualist"

was called to perform exorcism on a spot on a major road. The

people and the police believed that the many accidents on that

particular spots were caused by evil spirits. The question to raise

here is why did they call a "spiritualist" rather the heads of the

mainline Churches?
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The question that these pictures and other alleged healing

services conducted by the late Very Rev. Essamuah, (one time

president of the Methodist Church, Ghana), immediately raises is

why these healing ministries are springing up and in some cases

even encouraged inside and outside these mission Churches?

Lartey offers an important clue worth stating here.

According to Lartey, it is "because of the failure of Western

mission-founded Churches to accept or integrate charismatic

experiences especially in the area of healing, into their faith and

practice."1 For Lartey, the Christian ministries of the mainline

Churches have failed to incorporate the traditional function of the

healer-priest.2 Hence, healing which is at the heart of Ghanaian

religion and seen as a crucial function of the priest^ are

separated from the function of Christian ministers.

The failure of these mainline Churches is a symptom of the

difficulties involved in bridging the 'epistemological distance1
between indigenous mythic worlds and inherited Western

Christianity in her programmes and processes of indigenization.

The result is that in spite of their untiring efforts and

innovations some Ghanaian Christian ministers are unable to meet

some of the pastoral needs of their parishioners. The theological

training does not seem to sufficiently prepare Ghanaian pastors to

use some aspects of Ghanaian culture to help them offer holistic

ministry of healing to Ghanaian Christians. Most often, unknown
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to these pastors, Ghanaian Christians have from the very

beginning, used their mythic worlds to bridge the gap between the

inherited Western Christianity and their mythic worlds. However,

these innovative attempts to indigenize Christianity result in

what Shorter calls "dual systems". These are sets of dual

systems in which

Christianity and another tradition operate side by side
with the other traditions providing the basic
framework. The second dual system is the one where
Christianity provides the framework but is
reinterpreted and reshaped substantially, independent
of any dialogue with established Christianity. The third
and final dual system is where selected elements of
Christianity are incorporated into another system.4

We believe these sets of dual systems confirm our hypothesis. The

unfortunate effect of these sets of dual systems is that some

Ghanaian Christians adopt theologically "schizophrenic"

behaviours. They adopt these behaviours because to their Church

members they want to have nothing to do with traditional beliefs.

And yet, there are times they operate on these traditional beliefs.

Adegbola, in his review of theological education in Africa from

1950 to 1980 came out with some findings that theological

education in Africa is in crisis. According to him the crisis is not

weak academic standards, rather it is a "crisis of credibility."5
He offers the following reasons for this 'crisis of credibility'.

Firstly, the theological training of the mainline Churches was not

producing pastors who could meet the pastoral needs of the

parishioners, nor were they supposedly well indoctrinated in their
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denominational confessions as their various administrators

wanted and required of them6. One of the reasons for the

disappointment of the denominational administrators is the fact

that most of these institutions were/are ecumenical. In such a

situation no one particular tradition can dominate the others.

Secondly, the products of these seminaries "do not demonstrate

the vitality of their counterparts in the so-called independent

Churches."7

Thirdly, most of the lecturers in these theological schools were

desperately trying to provide their students with the latest

theological scholarship in European and American theological

institutions as well as meet the local demands of the religious

departments of the universities as their academic supervisors.6

Hence, they produce half European and/or American or carbon copy

Ghanaian pastors who operate with sets of dual systems and

naturally convey the same to their parishioners. We suggest that

in a desperate effort to please these "masters", the indigenous

mythic worlds and their interpretative functions are left out from

these inherited Western models of theological education. The

result we suspect is a theological education with an inherent

crisis of credibility from the perspective of the Ghanaian
Christian consumers because this theological education does not

take seriously the indigenous mythic worlds on which the

spiritual, socio-cultural, political and economic needs of the

Ghanaian Christian consumers are based. It is our contention that
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this type of theological education tends to produce pastors with

these sets of "dual systems" who pass on such to their

parishioners. It must however be noted that we are not implying

that Ghanaian theological students are like empty containers to be

filled. When life is relatively normal many Ghanaian Christians

can afford to ignore or even suppress these sets of dual systems.

But if and when sickness strikes, then the credibility and quality

of the Christian pastoral ministry of healing are questioned. It is

then that the mythic world of the sick person, the theology and

mythic world of the pastor and in some cases the theology of the

larger faith tradition which both the pastor and sick person belong

to, are suddenly brought into confrontation with each other. In

this confrontation a conflict results. A conflict results because

usually both the parishioner and the pastor operate from different

mythic worlds and theologies of sickness and healing. We believe

that the cultural and theological crises in such cases can be

partially traced to an inadequate consideration of the

interpretative functions of the indigenous mythic worlds in

Western inherited theological education.

Dickson, a leading Ghanaian theologian offers an important case

study that adds weight to the case with what he calls "cultural

dislocation".9 For Dickson the Church in Ghana does not seem to

recognise this "cultural dislocation" and "continues to function in

blissful ignorance by and large, of the serious cultural handicap
under which it labours.""'0 In our view the "crisis of credibility"

and "cultural dislocation" can be used interchangeably. Dickson
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provides also evidence for the crisis of credibility from his brief

historical account of the Wesleyan missionaries' attitudes and

policies on the "native assistants".11 Dickson gives five reasons

why the Methodist missionaries considered and implemented the

policy of the "native assistants."

Two of these reasons are extremely helpful in shedding light on

this cultural dislocation. According to Dickson, the first reason

was that the missionaries felt the "native assistants" were

"intimately acquainted with the superstitions and heathen

customs of their countrymen",12 and would hence be in a better

position to "secure, by their practical sympathy, the affections of

their unhappy countrymen, and to assail more effectively the

idolatrous systems by which they were enslaved."1 3

The second reason was because the so-called "native assistants"

speak the vernacular. They were in a position to preach the gospel

"with an insinuating force scarcely ever attained by the foreign
missionaries who toil longest in the field".14 Dickson describes

briefly the nature of the training of these "native assistants" and

comments on it.15 The above statements from the Methodist

missionary society partially explain the apparent contradiction of
the inherited missionary attitude towards the role of culture in

theological education.

These statements demonstrate clearly the paradoxical role of the
Ghanaian mythic world in indigenising Christianity on the one hand
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and serving as one of the sources of the "cultural dislocation" on

the other. It seems we can deduce two reasons for the sources of

this "cultural dislocation". The first reason is that there are

inherent areas of conflict between the two, for example human

sacrifices. The second and most important reason is the ethno¬

centric and religio-centric attitudes of the missionaries which

created an inappropriate method of engaging the two.

We shall briefly offer some evidence from the missionary

enterprise in Ghana to illustrate the subtle and important role the

indigenous mythic worlds played in the success of Christian
mission in Ghana in spite of the fact that the missionaries

despised them.

7.2.1 Fanti Lyrics

The Methodist worship services were conducted in English most of
the time. The sermons used to be translated into Fanti. In most

cases the English hymns were sung in English at the beginning.

However, some of the Ghanaian Christians would simultaneously

improvise a song which became known as the "Fanti lyrics".16
These lyrics are spontaneous outpouring of one's concerns to the

Lord. Other congregants join in with their concerns or words of

assurances from scripture. They are Ghanaian story-telling

theology expressed in the forms of either dialogues or trilogues.

An example in the Bible is the trilogue of Job, Elihu, and the Lord

(Job 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, and 38). In our view, these
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Fanti lyrics were important indications of how the indigenous

mythic worlds not only protested against religious and theological

imperialism, but at the same time transformed the new religion

to suit their forms of spirituality.

7.2.2 Basel and Bremen missions' Vernacular work

The Basel and Bremen missionaries also worked in the Twi, Ga,

and Ewe languages. Between 1845 and 1950, they published Twi

spelling and reading materials.17 An Ewe primer and a number of

hymns prepared by Wolf between 1848 and 1849 were ready for

use shortly after the mission work began in Peki.1^ Between

1853 and 1854, Mr. J. B. Schlegel also produced in German what he

called a key to the Ewe language with particular emphasis on the

Anlo dialect1

Mr. H.N. Riis, a nephew of Mr. Andrew Riis published first in
German and later in English: "A grammatical outline and
vocabulary of the oji-language with special reference to the
Akwapim dialect together with a collection of proverbs of the
natives".

Johannes Zimmerman published two volumes: A grammatical
sketch of Akra- or Ga- Language with some specimen of it from
the mouth of the natives and a vocabulary of the same with an

Appendix on the Adanm Dialect in 1858.

The Reverend J. G. Christaller started his outstanding linguistic

work in Twi around the same period. His classical works on
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grammar, dictionary and proverbs of the Twi language was

completed shortly after 1874. Some pamphlets had also been

translated by David Asante.22 Schlegel translated some parts of

the Old Testament into Ewe.2"' With the help of David Asante and

Jonathan Bekoe, the psalms were translated into Twi.22 Other

interesting missionary publications included the works of

Beecham22, Hornberger2^, Mader22 and some reports on Ghana in

the Archives of Basel Mission, Basel Switzerland.22

These are further pieces of evidence of the central role of

Ghanaian mythic world already indigenizing Biblical Christianity

at the very beginning of the missionary enterprise in Ghana. On the

one hand, the missionaries felt the need to present the Gospel in

the native languages. But on the other hand they believed it must

be done in such a way as to extract the language from the mythic

worlds of the people. They obviously believed that one can do

translation from one language to another without involving the

mythic world of that language. It seems they may have been

operating with an assumption that there is a distinction between

linguistic translation and cultural translation.

In translations, equivalence of linguistic idioms and phrases,

identities of symbols and meanings cannot be separated from the

symbolic world of the language. If the missionary translators

were interested in the meaning of the message, whose

understanding of the meaning of the Christian gospel was a

priority? The insights from principles of translation by Nida, and
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Taber, renowned linguists27 support our contention that language
is inseparable from the mythic world of the language being

translated. According to Nida and Taber, each language covers the

totality of experience with symbols.2$ That is why a given people

can use their language which consists of the symbols they use to

share their experiences of their total world.29 Therefore when

people use their mythic world as the locus of translation, they are

also engaged in more than linguistic translation and vice versa.

It is our contention that the missionaries' assumption that one

can translate the Christian liturgical resources and Bible into

another language of another mythic world without involving that

mythic world was carried into the theological education of

ministers in Ghana. In this case it was assumed that Ghanaians

can be trained to offer the Christian ministry to Ghanaian

Christians without fully engaging the interpretative function of

the indigenous mythic worlds of Ghanaian Christians. Naturally,

the result is producing pastors with these sets of dual systems

who also pass the same to their parishioners.

Our conclusion is that all these are pieces of evidence that

confirm our hypothesis. They also further show that the

missionaries seemed to be unaware of the contradiction between

their negative attitude towards indigenous Ghanaian culture and

their need to translate the Scripture and Western Christian

liturgical resources into Ghanaian languages. Hence, as earlier

stated, we set out to investigate the paradoxical role of Ghanaian
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culture in theological education using Trinity College and Northern

Ghana Bible Institute as case studies.

7.3 Methods of data collection

The general methods of data collection are already spelled out in

Chapter one. The specific ones used in the seminaries are found in

the relevant section of the Appendix B. However, we need to

state why we did not use a questionnaire for students to fill. In

view of the extremely personal nature of spiritual healing, we

deemed it inappropriate to design a questionnaire that could

include such personal biases and interests.

As with the Frafra healing rituals the problem of doing research

in a familiar area arises here and the arguments for both the

advantages and disadvantages are applicable here mutatis

muntandis. I had to be a participant observer in the theological

education. For although I am a former student of Trinity College
and share some common cultural ties with most of the students at

NGBI, their experiences cannot be the same as mine. So I sat in

some of the lectures, interviewed lecturers and students

individually and in groups whenever and wherever possible.

We explored any differences between their personal believed

theologies and inherited Western theologies as well as some

comparison of attitudes to healing between lecturers and students
from both institutions. We used three questions for individual

responses as well as group discussions in the seminaries. These
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are: (1) What do you feel or think about healing in the Church?

(2) Do you have some personal stories of healing you want to share

with me? (3) Are there any symbols and/or ritual from Ghanaian

culture the Church can make use of in the Christian ministry of

healing? A detail discussions on the responses to these questions

are in the appropriate section of this chapter and the Appendix B.

7.4 Brief history of Northern Ghana Bible Institute (NGBI)

The Rev. and Mrs Lloyd Shirer were the first Assemblies of God

Church missionaries to arrive in the then Gold Coast (Ghana). They

came through Burkina Faso. They returned to America and made an

appeal for missionaries for the work of the Church in the then

Gold Coast. In September 1931 Guy Hicock and Miss Beulah

Buchwalter arrived in the Gold Coast. They settled in Yendi. In

1938, Miss Buchwalter came back from her furlough with Miss

Florence Blossom.

They settled in Kumbungu.30 The NGBI came out of the work of
Miss Blossom and other missionaries. Between 1949-1950 NGBI

was opened under the leadership of Rev. F.W. Thomas. NGBI

produced its first graduates in 1951.31
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7.4.1 Location of and life in NGBI

NGBI is located in a beautiful area of Kumbungu, a few yards south

of the centre of the town, on the main road from Tamale. There

are beautiful mango trees throughout the campus, which helps to

make it neat and shady. The shade is best appreciated during the

months of March and April, when the temperatures are between

25°C to 30°C.

The staff bungalows are simple but beautiful. All the students

are resident. They have flats for married students and their

families. The single students live in a dormitory. They have

separate buildings for classrooms, a library and a beautiful chapel

for worship. They also have a nice volleyball pitch.

Behind the buildings on the south side are large plots of land. The

students cultivate these to feed themselves. There is no cafeteria.

Those students who are single either cook for themselves, or they

provide money for a family that shares meals with them.

The Institute admits both men and women. Although we did not

have access to the records, we estimated the percentage of

women to be 5%. In the Assemblies of God Church in Ghana, only

men are ordained as pastors. The women are usually responsible

for Christian education in the parishes, or as deaconesses and in

some cases are in charge of women in the congregations. Those

who marry pastors play supportive roles in their husbands'
ministries. There is a strong sense of community in NGBI. There
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is no obvious difference between lecturers and students. They

mix freely with each other. NGBI began with a few students from

the Dagbani speaking areas. Some of these students had little

Western formal education while others were illiterates. The

medium of instruction was then in Dagbani, which Rev. Lehman and

his wife (later important missionaries of the Assemblies of God

Church in the North) spoke fluently.

Other students came from other parts of the north who did not
speak Dagbani. Initially, they were required to learn to speak and
read Dagbani. Dagbani was later abolished and English became the
medium of instruction. As time went on, they began raising the
educational entry requirement. At the time of the research, the
minimum educational requirement is the then middle school
leaving certificate or at least two years of middle school in some

exceptional cases. Some of the students we interviewed had
finished secondary school. There are no examinations for degrees,
but students do write examinations for assessments.

7.4.2 Library Books

When there were no interviews we spent most of that time in the

library. The principal felt they were fortunate because their

library was equipped with books donated by friends in America.

The students only read the books in the library. Some of the titles

of the books in the library and a photocopy of their timetable are

in Appendix B. The demography of the number of lecturers and
students according to sex and year of study are also in Appendix
B.
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7.4.3 Interviews with the Principal

The principal was the first person we interviewed. He teaches

Book keeping, Pauline Epistles, Pentateuch and Assemblies of God

doctrine. He is a graduate of the school. He is Bimoba from

Bunkpurungu near Gambaga in the Northern Region. After

graduation, he pastored congregations around the same area for

nine years. He proceeded for further studies in Togo. He came and

continued pastoring congregations, until he was invited to teach

and eventually became the Principal.

At the beginning we were a bit apprehensive of each other. He

was not sure who I was and I was not sure whether or not I was

welcome. By the end of the first week, we discovered that we had

other mutual friends and we slowly became relaxed with each

other. He became supportive of my purpose to learn about NGBI
and its programme of theological education and culture for a

month as well as how he felt about the subject of healing as a

person, as a Christian and as a theological educator. In Appendix B

are verbatim reports of what we consider important responses of

the principal for our purpose. In our view these responses clearly

reveal the cultural dislocation in the theological education in

NGBI as well as the parallel process bet-ween believed theologies

and inherited missionary theologies.
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7.5 Summaries of interviews with lecturers on the same

dates we interviewed the principal

The students and some of the teachers play volleyball and/or

football in the afternoon at about 4 pm. Those who did not take

part sat under the shady mango trees and watched. These were

the times we enjoyed the sports and engaged in general

discussions on politics and religion. After one week we realised

that these were the best times to have group interviews. In fact,

these group times were more productive than individual times of

interviews. We have not been able to find the reasons. So, we

used these occasions to follow up on issues from previous

sessions we felt were relevant. Below are some excerpts of some

revealing responses. We used to begin thus: "We would like to hear

from you what is different and unique about NGBI and the Southern

Ghana Bible Institute (SGBI)"?

There were two main things that stood out in all their responses.

The first is that the NGBI was training pastors for the Churches in

the North. The second was that because the Churches of the North

were poorer financially, the NGBI did not have much money. They

complained that even though the NGBI is poorer, the larger share

of the financial donations from America go to SGBI. There were

times the discussions would lead to denominational politics. On

every occasion we asked whether because they train pastors for
ministries in the North, there is any discussion of Northern

cultures in their teaching or discussions in classes.
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They all, without exception, on every occasion emphasised that

once people become Christians, they should follow what scripture

says. The converts should also follow Assemblies of God's

doctrine. Some would begin to quote scripture on how unbelievers

should have nothing in common with believers. Others said, if

people go back to culture, it is due to lack of teaching by pastors.

We used to have lively theological discussions. Most often they

will back up their points of view by quoting verses from the
Bible. Most of the verses of contrasts of "baby" Christians and

"mature" Christians were the letters to the Corinthians and

Ephesians respectively.

We would often ask them how they felt about healing in the

Church? Each time they all said they believe in healing but that is

not the first task of the pastors. The pastors must first win

souls for Christ. In most cases one or two would say that

sometimes some people are under demonic control. In such cases

they must be delivered before they can become Christians. We

would ask how you deliver those under the control of demons.

They said demons were only "cast out in the name of Jesus". Then

we would particularly ask about Christian attitudes to traditional

rituals of healing. Each time they said, Christians should have

nothing to do with them. Rituals are part of "pagan beliefs". A

Christian cannot engage in them. A group held the view that if a

Christian engages in traditional rituals that Christian is inviting

demonic attacks, since rituals are part of demonic activity.
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Nowadays in Ghana, there are many Pentecostal/Charismatic

Christians engaged in what they call deliverance ministries. They

cast out demons and evil spirits from persons judged to be

disturbed by them. Usually, problems such as business failure,

barrenness, mental confusion, behavioural problems, failure in

examinations, or inability to concentrate in school to mention a

few are attributed to these evil spirits or demonic attacks.

We would also ask them what they thought about "deliverance

ministries"? Their responses were divided into two groups. One

group held that the deliverance ministries were not preaching

Christ but only interested in healing. A second group held that

the first task of every Christian is to win souls. However, if the

Christian is sick, they can offer prayer for healing in the Church.

All did agree that from time to time, it may be necessary to pray

for deliverance for those possessed by evil spirits.

We would further ask them what they meant by evil spirits. They

all emphasised that the devil (Satan) has also got followers and

other agents such as evil spirits and demons. Some held that

"Satan" and evil spirits can even challenge God's power, even

though God is more powerful and will never allow the devil to

overcome a "believer who has truly accepted Jesus Christ as

personal Lord and Saviour". When we asked what is the

relationship between the oil used in healing as in James 5:14 and

faith in Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviour, some suggested it was
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not the oil but Christ. The oil was a means to increase faith.

Others said that was the instruction from scripture and we

(Christians) cannot do anything that the Bible does not tell us to

do. We observed that anytime we used the word ritual, almost all

of them rejected it. When we asked why they said, ritual is what

pagans with forces of darkness and evil spirits do.

7.5.1 Summaries of Interviews with Frafra
Students in NGBI

We had many different sessions with the four Frafra students

made up of three men and one woman. At all times there was a

sense of common identity as Frafra Christians. They were

particularly happy to hear that I was a pastor and one doing

postgraduate studies. They would often initially be looking for
instruction from me rather than a discussion in which they did

most of the talking. As with other interviews we shall present

below excerpts of some important responses to my questions in

all sessions.

We would ask them how they felt about healing in the Churches as

Frafra Christians. All of them agreed that there is the need for

the Church to preach the Word with power and signs. When we

asked what "power and signs" meant, there was disagreement. For

three of them power and signs meant massive conversion. For the

other the phrase meant dramatic healing and casting out of evil

spirits and demons.
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We would further ask what they would do for Frafra Christians

who fell sick, as future pastors and leaders of Frafra Christians.

They all thought that what they (Frafra Christians) needed was

the teaching of the Word. We asked whether or not there was

anything in Frafra culture and beliefs with respect to healing that

they, as pastors, may consider helpful in their ministries of

healing.

They said "no", but went on to say that Frafra pastors should

preach in Frafra, study the Bible in Frafra, and do serious biblical

teachings to Frafra converts. They also agreed that once they

(Frafra) become Christians, they should be helped to leave the

"pagan ways". They are "babies" and need "spiritual food". So they

should do more teaching. They too did not like the word ritual. In

their understanding ritual refers to what pagans do and
"believers" should have nothing to do with unbelievers.

Once I asked them what they thought of the blind man whom Jesus

healed by mixing saliva with sand and touching his eyes (John 9:6-

7), and the use of oil in the prayer of anointing and healing (James

5:14). They engaged in a prolonged theological discussion among

themselves. The different opinions in these debates were grouped

thus: (1) We do not know all that Jesus did and meant and this is

one such case. (2) Jesus used natural materials as points of divine

contact to demonstrate his divine power. (3) These materials did

not matter, what is important is the faith of the sick in Jesus to

heal them. (4) We should be careful about healing with pagan
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objects, because such objects can be invested or controlled by

evil powers and can attack believers especially "babies" (that is

the new converts).

7.6 Analysis of interviews at NGBI

We can conclude from these interviews that the attitudes of the

lecturers and students towards the role of culture in theological

education is what Kraft calls "the God-Against-Culture"

position.32 Those who take this position assume that God is

essentially against culture. For them the use of the word

"world" in 1 John 2 :15-16 and 5:19 ; 1Cor. 1:27, 6:2; 2Cor 10:3;

1John 5:4, are synonymous with culture. In their understanding,

culture, like the world, is controlled by Satan. Hence it is evil and

Christians should have nothing to do with it.33

According to Kraft, those who take the "God-against-culture-

position" withdraw, reject, isolate, and insulate themselves from

the world in order to develop and maintain Christian holiness.3 4
This attitude of "God-against-culture" is partially responsible for

producing pastors who, in spite of their dedication and hard work,

still fail to function as "priest-healers". Consequently, they

produce the type of Christians that Desmond Tutu calls

"schizophrenic Christians"35 in Ghana. These types of Christians

are confused about who they are, and what they believe. They are

torn between loyalty to their Christian faith and their cultural

values. At a given time in a given situation, they appropriate the
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Biblical narratives to deal with one crisis. At another time in

another situation, they use their indigenous mythic worlds to deal

with another crisis. In some situations they use both as

complimentary or supplementary. The pastoral cases we cited in

chapter one follow these patterns. These patterns of using their

indigenous mythic worlds and inherited Western Christianity when

and how they please, clearly confirm our hypothesis that there is

direct correlation between the paradoxical role of culture in

theological education and the ability of the graduates to move

their parishioners beyond these "theologically schizophrenic

behaviours".

We shall provide further pieces of evidence of the paradoxical role

of culture in the missionary enterprise especially the translation

work of Rev. Shirer and his wife, the pioneer missionary of the

Assemblies of God Church in Northern Ghana.

The Rev. Shirer and his wife and later other missionaries studied

Dagbani and taught doctrines of Assemblies of God36 in Dagbani.
We cannot help but raise an important question. How could the

missionaries be sure that the way they understood the Bible from

their American mythic world was the same way the Dagbani
students understood it using their Dagbani mythic world? An

example may be given from their translation of the name "Jesus"
which clearly demonstrates the inseparability of language from
the mythic world of that language. The translation also makes
obvious the paradoxical role of culture in the missionary
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enterprise of the Assemblies of God Church. The Assemblies of

God missionaries adopted the Arabic translation of Yisa for Jesus.

They left out the "Christ" or what the Presbyterian Church of

Ghana missionaries later translated "Kristo" in Dagbani, Frafra,

Kusal and Buli.

The serious doctrinal question is: Are the Assemblies of God

missionaries compromising their doctrine of Jesus as the

"Christ" by adopting the personal name "Jesus" alone?

Furthermore, in their translations, Jesus Christ is rendered in

Dagbani as "Anaba Yisa" which means Prince Jesus. Although

Jesus is referred to as Prince in Acts 5:31; and Prince of Peace

(as Christian interpretations would have it) in Isaiah 9:6,

nevertheless such a translation seems to reflect the strong belief

in royalty among the Dogomba which the Rev. Shirer would have

been well aware of in his stay in Yendi, the seat of Dagomba

Paramount stool. The implication of this translation is that the

unique Trinitarian doctrine of the Christian faith is lost to the

title Anabi. Yet it did in their translation.

It is safe to conclude that these translations were indeed forms

of indigenization which the lecturers and students seemed to be

unaware of. We cannot help but to agree with Sanneh that

"Missionary adoption of vernacular, therefore was tantamount to

adopting indigenous cultural criteria for the message, a piece of
radical indigenization far greater than the standard portrayed of
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mission as Western cultural imperialism."37
For the "... vernacular paradigm enabled local converts to acquire

the new skills of vernacular literacy linked to the assurance of

familiar medium of mother tongue."38 Therefore the Christian

Gospel in Ghana has shown itself to be "... potentially capable of

transcending the cultural inhibitions of the translator and talking

roots in fresh soil, a piece of translating that will in time

challenge the presuppositions of the translator."3 9

Our contention is further confirmed that in these translations the

Dagomba mythic world has subtly changed or contextualized a

fundamental doctrinal position of the Assemblies of God Church.

Indeed, a central doctrinal position of the Christian faith has been

changed to suit the Dagomba mythic world.

Yet, both students and lecturers who are Dagomba or speak

Dagbani seem to be unaware of their own contradiction by

insisting that the gospel and culture cannot be mixed. It is clear

that there is a parallel process going on here. On the unconscious

level, the Dagomba mythic world is already making an impact on

the imported Assemblies of God theology. But on the conscious

level, they insist that the gospel and culture cannot mix.

Furthermore, while they resist mixing Christianity with pagan

culture, it seems some Ghanaian cultural practices are already

impacting positively making an impact on theological education in

helping them deal with some of the difficulties of ministerial
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training. We shall cite two important examples here.

The first example is that the students cultivate farms to support

themselves. The second example is that they have adopted a

common practice in Ghana called "kanchema". It is a practice

whereby single people, or those whose wives are not with them,

provide either food or money or both to other women to prepare

food for them. This practice seems to be based on the Ghanaian

tradition of family in the extended sense. In NGBI those who are

single, give food to the wives of other students to prepare food

for them. On the conscious level, they will probably argue that it

is just a convenient economic practice because unlike their

colleagues in the south of Ghana or the Western world, the

students come from poor backgrounds. Besides, the congregations

they work with are also poor. So they cannot operate cafeteria

style in NGBI.

Yet, if the practice had no basis in the indigenous mythic world of

the students, they would have found it impractical and

subsequently undesirable to operate just as they had to drop the

idea of forcing non-Dagbani speaking students to learn to speak

and read in Dagbani.

It is obvious that they are not aware of the way they have indeed

contextualized theological education in these two practices. We

believe that it is an important dimension of contextual

theological education which is worth learning by the mainline

Churches who seem to be increasingly failing or finding it

difficult to logistically and financially maintain the Western
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model of theological education which they inherited.

There is yet another observation. The contrast between evil and

good spirits, their emphasis on the relationship between

confession of sin and healing as total expression of the need for

the Gospel of Jesus, seem to come from their indigenous mythic

worlds rather than the Christianity the Americans brought. For

although the American Pentecostal missionaries may believe in

forces of darkness they also know that viruses and other

infections cause sickness.

Hence, they take many antibiotics against tropical diseases. So
we can infer here that the Christianity of the lecturers and

students is constructed to deal with problems of evil forces

arising out of their mythic world. In some ways their mythic
worlds perhaps influence their reading of the Biblical accounts of
forces of darkness or the good spirits and bad spirits.

The lecturers and students insisted that culture cannot be mixed

with the gospel. But the question is how do they expect their
Northern Christian converts to understand the meaning of

Christian rites of baptism, and communion without any reference

to interpretative functions of their mythic worlds to traditional

rituals, such as Kaaba, initiating rites, and communal meals. It is
clear that the lecturers and students are not aware of the complex

phenomenon of the interpretative functions of the indigenous

mythic world in translating the gospel of Jesus Christ. Indeed,

they seem to consciously deny a process which they and other
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Christians(like the people cited in our cases) are engaged in.

Our analysis of the interviews from NGBI have confirmed our

working hypothesis that the "dual systems" and "crisis of

credibility" which Ghanaian Christians experience can at least be

partially traced to the paradoxical role of culture in the

ministerial training programme of NGBI. Therefore there is direct

correlation between the kind of theological education given to

students and the practice of Christian ministry in general and the

ministry of healing in particular by those students.

7.7 Brief History of Trinity College, Legon

In July 1939, the Synod of the Presbyterian Church of Ghana made

a formal proposal to the Methodist Church to establish a joint

theological school for the training of their ministers. The Synod

of the Methodist Church agreed, and in June 1941, a joint

committee had its first meeting to work out details of setting up

such a college. After much deliberation, the committee made

proposals for an ecumenical theological college to be set up.

Both Churches accepted the proposals of the joint committee. On

11 February 1943 Trinity College, a three year ministerial

training college was first born at a temporary location at Mile 2,

near Wesley College in Kumasi.40

Trinity College started with eight students. Four were Methodist
who were in the second year in Wesley College, and four were
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Presbyterians. The first principal was the late Rev. S.G.

Williamson, a British Missionary of the Methodist Church. Before

his transfer from Wesley College the Rev. D.S. Elder, the Church of

Scotland missionary to the Presbyterian Church of Ghana acted as

principal.4 1

In 1945, the two Churches critically evaluated the Trinity College

experiment and decided to erect permanent buildings. They,

however, decided to move Trinity College to its present location

near the University of Ghana. With the help of $75,000 from the

then Fund for Theological Education of the World Council of

Churches, and contributions of $125,000 from both Churches,

Trinity College was erected.4^ Bartels appraised the programme

of Trinity College at that time thus:

... The course stretched each student to his full capacity,
with the happy result that, while many of the students
were fitted for work in the circuits, several were

encouraged to proceed to the London University Diploma
and Degree Examinations, both in the College itself and at
the University of Ghana.43

It is worth mentioning at least one significant development in

Trinity College since its early years. The Anglican, African
Methodist Episcopal, Zion (AME Zion), and Lutheran Evangelical

Churches train their ministers in Trinity College as well.

However, in the late 1980s the Anglican Church withdrew from

training their priests in Trinity College. We do not know why they
left. Some suggest they withdrew because they could not afford
to pay for the cost of training their priests in Trinity College.
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Others suggest it is because of the crisis of credibility discussed

earlier or because of growing feelings of denominationalism with

its emphasis on training in a "pure denominational tradition". We

hope some research may throw light on their withdrawal so that

another may be prevented in the future. There are only male

Ghanaian lecturers in Trinity College. All have been trained in

European and American universities after their initial training in

Ghana. Unlike the students at NGBI, the students in Trinity College

are on full board. There is no accommodation for married

students. They also receive monthly allowance from the College

through their various denominations. They do have a tractor, and

at one time had a poultry farm to supplement the cost of meals.

There are different categories of students in Trinity College.

There are those who come for three year basic theological

training in order to be ordained by their various denominations.

At the end of the three years, those who are academically

qualified obtain a Diploma in Theology from the University of

Ghana. Although the entry requirement is basically the ability to

read and write in English, most students have obtained secondary

school education and above. As already indicated we were

interested in the first group of students.

The second type of students are those who have already become

pastors. They come back to do a BA degree jointly offered by

Trinity College and the University of Ghana. The minimum entry

requirement is the Diploma in Theology and three good '0' level
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grades. The demographic profile on the number of lecturers and

students with respect to sex and year in training interviewed is

found in Appendix B.

7.7.1 Interviews with the Principal of Trinity College

The principal is a former student of Trinity College. He did

postgraduate theological training in Princeton Theological

Seminary and Drew University in the U.S.A. He is both a pastor of

congregations as well as theological educator.

The process of interviewing and reporting here is the same as the

approach in NGBI. One other important difference was that the

principal was my teacher and we have since developed a

friendship with each other. He has also known my academic

interests and intentions on this subject for some years now. So

there was no problem with who I was and what I was about as at

NGBI. In my last session I asked what they are doing in pastoral

theology. He said:

we have not done much in that area. Until a new lecturer
arrived a short time ago we had to share the teaching load
of pastoral theology. We do our best but we are overloaded.
Now that we have someone in that area, I am looking
forward to innovative programmes in that area. But the
fact is that the need in that area is increasingly greater
and our response is very little.

The excerpts of what we consider as revealing responses cover a

period of one and half months of formal and informal discussions.

These verbatim revealing responses are in Appendix B.
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7.7.2 Analysis of interviews in Trinity College

The Principal from Trinity College uses phrases like "source of

life" "relying on God for power", for "health" and "protection"

which show concerns which are similar to the concerns expressed

in Frafra kaaba. Furthermore, although he is cautious, he is open

to the world of spiritual powers. It may be inferred that such

openness no doubt indicates that he has left Tillich's world view

and slipped into his Ghanaian mythic world which may influence or

be reinforced by his reading of the biblical narratives and his

experience of his own ministry of healing.

It seems there are three worlds represented here in the principal.

The world of a Western theologian, the mythic world of Ghanaians

where healing involves mediating or transferring of power, and a

Ghanaian Christian leader who wants to be faithful to his

inherited theological roots from a Western theological tradition.

The tension of also not wanting to reduce Christianity to Ghanaian

beliefs and practices, or false notions of healing, is also evident

in his response "I am not sure of those people who go about

claiming to be able to heal at will". His account of his healing

shows the combination of Lartey's "healer-priest" in indigenous

mythic worlds as mentioned earlier. However, the principal does
not teach that model, as he admits. The kind of moralisation he

admits he does is also similar to our notion of acting justly in

kaaba in "healer-priest" model. This response is similar to the
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response of the principal of NGBI. We can also see here the

parallel processes between personal theology influenced by

indigenous mythic world and Western academic theology. A clear

indication of this inference is in his healing story.

7.7.3 Interviews with lecturers

The situation in Trinity College is rather different with respect

to community life. Apart from worship, it is not easy to get most

of the lecturers and students at common gatherings. So there was

never a moment we could get all the lecturers together. As is

clear from the principal's statement, they were only three

lecturers sharing all the teaching load, and other administrative

responsibilities. So I could only meet for brief moments with two.

One was the new lecturer who had just been appointed. Some of

the ideas for this project have been shared with and encouraged by

him. So his views are similar to mine. The excerpts from some of

my sessions with the other lecturer are in Appendix B.

7.7.4 Findings from interviews with Students

We interviewed individual students and groups of students to get

their responses to three questions. The first question was: What

do you feel about healing in the Church? The responses of the

students to the question were divided into three groups. The

responses in the first group was that the preaching of the Word

should bring peace, comfort or meet people's needs and that was

indeed the fundamental healing. There is no need for special

healing service. Some in this group rejected or were extremely
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suspicious of the "deliverance ministries" and/or those who claim

to have power or gifts of healing. Others in this group even

wondered if the phenomenon of "deliverance" is Christian at all.

This group seems to be operating with a dual system in which

Western Christianity provides the frame of reference but

interpreted on its own without any dialogue with indigenous

mythic worlds at the conscious level.

The responses of the students in the second group were that they

believed themselves to be healers or endowed with gifts of

healing. Some in this group said that they carried on healing in

their rooms with other students, or families in parishes that they

visited.

For those in this group demonic possessions are real forces to

reckon with. They believed strongly in demonic possession, but

they also saw conversion as a necessary part of healing.

Conversion and healing are expected to happen simultaneously for

non-Christians. At times one is used as a means for the other. For

example Christians who come for healing are deemed to have been

unconverted. So they must be converted or perhaps reconverted.

Firstly, they ask them to confess their sins and accept Jesus

Christ as personal Lord and Saviour. Secondly, a prayer of healing

is said for them. The third group of responses represent students

who were mid-way between the first and second categories. They
formed the majority. While these students were not necessarily

against healing ministries, they were cautious not to confuse
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Christianity with pagan beliefs or dilute the Christian gospel with

"pagan belief". There were also those who warned against the

danger of diagnosing behavioural, occupational and marital

problems as demon possession. Many of those in this group, if not

all of them, agreed that there is a place for prayer for the sick or

those in one crisis or another. But they also believed that humans

have responsibility to change their situation.

Others also held the view that socio-political instability and

deplorable economic factors have caused people's problems rather

than demons. Those students in this category preferred a critical

analysis of people's problems before offering prayers for healing.

These responses are similar to those of the lecturers and students

of NGBI and reflect what we identify as "crisis of identity" or

"cultural dislocation" manifested by the sets of "dual systems"

which are partially traced to the paradoxical role of the

interpretative functions of the indigenous mythic worlds in

imported Western Christianity.

The second question was whether or not they have personal

stories of healing. The responses were overwhelmingly positive.

These healing stories ranged from bodily pains, lack of spiritual

direction especially when they were deciding to offer themselves

for the Ministry of Word and Sacrament, choice of a partner,

change of job, financial problems and other unique circumstances.

These responses clearly show the parallel process between the

students' academic theology and lived theologies. They also
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manifest a dual system in which selected elements of traditional

mythic worlds such as healing, demons and evil spirits are

incorporated into Biblical Christianity that is different to

Western imported academic theology as we have experienced it in

North America and Scotland.

The third and final question was whether or not there was

anything in traditional rituals, or the symbols of ritual, which

they could use for their ministries of healing. The responses of
the students were mixed, and can be put broadly into two groups.

Most of the students felt there was the need to use the good

things from our culture that are not against the gospel. They

formed the first group. Those in the second group feared that if

the Church started picking things from the culture of converts,

then the converts will be tempted to go back to "paganism". There

were no Frafra students at Trinity College at the time but there

were other Northerners and their responses were not

significantly different from the other students from other parts

of Ghana. We also did not see any differences in the responses

between men and women. So it can be inferred that the

paradoxical role of culture in theological education does not

impact differently on men and women.

7.7.5 Concluding remarks on the timetables

The number of times a subject or course is taught per week does

not say much about the quality or the content of that course. Even
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if it did, the question remains, who determines the quality or

content in Ghana? Is it the officials of various denominations,

the students, people from the pews or the academic faculties of

the universities? As already pointed out earlier the teaching

staff have many "masters" to serve: the officials of the

sponsoring denominations, the students, university academic

faculties and the parishioners. Sometimes these "masters" have

different and conflicting interests with which the staff must

painfully deal, but which nevertheless influence the number of

times a course is taught.

At other times these factors may also determine whether a course

is dropped or added. And yet the fact is that there is a limit to

the number of courses that can be taught, dropped or even added.

Although the lecturers and students are doing their best

nevertheless, these are important factors which lead to the type

of theological education which produce pastors with these sets of

parallel processes who intend to pass such on to their

parishioners. The different categories of students in Trinity

College are stated in Appendix B.

7.7.6 Method of Teaching

The mode of teaching is mostly a lecture followed by discussion.

The quality and content of lectures on the core subjects or

courses at Trinity College are similar to the type that I have sat

through in America and Europe. In courses that I sat in, there was
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a high degree of critical academic engagement, from both students

and lecturers. Students and lecturers freely shared views.

The lecturers started with either Western theological discussions

on a particular theological theme such as sin, salvation or the

fall. The lecturer will give a historical theological development

of the theme in the West and ask leading questions for a Ghanaian

implication of such a theme.

We observed that the crisis of credibility manifested itself in

different forms. For example, there was an honest confrontation

of issues during the debates in the class. Everyone was free to

state their opinion, no matter how radical or even heretical or

conservative. We noted two broad groups of students. There

were the fundamental/Pentecostal/evangelical types and those

who were not. In a number of cases, we followed those two

groups of students to their rooms and brought out the issues and

their responses. Then we asked the question, "do you really

believe in what you said?"

The general response from those students who were not

Pentecostal/evangelical was: "This was only for academic

purposes, when you go into the ministry, it is different. You

cannot say those things." For those who were

Pentecostal/fundamentalists we asked them similar questions in

cases when their contributions in classes seem to contradict the

general belief of Pentecostals/fundamentalists. The most common
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general response was "we just want to pass the exams. When we

go to the congregation it is "funda" ", i.e. fundamentalism. We see

here another example of the situations in theological education

that create "crisis of credibility", "cultural dislocation", "healer-

priest" dichotomies which produce the parallel processes between

personal theologies and inherited western academic theologies

and method of theological education.

7.8 Summary and Conclusions

From the interviews, the titles of the books in the library, the

courses on the time table we can infer that both lecturers and

students, like most other Ghanaian Christians, are engaged in the

three patterns of behaviour already discussed. The danger with

this kind of approach is that it creates parallel processes

between the individual unconscious believed theologies and

denominational inherited Western theologies on the conscious

level. For example the common phrase of lecturers and students

"You cannot mix the gospel with pagan practices" prevents an open

dialogue.

In NGBI there was a kind of open debate within the doctrine of the

Church. In other words they did not engage in a dialogue with the

Church doctrine with other theological writings or other

disciplines. Even where they used the Bible to support or disagree
with each others' positions, the historical and socio-cultural

contexts of the texts did not seem to play a role in their

understanding.
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In Trinity College, the situation was different in some respects,

but also the same in other respects. They allowed an open and

direct dialogue. The course "comparative study of religions" could

indeed be a genuine attempt to engage in a dialogue with other

religions.

Our findings suggest that the missionary impression that the

interpretative function of the indigenous mythic world cannot

enhance Biblical Christianity still operates in the minds of some

of these future pastors. We conclude that the sets of "dual

systems" or "cultural dislocation" or what we call "parallel

process" that Ghanaian Christians experience or exhibit, can

partially be traced to the inappropriate role of Ghanaian mythic

worlds in theological education.

Therefore there is a direct correlation between the type of

theological training given and received and the type of the

practice of the Christian ministry in general and the ministry of

healing in particular. However, in drawing these conclusions we

are not implying that these theological students were like empty

containers. We are also aware that the influences of family up¬

bringing, socio-cultural influences, previous educational

influences, and religious orientations of individuals also play

important roles in the way individuals respond to this type of
education. Nevertheless, we maintain that their practice of their

ministries is by and large shaped by the kind of theological
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education thus far described and analysed, as well as the general

Ghanaian Christian faith/praxis models and which they also shape

in their practice of ministry in general and the ministry of healing

in particular.

We shall state here some of the important problems that need to

be seriously addressed if the present model of theological

education is to be improved. 1. The lecturers and students are

over-loaded, over-worked and under-resourced. The desire of

missionary founded Churches and theological educators to provide

the equivalent of western and contextual theological education is

not matched with the necessary facilities and resources.

2. The library of Trinity College is stocked with most of the

standard theological text books used in Western theological

institutions. They do not have many of the latest academic

journals. The most current theological books from the African

perspective are either not available locally or are unaffordable.
The few they have are on reserve for all the students, (i) Students

of Trinity are encouraged to do theological degree courses and

examinations in the Universities. Many of the textbooks are still

written from Western perspective in which the interpretative

functions of the indigenous mythic worlds were consciously and

unconsciously ignored, (ii) We are not here advocating an anti-
intellectual theology. We are only indicating here the over¬

emphasis on a Western theological agenda at the expense of, and
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in some cases the neglect of the Ghanaian mythic world and

culture which Ghanaians bring to the Christian faith, and which

form the basis of the pastoral needs these ministers were

supposed to meet.

3. They have also left out any study of Ghanaian languages.

Rather, they have more courses per week in English. There may be

good reasons for them to want to increase the level of knowledge

of the English language among their students. However, the

problems associated with using English as a medium of

instruction in theological education are well articulated by

Ansre.44

(i) We have also seen the inseparability of language and culture.

So long as Ghanaian mythic worlds are being translated into

English there is the danger of losing some vital understanding of

some issues of life in the indigenous mythic worlds in the

translation, although translations as we have argued are

important forms of indigenization.

4. There also seems to be an impression that to be scholarly and

academic one should start with Western scholarship and

theological tradition. Hence ministerial students can finish their

training and remain ignorant of the interpretative function of

indigenous mythic worlds in critical pastoral cases of healing.

5. There seems to a desire for dogmatic loyalty to the founding

missionary traditions demanded by officials of missionary
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founded Churches at the expense of the interpretative functions of

the indigenous mythic worlds. 6. Finally, one gets the impression

that some of the lecturers, students and the leaders of the various

denominations are afraid to study the interpretative functions of

the indigenous mythic worlds for fear that they may discover that

the Christian claims may lose their appeal.

All these factors contribute to perpetuate the "cultural

dislocation" which produces a parallel process between personal

believed theologies derived from a direct encounter of their

mythic world and the Biblical narratives and the inherited

Western theologies and methods of theological education in the

seminaries in Ghana.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Towards a Contextual Frafra Christian Ministry
of Kaaba.

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter we shall attempt to offer a model of

contextualized Frafra Christian ministry of healing with the help

of the theological reflection method which is simultaneously

contextualized, critical, and pastoral as outlined in Chapter One.

The purpose of this chapter is to suggest ways through which

Christianity may become a native in Frafraland. Christianity can

become a native if the Church draws upon some aspects of the

Frafra rituals of kaaba to construct a Frafra Christian ministry of

healing. We believe that our theological reflection method which

is contextualized, critical, and pastoral is consistent with the

principles of contextualization in the Bible itself. The evidence

for such a belief will become clearer in the chapter. It must,

however, be stressed that the purpose of this critical reflection

is not to write a pastoral clinical manual on how to conduct a

contextualized Frafra Christian ministry of healing. Instead, we

are primarily concerned with proposing a Frafra Christian mythic

world or a Frafra Christian anthropology and ecclessiology

utilising the insights from the interpretative functions of the

Frafra mythic world symbolically represented in Kaaba.
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A contextualized Frafra Christian mythic world will be a

prerequisite to the ability of a pastoral theologian to invoke the

'make believe' or subjunctive Christian Frafra mythic world to

play the role of its interpretative mechanism in times of crises

as its traditional counterpart. We agree with Song that it is not

enough for missionary Churches to be repentant that they have,

all these years after the white missionaries, not responded fully

to the spiritual needs of their followers,1 especially in the area

of healing. Rather:

... There should be the will and courage to break away
from the bondage to the missionary ecclessiology
developed in the West and transplanted to the East [and in
Africa]. They have shaped these Christian communities,
moulded them and forced them to grow into 'white'
churches in 'Black' Africa or 'Yellow' Asia.2

Some African theologians over the years have demonstrated the

will and courage to free African Christians from inherited

Western missionary Christianity. The various efforts by African

theologians are best summarised by Fashole-Luke thus:

... The quest for African Christian theologies which has
been vigorously pursued in the last decade, amounts to
attempting to make clear the fact that conversion to
Christianity must be coupled with cultural continuity.
Furthermore, if Christianity is to change its status from
that of resident alien to that of citizen, then it must
become incarnate in the life and thought of Africa and its
theologies must bear the distinctive shape of mature
African thinking and reflection. What African theologians
have been endeavouring to do is to draw together the
various desperate sources which make the total religious
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experience of Christians in Africa into a coherent and
meaningful pattern.3

We believe that there is an urgent need for a model of Christian

pastoral ministry of healing that mobilises some aspect of

African Christians' cultural heritage, especially those rituals and

symbols which help them deal with life threatening situations.

Such an approach is consistent with the nature of how

Christianity has in every culture adjusted to become native,

rather than a resident alien, in its host culture. This point is

poignantly made by Sanneh: "Christianity from its beginning had

the need to translate Aramaic and Hebrew".4 We hope that our

efforts may contribute to some of the discussions on developing

indigenous liturgies^ as well as offer some helpful ideas to

pastoral clinicians in Ghana.

In the genesis of the project, and in the brief history of Christian

mission in Datuku, we raised some fundamental questions on the

differences between the Frafra notion of sin and well-being in

kaaba, and the missionaries' notion of sin and salvation. We asked

whether it is possible to bridge the "epistemological distance"

between the Frafra mythic world and its interpretative functions

and the Christian gospel.

The pieces of evidence from the literature review, insights from

kaaba, and the paradoxical role of culture in inherited Western

models of theological education have clearly shown that the gap

can be bridged. Hence, we shall use the insights accumulated thus
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far to engage in a contextual Frafra Christian pastoral theological

hermeneutic of kaaba. The construction of a Frafra Christian

anthropology and ecclessiology is a prerequisite to a

contextualiszed Frafra Christian ministry of healing in view of

our findings that the Frafra healing rituals do not operate in a

vacuum. They operate within their mythic world.

8.2 Insights from kaaba

We shall recapitulate the insights from kaaba in our inves¬

tigations which we shall use to construct a Frafra Christian

ministry of healing. 1. There are some fundamental symbols in

the Frafra mythic world which form the basis of their self-

perception of themselves and their world, or what we call the

totality of life. The power and therapeutic value of these rituals

reside in their ability to invoke the entire Frafra mythic world

and mobilise the symbols therein in order to engage in an

interpretative mechanism for purposes of achieving well-being in

all aspects of their life. These symbols include yir, blood, boar,

yaabnam, and people.

2. The Frafra self perception of themselves is that they are the

extensions of the ancestors as well as embodying these ancestors

who are the founders and guardians of yir. Therefore there is an

inseparable role of the yir and kaaba in their mythic world.
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3. Our investigations have also shown that Kaaba maintain and

express the physiological, psychological, social, spiritual and

cultural unity among the Frafra. The Frafra notions of sickness,

healing rituals and health are based on their belief in their

common ties in the yir. The yir is the source of life, strength,

identity, protection, healing and hope. It is also the source of sin

and sickness. The yir consists of humans, plants and rivers,

indeed the entire cosmos.

8.3 Towards a construction of a Frafra
Christian anthropology and ecclesiology

As already indicated, our primary task is to construct a Frafra

Christian anthropology and ecclessiology that includes some

aspects of Frafra mythic world in order to mobilise the symbols

from the mythic world in the Christian liturgies of healing. So

we shall begin with a Frafra Christian reading of the Genesis

myths of creation.

8.3.1. Comparison of the Frafra and Genesis
creation myths

The Frafra anthropology, yir, and kaaba and the traditional

Judaeo-Christian anthropology, ecclessiology, and ministry are

based on their myths of creation and primary redemptive acts

respectively. In the case of the Frafra their primary redemptive
act is kaaba, while for Judaeo-Christianity it is the Christ-event.
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Therefore it is imperative that any attempt to construct a Frafra

Christian anthropology and ecclessiology begins with a contextual

critical pastoral theological reflection between the two myths of

creation and primary redemptive acts from both traditions.

There is an important incentive to our chosen method that begins

with Judaeo-Christian myth of creation and the redemptive act of

the Christ-event. The incentive is that the creation myth in the

Hebrew Bible and the Christ-event in the New Testament

respectively are themselves "paradigms of" and "paradigms for"

indigenization. Hence they are incentives to this project.

By definition "paradigms of" means the process through which the

faith was indigenized. "Paradigms for" means that in the process

of indigenization, a guide to indigenization consciously and

unconsciously is produced. In other words a method of

indigenization has come out of the process.

For purposes of easier comparison and clarity of issues in the

comparison, we shall begin a comparison between the two

creation myths in order to determine their implications for a

Frafra Christian anthropology and ecclessiology. According to

Westermann:

It is a fact that the creation belief long ago faded into
the background of the Church's preaching and theology.
The creation narratives of the Bible were accepted for a
long time without question as accounts of an actual
event. These stories, together with the first sentence of
the creed, 'Creator of heaven and earth', formed the
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reliable, unshakeable foundations which supported all
thought and talk about the beginning of the world and of
man.6

The above quote clearly offers an inspiration and the imperative

to a Christian pastoral theologian who seeks to appropriately

incorporate both the Frafra and the Judaeo-Christian myths of

creation into Frafra Christian anthropology and ecclessiology.

James, a renowned scholar in the Hebrew Bible, makes some

important observations on the Judaeo-Christian myth of creation:

Though no serious attempt was made at first to
formulate a Christian cosmology along the lines of
current Gnosticism and the Graeco-Roman world, the
doctrine of creation in the early Church was inherited
from Judaism largely under the influence of St. Paul.7

He further states that:

In the Hebrew background lay the Canaanite cosmogonic
tradition, and so far as is discernible from the
fragmentary ugartic texts their god El, probably the
counterpart of the Mesopotamian Ela and prototype of
Yahweh, seems to have been regarded as the creator of
the world and mankind.8

Stadelmann's view is similar to James when he says one can

"... discover traces either of borrowings or of parallels to the

cosmogonic traditions of the Ancient Near East".8
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According to Heidel, the Genesis story of creation consists of two

sources: (1) Genesis 1:1-2:4a - Priestly sources which can be

dated back to post exilic period and (2) 2:4b- 25 - Yahwistic

source that dates back to the 9th century BC. In Heidel's view the

Yahwistic tradition was not interested in tracing the origin of

the world. It was instead a description of creation.1 0

He also observes that the:

etymological derivation of the terms [paradise, river,
ground flow] suggests Mesopotamian background for the
Yahwistic account. Furthermore, the topographical
features of the Yahwistic creation narrative portray the
Mesopotamian valley dependent upon rain and artificial
irrigation.1 1

The Priestly sources "... paint a vivid picture of the way in which

an ancient Hebrew imagined the primeval state and what he

thought might have been the first acts in the process of divine

creation".1 2

Heidel further suggests:

... narratives of the creation are the product of that
peculiar Hebrew interest in the past which finds
expression in the attempt to contemplate history in a
typological way. As in 'the days of old' Yahweh succeeded
in subduing the primordial deep and proceeded to create
the world, so he will perform once more his wonderful
deeds in a specific historical setting on behalf of Israel
and in punishment of foreign oppressors.1 3
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The intention of this typological interpretation is to show that

the " ... current cosmogonic tradition should be shaped to form a

consequential narrative of redemptive activity in accordance

with the monotheistic outlook that have been established as the

faith of Israel".1 4

The creation narratives, he suggests:

... testify to a profound conviction that nature is created
by God and, as such, is visible evidence of his reality and
his omnipotence, and of his participation in the affairs of
the world. Their attitude towards it is revealed in the

routine of daily life as much as in moments of crisis.1 5

He concludes:

... Therefore, the Yahwistic conceptions of creation was a
syncretic inheritance from a variety of sources in middle
Eastern cosmology before in post-exilic Judaism it came
under Iranian and Hellenistic influences, with its own

unique conception of ethical monotheism and its doctrine
of creation.1 6

It is not our intention to agree or disagree with these authors on

whether or not God has created out of nothing or that the creation

myth was taken from Babylonian myths of creation. Our position

is simply to infer from the above pieces of evidence from various

scholars that the creation narratives in the Hebrew Bible were

attempts at indigenization of Judaism. In our view these

observations can be regarded as "paradigms of" and "paradigms
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for" indigenization. We now offer a summary of a Frafra Christian

reading of the Genesis myth of creation.

1. The Frafra Christian now read one source of creation that God

used some already existing material and gave it a different form

of existence in relation to God than before.(Psalm 74:13-17). For

example God took sand, modelled it into a form he wanted and

gave breath or life. In other words God imparted God-self to the

sand in order that it became human. (Genesis 2: 4b-8; 15-22; )

2. In another source God spoke out words and these words had the

efficacy of producing their intentions: separating water from

land, giving form to earth, and giving plants and rivers existence

in relation to God. (Genesis 1:1-2:4a; 6-23; Job 37:11b-12; 38:8-

11; Isaiah 40:28; 43:1; 45:18; Proverbs 8:22-31).

From the perspective of the Frafra mythic world, the Hebraic

myths of creation narratives reinforce their belief that the earth

(teng), the trees, stones, sand, rivers embody some aspects of the

spirit of God.(Prov. 8: 22-31). Psalm 19:1 reads: "The heavens

declare the glory of God. The skies proclaim the work of his

hands." The creation and all therein are agents of God's spirit and

can mediate the power of God's spirit. To the Frafra, therefore,

the whole of creation is symbolic representation of God. The

physical, psychological, social, environmental, and cultural

relationships are connected by spiritual unity by virtue of the

very act of creation by God.
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There is, therefore, an inseparability in the relationship among

humans and between humans and the rest of creation. The Frafra

myth of creation in which their first ancestors sprang from the

ground, is affirmation of this unity between the Creator and the

created.( Isaiah 40:28; 43:1).

The call of the prophets, and the appointment of kings and judges

in the history of Israel according to the Frafra reading of them

can be surmised as moments of becoming agents of divine power,

in order to mediate this power or induce a situation in which

there can be acts of justice.

When they also construct the boar of the yir they perceive the

sand and trees from the grave of the ancestors as symbolic

representation of the spirit of their ancestors. The herbs, or the

trees from the graves of their ancestors are physical, medical,

and spiritual by virtue of the very act of creation by God.

The Frafra myth of creation, the basis of the Frafra anthropology,

yir, and kaaba can fulfil similar theological functions as the

Jewish myth of creation, and the Christ-event. Both myths and

redemptive acts are also the basis of the Judaeo-Christian

anthropology and Yir ecclessiology respectively. Therefore, the

Frafra myth of creation, their concept of yir and kaaba can

become the basis of the Frafra Christian anthropology and

ecclessiology mutatis mutandis.
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Yir ecclessiology can offer the Frafra Christians a more holistic

reading of the creation myth in Genesis than those offered them

by the "pasta" and "fada". The Biblical myth of creation can

reinforce the interconnectedness of humans, the spiritual world,

and the entire inhabited world. God created the world including

humans through God's Spirit. Therefore the world including

humans to some extent reflect and embody God's Spirit.

The Frafra Christians can infer that there is physiological,

psychological, pharmacological, social, spiritual, cultural and

ecological interconnectedness between God's creation and God on

the one hand and among humans, and between humans, and the

entire world on the other hand.

This yir ecclessiology also implies that every human symbolic

interaction is a transitional phenomenon between God and God's

creation. It further implies that human beings are agents of God's

spirit and can mediate the power of that Spirit in creating

harmony or healing by following the divine law of the love of God,

neighbour and creation.

8.3.2 Comparison of the Frafra and
Judaeo-Christian Acts of redemption

We shall next consider a comparison of the two redemptive acts

from the two traditions and their implications for a contextual

Frafra Christian anthropology and ecclessiology.
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According to Cullmann "the Christological utilisation of kyrios

'logos' and 'son of God' has already shown that on the basis of the

Christological views connected with these titles the New

Testament could designate Jesus as 'God'.""'7

Cullmann offers the following theological explanations of the

titles designated to Jesus Christ. He writes:

kyrios is the present divine ruler who since his exaltation
rules the Church, the world, and the life of each
individual; the 'logos' is the eternal revealer, who
communicates himself since the very beginning; the 'son
of God' is the one who wills and works in complete
oneness with the father, from whom he goes forth and to
whom he returns. 1 8

He further states:

... the concept Son of Man ultimately led us to Jesus
'deity' since it shows Jesus as the only true 'image of
God'. ... Jesus Christ is God only in his revelation of
himself. This is the only dimension which the Old and
New Testaments consider, but it does not exhaust the
nature of God the Father."1 9

For Cullmann " ... The passages which confer upon Jesus the title

kyrios, the name of God, are at least as important as those in

which he is directly addressed as 'God' ".20

Another relevant example of contextualization in the New

Testament is the typological interpretation of the role of Jesus

as high priest in early Christianity.
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Cullmann further suggests that in Hebrews " ... Jesus the high

priest stands in the foreground, and the whole letter deals with

him in this role...".21 For example, the role of mediator appears

in Hebrew 8.6; 9:15. For the writer of Hebrews Jesus was not the

messiah. Rather, he "... fulfils absolutely the high priestly

function of the Jews".22

The typological method of interpretation of Old Testament in our

view is a form of indigenization of the Christ-event to Jewish

Christians. For the writer, the priesthood of the Old Covenant

"... must be replaced by the final priesthood of the New Covenant.

He sees this new priesthood as realised in Jesus Christ, who is

the priest in an absolute final sense, the fulfilment of all

priesthood".22

The writer also employs the Jewish notion or belief in ancestry.

For example the Jewish priesthood begins with Levi, who they

believed existed in the " 'loins' of Abraham so that what happened

to Abraham therefore happened also to him."24

Cullmann concludes that although there are exegetical problems

with the logic of reason, "... behind it lies the deep theological

thought that as the true high priest, Jesus Christ not only sets

aside the Old Testament priesthood, but also fulfils it."2 2
Therefore, Jesus is the sacrifice, sacrificer and sacrificed.

(Hebrew 7: 27; 9:28 is direct reference to Isaiah 53:12).
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For Cullmann:

It is precisely in offering himself and taking the greatest
humiliation upon himself that Jesus exercises the most
divine function conceivable in Israel, that of the high
priestly mediator. In the light of the high priest concept
the atoning death of Jesus demonstrates the true New
Testament dialectic between the deepest humiliation and
highest majesty.2 6

Verse 10:1 of the letter to the Hebrew Church says the blood of

bulls and goats cannot take away sin, " because he himself is

'priest', Jesus as high priest brings humanity to its 'perfection'.

The covenant with God is renewed in such a way that humanity is

made 'perfect'."27 God made Christ perfect (Hebrew 2:10; 5:9;

7:29) and Christ made his brothers perfect (Hebrew 2:1 Off; 10:14)

In order to present humans perfect before God, Heb 2:17-3:1,

clearly suggests that Jesus the high priest participated in all

human predicaments. Christ, leader of the new community, is the

source of salvation by virtue of sharing human life and death,

(refer to Rom 5:12ff Old Adam and New Adam Heb 13:8).

Cullmann is also of the view that Protestants are incorrect in

describing the Catholic mass as 'repetition' of the sacrificial act

of Jesus. For him Catholic theologians have always rejected this

interpretation. They speak rather of 'making present' Christ's act:

.. It is the saving consequences of that atoning act, not the
act itself, which become a present event in our worship.
The Lord present in worship is the exalted kyrios of the
Church and world, raised to the right hand of God. He is
the risen Lord who continues his mediating work on the
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basis of his unique, completed work of atonement. The
words ... (in remembrance of me) describe the connection
between his crucifixion and celebration of the Lords

supper. This means 'in remembrance of that which I have
completed, on the basis of which I now dwell among you as
the resurrected Lord'.28

These additional pieces of evidence have shown beyond doubt that

the Biblical writers were proto-types of contextualizers. They

sought to make the Judaeo-Christian faith incarnate in its host

culture and become a native. Hence, our project is indeed justified

within the Judaeo-Christian tradition itself.

In the section on the genesis of this project we posed the questions

who is Jesus and what is the Western Christian concept of the

Church to the Frafra Christians? The answers to these questions

have been unfolding and have become clear in the comparisons thus

far made and will even be clearer in the comparisons between the

Frafra ancestors and Jesus Christ.

8.4 Comparison of the Frafra Ancestors
and Jesus Christ

We shall summarise here Nyamiti's comparison between the

notion of Brother-Ancestor in Africa and Christ's relationship to

Christians. In Africa ancestorship is founded on consanguineous

ties. The Christ relationship is also consanguineous with humans

through Adam. The supernatural status of the ancestors attained

by death make them closer to God. So they are able to intercede

on behalf of their living kinship. In Christianity, the supernatural
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status of Christians is attained through the death, and

resurrection of Christ who mediates between his human

brethren29, and God.

The model of behaviour of the ancestor is the source of tradition

and harmony in society. The behaviour of Christ is also the model

of Christian conduct. The living communicate with their ancestor

through ritual and prayer.30

The failure to do so constitutes an offence which may result in

bodily harm. Christians also communicate to Christ through ritual

and prayer. The failure to do so also results in spiritual

calamities.31 The ancestors visit the living in the form of other

beings as well as trees, stones, graveyards. Christ visits the

Christians through priests and fellow Christians with whom

Christ " mystically identifies himself".32 it is also believed that

he contacts believers through the sacraments. Finally, the

relationship between the living and the ancestor is through

common parents. In Christianity God " the first person of the

Trinity is the common and immediate Father and Mother of Christ

and His earthly members."33

Nyamiti however points out some very important differences

between the African Brother-Ancestor relationship and that of

Christ and humanity. In our view only one difference is so obvious.

Although both Brother-Ancestor and Christ relationship are based

on consanguinity34j Nyamiti suggests that there are differences
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between the consanguineous relationship between the ancestors

and their kinsfolk and Christ's and his followers.

According to Nyamiti, " ... The difference lies in the fact that

being Adamite in character Christ's brotherhood transcends all

family, clan, tribal or racial limitations."35 |n 0ur view if

Nyamiti had based the similarities on the Adamite origin in the

creation myth as we are doing rather than on consanguinity, the

difference between the relationship of ancestors and their living

kinsfolk, and that of Christ and Christians would hardly exist as

we have argued in the case of the Frafra.

In our approach Christ is not just a proto-type ancestor, he is

indeed the founding ancestor to all humanity by virtue of both the

creation myth as well as His symbolical act of kaaba by His

death, resurrection, and in the active presence of the Holy Spirit.

If we locate our ancestorship with Christ in the creation myth

and the Christ-event, then every human being in every land is our

kinsfolk by virtue of creation and the Christ-event. The definition

of ancestor here takes on a more inclusive meaning. The human

race is looked at as an extended family.

The question is whether or not Christianity is reduced to Frafra

religion by using ancestors and Christ interchangeably. In our

opinion, it is difficult if not practically impossible to make a

clear distinction between their ancestors and Jesus, at the level

of symbolic functions and representations in ritual, among most
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adult Ghanaians who become Christians without trying to play

God. So we cannot repeat that naivete of Western missionaries,

that people have to be extracted from their mythic worlds when

they become Christians. Therefore, Jesus Christ to the Frafra

Christian is the first yaab who has come to assemble all before

God, the founding spirit of all there is, who is I am (M be). Jesus

is the first yaab by definition. As their yaab they share the

spiritual, physical, social, cultural, biological, and psychological

relationship with him. As such they embody him and consequently

are symbolic representatives of him to each other. We are all

members of his yir.

A question can be legitimately raised thus: If Christ is just one

of the yaabnam of the Frafra, is there a need for the role of Jesus

Christ in their lives? In other words is Jesus Christ not

theologically redundant, an unnecessary theological and perhaps

cultural inconvenience?

We shall use an illustration from the extended family system

among the Frafra as the basis for a theological response. Among

the Frafra it is a common practice for a child born into a large

family not to be able to identify his/her real biological father.

There is no malice intended. Instead, every uncle sincerely wants

to demonstrate that he cares and loves him/her as his/her real

father.
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At the opportune time the child is publicly introduced to his/her

father through a ritual. There is joy and celebration. The child

now has a feeling of security because knowing the father means

he/she rightly belongs to that yir. S/He is a true heir to all the

rights, privileges, and responsibilities of belonging to that yir.

He/She also knows he/she now has the first direct person to ask

questions of identity and complex issues of life, seek support,

and care from. The biological and spiritual relationship with the

uncles is not denied, rather it is subsumed in his/her relationship

with the father.

In the same way, Jesus Christ as the first yaab plays a similar

role among the Frafra Christians as the real father plays in the

life of his child. The child has become aware of a relationship

that has always existed. But that awareness has inexplicable

existential consequences for the totality of life, throughout life,

and beyond life. So is the relationship between Christ and the

Frafra Christians.

We can, therefore, conclude with certainty that the Christian

ministry in general and the ministry of healing in particular will

only be relevant and effective if the Frafra Christians can

articulate for themselves and others their new identity; their

Christian anthropology, yir, and kaaba using aspects of their

parent mythic world.
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The interpretation of the Western Christian notion of the Church

as the Frafra Christian yir is not imposed from without. Yir is

presently used to describe the Western Christian notion of the

"Church" by Frafra Christians. For example, on Sundays when you

ask Frafra Christians going to Church where they are going they

will say To ya la Fada yir (we are going to Father's house).

Therefore for the Frafra Christians the Church is yir mutatis

mutandis.

We are aware that for some Christians, the mere mention of the

word "ecclessiology" invokes sentiments, debates and even

theological positions of traditional credal formulations. Others

may even be afraid or concerned that we shall betray our Western

missionary heritage or the common ties with founding missionary

Churches. Notwithstanding these sentiments it is imperative

that Frafra Christians redefine for themselves what Western

Christianity calls the "Church". By redefining the "Church" as yir

based on their mythic world the Frafra Christians can claim the

Christian faith in one of the phrases in the Apostles' creed "

maker of heaven and earth and in our Lord Jesus Christ" as coming

out of their experience and not imposed from without.

This interpretation has two advantages. The first advantage is

that the Frafra Christians will have no cause to approach the

Church's creeds with a high degree of ideological suspicion. The

second advantage is that it frees the Church's creed from

ideologies that form the basis of their formulations that are

often socio-politically, and socio-economically exploitative as
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well as psycho-spiritually and socio-culturally impoverishing for
Frafra Christians. Jesus Christ as Co-creator and Sustainer of all

in the world makes Him the source and resource in the Frafra

Christians' experiences of life and their expectations of Jesus the

Christ to help them experience well-being.

We have thus far attempted to show that the Frafra Christians

can truly confess that Yesu Krista a te Yaab ka te a u yir biih

(Jesus Christ is our ancestor and we are children of his house)

based on their Christian anthropology and yir ecclessiology. We

shall in the rest of this chapter attempt to construct a contextual

Frafra Christian ministry of kaaba based on the Frafra Christian

anthropology and yir ecclessiology utilising the insights from

nya, tiim and baanaam, and yaabnam kaaba.

8.5 Implications of kaaba to the concept
of holistic healing.

In nya healing, the roots or herbs are agents of the spiritual

powers which they share with their ancestors by the very act of

creation and passed on to them biologically, and spiritually. So in

the Frafra understanding pharmacology does not only heal because

of chemical properties alone but also spiritually by the very act

of creation.

They embody the ancestral spirit which is the same Spirit from

which the herbs come from by the very act of creation. Such a

belief, however, does not contradict the fact that the healer also
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needs training in identifying the herbs and the technique of

mixing them. There is an inherent inseparability between the

physical, spiritual, pharmacological, as well as the social in the

Frafra mythic world. One involves all and all involves one.

Consequently, all humans are qualified to offer one type of

healing or the other by the very fact that humans trace their

origin to God. The definition of sickness and healing then is in

terms of invoking the Spirit of God to heal directly, or through

drugs, hands and other created substances.

8.6. Implications of insights from kaaba
to the Dialogue with Western scientific

medicine and religion

The emphases of Western scientific medicine and psychotherapies

are on the individual body or psyche. The Frafra healing rituals on

the contrary are based on what Lartey calls "relational holism".36
The notion of holistic healing in kaaba raises fundamental

questions of the relationship between religion and Western

scientific medicine in Western hospitals imported into Ghana. We

can appreciate the impact on the clinical theological project

founded by Lake37 in the United Kingdom and the clinical pastoral

education movement are making in an effort to offer some notion

of holistic healing to patients in the West. In our experience of

the clinical education movement in North America and the

findings from kaaba, we are beginning to critically question

whether we can truly and theologically call these models holistic

healing or partnership healing.
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In Nya kaaba medicine and religion are inseparable. This holistic

inseparable relationship between medicine and healing is

different from that of the partnership approach in Western

medicine. In nya healing, medicine implies religion and religion

implies medicine. The two are not competitors.

Therefore, in yir ecclessiology mutatis mutandis the unity

between medicine and religion is clearly established in the myth

of creation. In such an understanding scientific medicine is not

intended to disprove religious beliefs. Rather, the very

substances of scientifc discovery and research have some

dimensions of some sacredness by virtue of the myth of creation.

The medical practioner by virtue of the creation myth consists of

biology and spirit. For s/he is the embodiment of the great Spirit

of creation. Hence, to remove cancer by surgery, to take an x-ray

of a part of the body, to take antibiotics against viruses are all

physiological, medical and spiritual actions. For at creation God

imparted God's Spirit to all creation including all the substances

used to make the x-ray machines, the antibiotics, and the body

that diagnoses, administers, and takes the antibiotics.

In this contextual yir ecclessiology all the Frafra Christians are

healers by virtue of the myth of creation. For they embody the

Spirit of God and Jesus Christ. Consequently, every action is both
secular and sacred.
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The physical acts like laying hands, sharing food with the hungry,

visiting the sick, speaking against injustice, washing a wound,

and using a Western psychological insight to revitalise life are

all acts of both physical and spiritual healing. Perhaps that may

be what Jesus meant when he said " Whatever you did for one of

the least of these brothers [and sisters] of mine, you did for me"

(Matt. 25:40b).

In kaaba there is an inseparable holism between the spiritual,

physiological, pharmacological, social and cultural. The holism is

the reason why the aetiology and healing of both the personal and

community healing rituals are also inseparable and

interdependent. One is incomplete without the other. The

presence of the family members is not just to give support but

vitally necessary for both the causes and healing of the sickness.

The point is clearly demonstrated in yaabnam kaaba in which all

members of the family need to be present for confession and

rebirth of the yir.

In the light of insights from kaaba, the medical doctors, nurses,

x-ray technicians, cooks, domestic assistants, pastoral care

givers both ordained and lay, and other members of the Christian

Yir who pray for the sick are all healers. The basis of healing for
all and by all is the one Spirit of God also the Spirit of Jesus

Christ and the same Spirit they embody. That Spirit is also the

Object of their worship as well as inspires all their actions.
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8.6.1 Implications of kaaba for holistic health
education

The healing model that operates in Western hospitals is different

from kaaba. In Western scientific medicine the surgeon does

his/her operation. The religious leader either prays before or

after the operation. The social worker is later called if necessary

to arrange where the patient will go, and what benefits he or she

can apply for from the state or insurance. The physio-therapist

will also give the necessary instructions for recovery. All these

services are necessary but it is difficult to call them holistic

healing from the perspective of the Frafra kaaba. They are for all

intents and purposes a partnership. Therefore, the importation of

such partnership into Ghana in our view denies the Ghanaian

Christians the holistic "priest-healer" experience they expect

from the Church.

In other words, in the Frafra mythic world the inter-

connectedness of sickness, healing and health are not either

medical or spiritual, but they are physiological, psychological,

pharmacological, social, medical, spiritual and cultural. Hence,

sickness healing rituals, and health are approached with an

attitude of one in all, all in one.

In the light of yir ecclessiology, sickness may be likened to an

ecclessiological virus, caused by an act or acts which lead to

estrangement from God, the centre; the source and resource of

life for all connected to God. In other words, sickness results
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from failure to act justly to the members of the household,

and/or ecosystem. Therefore, sickness, healing, and health

involve persons and the community. Paul warns the Christians in

Thessalonica to "avoid every kind of evil" (I Thes 5:22) and to

those in Colossia, that "whatever you do, whether in word or deed,

do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the

father through him" (Colo 3:17). These pieces of advice of Paul to

young Christians from the perspective of kaaba are both medical

and spiritual.

The above evidences suggest that to act justly in Kaaba can be

reinforced by biblical Christianity. Hence, the prophetic role of

crying for justice, equal access to health facilities are both

medical and spiritual in the understanding of a contextualized

Frafra Christian ministry of healing.

Our present knowledge of eating a proper balanced diet, exercise,

maintaining a clean environment also clearly point to the need to

act justly if we are to avoid sickness. Therefore a contextualized

Frafra Christian ministry of healing can also offer a contribution

in Christian pastoral ecological ethics and primary health

campaigns.

8.6.2 Implications of Tiim and Baanaam healing
for Yir ecclessiology

There are both differences and similarities between the Christian

teaching on the Holy Spirit and the Christian call, preparation and
ordination (and in some traditions the process of confirmation),
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and the Frafra belief in Tiim and Baanaam healing, and the

process of becoming a Baanaab.

One important difference is that most orthodox Christian

traditions do not believe that Christians can control the Holy

Spirit by contracting with the Holy Spirit to perform tasks for

believers for rewards. However, Scripture teaches that the Holy

Spirit can be grieved by some acts such as bitterness, rage,

anger, slander, and malice (Eph. 4:30). Whether we can interpret

making the Spirit grieve by doing these acts and pleasing the

Spirit by not doing them as rewards is uncertain.

Another important difference is the sexist nature of Tiim and

Baanaam healing. Since all embody the Spirit who has endowed
all with gifts, the Frafra Christian yir cannot limit healing to

only men without running into serious contradiction with its

pastoral theological anthropology thus far constructed.

Notwithstanding these important differences there are also

important similarities that can be used as insights for a

contextual Frafra Christian ministry of healing.

The phenomena of Tiim and Baanaaam healing are similar to the

Moses, and Solomonic traditions, the "priest-exorcist" tradition

and soothing of evil spirits (1Sam 16: 14-23) in Judaism as well

as Nolan's concept of "Jesus as initiator of faith" in the New

Testament, as we have already seen in Chapter Five.
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Some of the Biblical healing narratives point to the view that

sickness is caused by demonic forces. Hence, healing is not

acting justly but exorcising the demonic forces. For example, the

man possessed by evil spirit (Mk 1:23; Matt 12:22; Lk 8:26; Matt

9:32), and Mary Magdalene and others (Luke 8:2).

These similarities suggest that the act of healing by exorcism as

in tiim and baanaab healing can also be enforced by Biblical

accounts of healing. The Frafra pastoral care giver may have to

deconstruct and reconstruct the inherited missionaries'

dispensational theologies in order to conduct a contextual

ministry of healing which includes exorcism.

Some of Paul's teaching on the contrast between sinful nature and

the fruit of the Holy Spirit are similar to the Frafra belief in

Tiim and Baaanaam healing. (Galatians 5:16-25). However, it does

not mean that we deny the fact that sickness can be caused by

viruses and bacteria and healed through antibiotics, nor can we

deny the fact that psychological, socio-economic and socio¬

political factors have significant impact on sickness and well-

being, if these factors are removed.

The position of a Frafra Christian anthropology is that the

spiritual is not compartmentalised from the medical, and the

socio-political and economical. Rather, the spiritual interacts

with humans for good and evil at the social, psychological,

medical, cultural, and political.
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This kind of Christian anthropology is one in which persons are

identified as having the necessary ability to use the powers of

Spirits to fight evil spirits for the sake of well-being of humans

and indeed the entire creation. It also implies a belief that the

evils spirits can influence political leaders to become dictators,

to be greedy, as well as to implement exploitative economic

policies. These spirits can also influence a medical doctor to

perform a surgery, or administer the wrong drugs. They can also

influence some workers to steal drugs from Government hospital,

as well as not care for the sick members of the community. Here

again one involves all. This belief does not deny human

responsibility or irresponsibility and competence or

incompetence. Rather, all these are simultaneously implied in the

belief. The moral, spiritual, intellectual, technological, medical,

and religious, and socio-political actions are interconnected.

In other words, Western psychological counselling, medical

social services, and drugs can be used provided they are not seen

to be competitors but instead are inspired by one and the same

Spirit of God, who was in Christ by virtue of creation and

redemption. Specialisation is allowed without compartmen-

talisation. Therefore in Yir ecclessiology, all are endowed with

gifts of healing in a holistic sense and are encouraged to offer

their gifts to the community. This kind of Frafra Christian

anthropology and yir ecclessiology is also powerfully reinforced

by scriptures; for example, Paul's teaching on One Spirit but
different gifts: "There are different kinds of gifts, but the same
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Spirit. There are different kinds of services, but the same Lord.

There are different kinds of working, but the same God works all

of them in all men"(1Cor. 12: 4).

Elsewhere he writes: "The body is a unit, though it is made up of

many parts; and though all its parts are many, they form one body.

So it is with Christ. For we were all baptised by one Spirit into

one body - whether Jews or Greeks, slave or free - we were all

given one Spirit to drink." (1Cor. 12:12-13). Paul emphases that

"all these are the work of one and the same Spirit and He gives

them to each other, just as he determines" (1Cor. 12:11).

8.7 Implications of yaabnam kaaba

We have established that Jesus can be justifiably called Yaab

among the Frafra Christians. As such Jesus (the sacrificer) is the

one who presides in any gathering for worship(Zcaaba) of the

Frafra Christians (yir). He is also the kaaba (sacrifice) as well as

the founding ancestor (Yaab) to whom the sacrifice is made to

their yaab Yesu Krista. Hence, he is the one who receives their

confessions, also sanctifies or renews their lives as well as

receives their pledge to act justly towards all. The efficacy of

Kaaba is in the active presence of the ancestors who they also

embody and symbolically represent. Such a belief revitalises the

traditional Christian theological belief in the active presence of

the Holy Spirit in the lives of Christians. Hence, every human

encounter is a transitional phenomenon of spiritual encounters.
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The Frafra Christians can easily understand Pauline's notion of

the body as the temple of God (1 Cor. 3:16, 1 Cor. 6:19, 2 Cor. 6:16;

Acts 17:24) in which the Spirit of God lives. Therefore, the

Frafra Christians know the efficacy of their actions in healing

are based on the active presence of God's Holy Spirit.

In this approach, a pastoral theologian can improvise a contex-

tualized Frafra Christian liturgical resource of healing that is

free from Western theological inhibitions, categories of division,

dichotomising, and symbols of impoverishment. The inherited

Western liturgical resources reflect Western historico-political

and religious circumstances that are mostly not relevant to

Frafra Christian pastoral needs.

8.8. The adaptation of the Frafra concept of
Yaar as models of house

Churches in yir ecclessiology

It seems there has been little or no attempt to question whether

the common Christian practice of meeting once a week usually on

Sunday in a rectangular building is suitable to the nurture and

growth of the Frafra Christians in their new found faith. There

are occasions when the Frafra come together once or twice a year

for rituals. These are usually the various first fruits rituals

associated with harvests. Other occasions include political

rallies. Besides these occasions the Frafra usually stay and

interact, and share with each other closely at the clan level.
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We have already described the Frafra clan system in Chapters

Three and Six. The groups of houses of one clan location of the

village are referred as yaar. Yaar comes from ya which means

houses or a group of houses located at one area. Yaar connotes the

idea of base communities in Latin America. It is best translated

as neighbouring community. The spirit of sharing and supporting

each other in these communities is best defined by Jesus' parable

of the good Samaritan in Lukel 0:33-37.

In daily life the members of each yaar are responsible for giving

support, and care to each other. The kind of situations in which

they offer support and care include deaths, and sickness. They

share food with each other. It is common to eat in neighbours'

houses without appointments and even take some home for the

children. It is also common practice to go for salt, pepper, and

sugar from neighbours if one runs out of supply. They also borrow

each other's cloths, bicycles, shoes, as well as accompany each

other to places.

From what we know about Frafra culture and spirituality the

Christian practice inherited from Judaism, of going for worship

on Sundays in these rectangular buildings is strange to the Frafra

Christians. More importantly, it is unconducive to their Christian

nurture and growth. We shall offer some alternatives based on

the Frafra anthropology and yir ecclessiology we have proposed.
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If the Christian Church is to be expressed as a truely caring and

healing community, it seems better to organise the Frafra

Christian congregations along the forms of yaar. Indeed the

Frafra situation calls for yaar Churches or house Churches. The

idea of house churches is not new in Ghana. It is commonly called

"Christian fellowships" in Ghana. The rise of these Christian

Fellowships in our opinion was due to the inability or

unwillingness of the missionary founded Churches to provide the

kind of context for sharing of their faith, the nurturing and caring

for each other, the freedom of worship, the simple but by no

means simplistic theologies and the voluntary style of leadership.

For Frafra Christians the notion of house Churches is also similar

to the Hebraic covenantal notion of the house or household of God.

The house church concept offers the Frafra Christians the

contexts in which there is dynamic relationship between faith

and praxis based on a direct encounter between their mythic

world and Biblical Christianity. However, the Frafra house

churches can learn from some of the mistakes of the Christian

Fellowships. Some of these mistakes include their tendencies to

be intolerant to those who have different experiences of their

faith, and views of the Bible, and some negative "God-against-

culture" attitudes.By definition a Frafra Christian yaar

(community) is where there is holistic ministry of healing and all

are heard and respected. The fundamental ethical codes are love

God and neighbour and act justly.
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8.8.1 Implications for architectural design of
chapels

Our findings on the sitting configuration during yaabnam kaaba

also have some important applications for designing chapels in

Frafraland. Most chapels are rectangular buildings. The pews or

benches are in straight rows parallel to each other. Those in

front do not see those at the back. Those at the back only see the

backs of those sitting in front. At times even those people

sitting on the same row cannot see each other. All eyes are

focused on the leader who is in front.

This kind of sitting arrangement clearly demonstrates the

vertical relationship between Christians and Christ. The

Christians are seen as individuals related to Christ by the

individual confession of faith in Christ. By implication this

symbolically suggests to the Frafra Christians that the Church

consists of individuals.

In a contextual Frafra Christian chapel which utilises insights

from kaaba, the chapel must be round. The pews or benches must

also be arranged in semi-circle. Such a sitting arrangement

reflects the sitting arrangements in kaaba. But more

importantly, it symbolises theologically that the Frafra
Christians at worship are truely the biih (children) of the yir

(household) of Christ. All have different functions and roles but

all are interdependent on each other for well-being. They are the
embodiment of the Spirit of God and they also embody each other.
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The round chapels can then replace the traditional Frafra boar.

Indeed there is a close similarity between the symbols of the

sanctuary of the Christian chapel and the traditional Frafra boar.

These symbols include semi-circle platform, a lectern, altar,

pulpit, water, wine, blood of Christ and animals, presiders who

invoke the respective mythic worlds, and a gathering of kinsfolk.

All these symbols are the iconic representations of creation and

redemption in both ritual systems.

They enable the participants to use their mythic worlds as

interpretative mechanisms in the ritual system. The term ritual

system is used here as Fernandez defines it. According to him:

the ritual system is in essence, a system of enacted
correspondences. A metaphor ( and related tropes) is
the statement, explicit or implied, of a correspondence
between some subject of thought in need of
clarification and an object that brings some clarity to
it.3 8

In our view the subject of thought that needs clarification is the

experience of sickness. The objects that clarify the experiences
of sickness are the creation myths and redemptive acts of both

mythic worlds. Therefore, because these traditional symbols

serve as enacted correspondences in both ritual systems they can

be reinterpreted in the light of the Christ-event for the Frafra

Christians.
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In the Frafra Christian anthropology based on yir ecclessiology

the traditional Frafra boar can serve as a Frafra Christian

equivalent of the Western Christian chapel. Therefore, we can

call the traditional Frafra boar the Frafra Christian boar mutatis

mutandis. These indigenized architectural designs and sitting

arrangements will make a liturgy of worship a symbolic

representation. The most important benefit of this

contextualization for the Frafra Christians is that it helps them

to maximise the use of Christian faith through their mythic world

as an important source and resource for healing in times of

sickness.

8.8.2 A prospective Frafra Christian kaaba
(worship/healing service)

As stated earlier, we are not writing a liturgy of healing here.

However, we shall attempt to make a theological eschatological

leap into what might happen when a Frafra Christian yaar meet in

its Christian boar.

In the Frafra Christian boar the entire Christian kaaba and all the

participants are symbolic representations of God, Christ, their

founding yaab, clouds of witness of the saints, and the cosmos.

This web of inter-personal and intra-personal relationships

further suggests that the Frafra Christians assembled are the

iconic representations of the Yir of Jesus Christ. Through

metacommunication, the Christian leader creates a subjunctive

world in which there is interpenetrating of powers. In this inter-

penetration, boundaries between physical and spiritual, sacred,
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profane, sickness and health are broken. There is unconditional

acceptance of Yesu Yir. The Frafra Christian kaaba become a

renewing process of the biological, social, cultural, psychological

and spiritual life in Christ.

In their subjunctive world, there is also interpenetrating of time.

The boundaries between the past, present and future are broken.

The Frafra Christian salvation history is not linear but cyclical.

The Frafra story is one of creation, chaos and recreation.

In Frafra Christian Kaaba, the whole community is called upon to

deal with its wounds, brokenness, estrangements, and negligence.

Through Christian kaaba there is reflection, restitution, confession,

rebirth or renewal and solidarity. The Frafra Christian kaaba are

both spiritual as well as medical. Through Christian kaaba, the

proper boundaries are re-established and rights reasserted. In Frafra

Christian kaaba in Christian boar a Frafra Christian can truly feel

Jesus Christ is their yaab. Some biblical verses such as the

following examples will reinforce their Christian experience: "For

we are God's workmanship, created in Christ Jesus to do good

works, which God prepared in advance for us to do" (Eph. 2:10). And,

In him the whole building is joined together and rises to
become a holy temple in the Lord. And in him you too are
being built together to become a dwelling in which God
lives by his Spirit (Eph. 2:21-22).

The God who made the world and everything in it is the
Lord of heaven and earth and does not live in temples built
in hands. And he is not served by human hands as if he
needed anything, because he himself gives all men life and
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breath and everything else. From one man he made every
nation of men, that they should inhabit the whole earth;
and he determined the times set for them and the exact

places where they should live. God did this so that men
would seek him and find him though he is not far from each
one of us. For in him we live and move and have our being.
As some of your own poets have said 1 we are his
offspring1 (Acts 17: 24-28).

8.9 Conclusion

We hope that the contextual Frafra Christian anthropology and Yir

ecclessiology that we have proposed can offer resources for a

contextualized Frafra Christian ministry of kaaba. In yir

ecclessiology, we can invoke a Frafra Christian mythic world

which allows the Frafra Christians to appropriate the Biblical

accounts of healing. This approach will offer a holistic Frafra

Christian conversion experience to the Frafra. This kind of

conversion is best defined by James, thus:

... a conversion has taken place when a system of ideas
that has become a religion is moved from the periphery
of consciousness to its centre and becomes permanent
there - a self hitherto divided and consciously wrong,
inferior and unhappy becomes unified."^9

A yir ecclessiology can mobilise and incorporate into the

Christian mythic world the Frafra mythic world. In this Frafra
Christian mythic world the Frafra Christians can invoke the

theological themes of confession, cleansing, dedication, and grace

which are already native to their mythic world.
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Consequently, yir ecclessiology can help the Frafra Christians

bridge the gap between the faith and praxis within the debate of

Christ and culture. The yir ecclessiology will make Christianity a

native in Frafraiand and operate with some important aspect of

the Frafra mythic world.

Therefore the Frafra Christians can enjoy Jesus Christ through a

contextualized Frafra Christian ministry of healing that is

transformative, liberative and holistic. Such a ministry utilises

aspects of their mythic world which is their source and resource

in dealing with sickness to achieve the Western concept of well-

being or the Judaeo-Christian concept of Shalom. We also hope

that this approach may also become a contextualized "theological

paradigm of" and "paradigm for" transcultural pastoral theology

of healing in the Church of Jesus Christ world-wide.
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APPENDIX A

In Frafraland we divided the research area into five research

locations. In each location we identified 60 healers and

120 sick persons consisting of 80 adults, and 40 minors.

The word minor is used here to cover the Frafra word biih

which means children whose ages range from 0 to 15years.

This use of biih is different from its usage in yaabnam

kaaba in which it means descendants from one ancestor.

In each location we had the same number of male and female

healers, male and female patients consisting of adults and

minors in each location.

The healers consisted of 30 men and 30 women. They all do

not know their exact dates of birth. So we approximate

their ages to range between 40-55. All were traditional

healers. They have never attended school. Most of them have

never travelled outside Frafraland. Some of them travel to

the Southern part of Ghana to visit their relatives as well

as clients. Some had attended annual Church harvests in

their villages.

They were neither once or even presently Christians nor

Muslims. Of the men, 14 have more than one wife. 3 healers

have been divorced and remarried. The children of all the

healers vary in ages and consist of male and female.
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The women were all in their first marriages. 16 were first

wives of their husbands. The women came from villages not

far from their husbands'. 26 were past child bearing ages.

The other four had children between the ages of three and

four and were likely to become pregnant again. 10 of the
minors go to school. Four are baptised members of The

Presbyterian Church. They said when they were sick they did
not ask the local lay leader or elders for prayers. As far as

we could tell it would not have made any difference

whether they asked for prayers from their church leaders.
As minors their parents have the responsibility for their

well-being and since they were not Christians, they
consulted the traditional healers.

We shall provide next a statistical picture of all our

findings in the five locations.

(a) Healers and sources of healing

The break down of the types of healing, the sources of their

healing power, and the patients per type of healer with
respect to sex as follows:

Type of source of
l ; ma e femalehealing healing

Nya ancestors 16 3 0
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Tiim acquired 7

Baanaam

power

acquired 3

Yaabnam

power

elder of clan^ 4

Notes of explanation

1. The healers in this category are the oldest male of their

clan or yir. They are the people who preside over the

symbols of the founding ancestors or boar.

We can also say conclusively that women are only qualified

to be nya healers and are twice the number of men. Another

observation is that tiim, baanaam, and yaabnam healings are

an exclusive male domain. The explanation we got was that

women are protected by the spiritual powers of their

husbands as well as their ancestral clans {yir). So the

women do not need to acquire some power by themselves.

(b) Correlation of sickness, healer and sex

The findings from the correlation between the classifi¬
cation of sickness and healers with respect the sex of the

healers was as follows:
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Classification2
of sickness

Boo n bo

nengbina n yalek

Owwod n kpe u

Puo n doo

pumaahuk

Neng n dumit

U tuu yaabnam

U galeme kiiha

Ba eng me

male healers

30

30

30

30

30

30

13

10

7

female healers

30

30

30

30

30

30

Notes of Explanation

2. The classification of the sickness was mostly based on

the Frafra names and aetiologies of sickness. I did not

attempt to find out their Western scientific equivalents for

three main reasons.

Firstly, such an attempt will require not only a medical

background which I do not have but also a specialisation in

tropical medicine. Secondly, I tried to use some of the

Ghanaian medical officers in the area to help me translate

from Frafra categories into English. They could not because

they were not Frafra speakers. They could only help by

walking with me to the villages to see the symptoms

themselves in order to determine their Western medical
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equivalents. This was practically impossible. Thirdly, since

our aim was to obtain the Frafra self understanding of

sickness, symptoms, and diagnoses, it was better we did

not interfere with the Frafra self understanding by

imposing names and symptoms from Western Scientific

medicine.

The figures suggest that both men and women can heal the

first six classes of sickness. The last three are exclusively

for male. The last three are related to breaking one or

another form of ancestral ethical code. This is consistent

with yaabnam healing which is primarily concerned with

addressing those types of sickness.

(c) The over all distribution of sickness among healers

The over all distribution of sick people among healers were as

follows:

Classifi¬
cation of
sickness

Boo n bo

Nengbina

n yalek

Puo n

doo

Adult

male

Adult Minor Minor
female male female

7 4

8 7

6 7
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Owood n 4 6 3 3

kpe u

Pumaa- 2 6 2 3

huk

Neng n 2 6 5 4

dumit

Utuu 3 3 2 3

Yaabnam

U galeme 3 1--

kiiha

Ba eng 4 2 3 2

me

Total 40 40 20 20

Notes of Explanation

There were no differences in the need and use of kaaba between

men and women, and adults and minors. There were individual

and family participation in these rituals. That means the need for

kaaba is experienced at both the personal and community levels.

Therefore we made a division between nya, tiim, and kaaba

which we categorised as personal healing rituals and Yaabnam

kaaba as communal healing rituals.

In practice there is an inseparable relationship between words

and action. Words are followed by actions and vice versa. The
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combination has implications for the efficacy of healing in the

ritual.

The body positions of all participants in yaabnam kaaba reflect

social roles, status, position, and norms in the healing sessions.

These have important implications for the efficacy in the

healing rituals.

The main reason for kaaba was to use spiritual power to

neutralise other spiritual powers or spiritual contagion, and

immunisation against future attacks.

(d) Demography of the five locations

(i) Datuku/Kolpeliga/Yale

Population is about 2,500. Each of these villages has a

primary school and a Junior secondary school serving the

surrounding villages. There are three Christian

denominations. These are the Presbyterian Church of Ghana,

The Roman Catholic Church, and the New Apostolic Church.

There are about 70 Christians in these villages. Apart from

the teachers and the lay leader of the Presbyterian church,

most people farm and raise a few animals for subsistence

living. The Presbyterian Church's mobile clinic goes to these

villages fortnightly to offer ante-natal, neo-natal and post¬

natal medical services.
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The break down of the number of healers, and patients in

this location were as follows: There were 12 healers, 16

adult patients, and 8 minor patients. A further break down

of the number of patients according to their sex, and age per

type of healing is follows:

Type of Number Adult
healer male

Nya 3 4

Tiim 3 2

Baa- 3 1

naam

Yaab- 3 5

nam

Adult Minor Minor
female male female

6 2 2

1 1 1

7 4 4

Notes of explanation

The statistical picture here is that by far yaabnam healing

is the most common or popular form of healing followed by

nya healing.

The least consulted are the Baanaam healers. There is no

noticeable difference between adult male and female, minor

male and female in their choice of healers. From the
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figures we can infer that the Frafra almost always consult

yaabnam healers in addition to any types of healers they

prefer to consult. The reasons for always consulting

yaabnam healing are given in chapter six.

We can therefore infer that the different types of healing

and healers are supplementary or complementary to each

other.

(ii) Tindongo/Sheaga/Yameriga

This location consists of three villages that are separate but

less than a mile apart. Their total population is between

3,000 and 5,000. There are three denominations. These are

the Presbyterian Church, the Roman Catholic Church, and the

Assemblies of God church. Sheaga has both a primary school

and a Junior secondary school which serves all the

surrounding areas. Although there are increasing changes in

these villages the people perform most of the traditional

rituals. Most of the people still cultivate their ancestral

lands by traditional methods. The data from these areas is

broken down as follows: Healers 12 adult patients 16,

and 8 minor.

Type of No. of Adult Adult Minor Minor
healer healers male female male female

Nya 3 3 3 1 3
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Tiim 3 3 4 1 -

Baanaam 3 1 1 - -

Yaabnam 3 7 6 2 4

Notes of explanation

The statistical picture here is similar to the one we saw in

the first location.

(iii) Zuarungu/Yarigabisi/Bolgatanga

We have already described the situation in Bolgatanga in

chapter three. So there is no need to repeat the same here.

Zuarungu and Yarigabisi are more or less bedroom

communities of Bolgatanga. The data on healers and patients

in this area was also as follows: The healers were 12, the

adult patients 16, and the minor patients were 8. Further

break down of the number of patients, according to their

sex and age per type of healing is as follows:

Type of No of Adult Adult Minor Minor
healer healers male female male female

Nya 3 3 4 2 2

Tiim 3 3 1 - 1

Baanaam 3 1 2 1 -

Yaabnam 3 6 7 3 4
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Notes of explanation

There are no different observations from those in the other

locations already indicated.

(iv) Nangodi/Sekonti/Peolugu areas

Population about 5,000.

The Nangodi area is becoming an urban area. It has more

modern facilities than the first two locations. It has more

people who live here and work in Bolgatanga. There are more

Christians here than in the first two locations. The chief of

Nangodi is known to be a traditional healer. From our

investigations he appears to be an example of those

traditional healers who commercialise their healing

powers similar to what a Western medical doctor and

pharmacist will do. The data in this location was as

follows. There were 12 healers, 16 adult patients, and 8

minor patients. The break down of the type of patients

according to their sex and age is as follows:

Type of No of Adult
healer healers male

Nya 3 4

Tiim 3 2

Adult Minor Minor
female male female

3 2 1

2 1 1
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Baanaam 3 2 2 1 2

Yaabnam 3 8 4 6 5

Notes of Explanation

From the figures above it can be inferred that all the

variables such as the relative influence of modernity, do not

seem to make any marked difference in their attitudes to

traditional healers.

(v) Tongo/Sea/Yinduri/Tenzug area

Population about 5,000 or a little more. The Tongo area is

similar to the Nangodi area in terms of availability of

modern facilities. There are probably more Christians here

than in locations i, ii, and iii.

It is also becoming a bedroom community of Bolgatanga.

However, the Yindur, Sea, and Tenzug areas are more

traditional areas in which there is little change in their

sense of tradition with respect to rituals since the time of

Fortes' research. This area has the most sacred earth

shrines popularly called in the south of Ghana "Nana Tongo".

It was also the area of most intense resistance to British

rule in Anafu's article referred to in Chapter three.
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Below is the statistical composition of healers and patients

in this location. There were 12 healers, 16 adult, patients,

and 8 minor patients. The table below shows the number of

patients according to their sex and age per type of healing.

Type of No of Adult Adult Minor Minor
healer healers male female male female

Nya 3 3 4 2 2

Tiim 3 2 2 1 1

Baanaam 3 1 1 - -

Yaabnam 3 6 5 3 3

Notes of explanation

Here again the picture is the same as those we have already

seen. It is without doubt that Yaabnam healing is a primary

form of healing. We can therefore conclude that any form of

healing is considered alongside yaabnam healing.
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Patients information data sheet

Name Age sex m/f occupation

marital status No. of Chn how many go to school

Name of village clan shrine

When did you become aware of sickness?

Describe circumstances that led to sickness

What kind of diagnosis

Who/ where diagnosed?

what do you consider as cause?

What kind of treatments have you received before?

Have you tried prayers from mallam, local church worker?

What are reasons for coming to present place?

What kind of symbols do you consider necessary for healing?

What does being well mean?

What role do family members play? who are more important?



Healers information data sheet

Name Age sex m/f occupation

marital status No. of Chn how many go to school

Name of village clan shrine

When did you become aware of healing power?

Describe circumstances that led to acquiring power

How do you diagnose

Who/ where diagnosed?

what do you consider as cause?

What kind of treatments were recommended?

Have you used prayers from mallam, Christian people?

What are their reasons for coming?

What kind of symbols do you consider necessary for healing?

What does being well mean?

What role do family members play? who are more important?



Appendix B

The methods of data collection in the seminaries included

interviews with principals, and group discussions with students

and lecturers on the role of culture in theological education. We

examined syllabi, lecture notes, student notes, course outlines,

timetables. We also looked at the text books they were using and

those available in their libraries. We gathered accounts of

personal healing experiences from both students and lecturers.

Demography of interviews with lecturers and
students in NGBI

Number of lecturers 4

Number of male students 21

Number of female students 4

Number of Frafra students 5

Male Frafra students 4

Female Frafra students 1

Number of 1 st. year students 10
Number of 2nd. year students 8
Number of 3rd. year students 7

Total number of students 25

Interview with Principal of NGBI

We conducted interviews with the principal at different times
and days on different issues on culture and theological education.
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There was every attempt to maintain a continuity between the

central issues of research plan and yet flexible to accommodate

any unplanned necessary agenda.

We shall provide here verbatim, excerpts of our various

interviews with the principal. We believe these excerpts are

some empirical data of the role of culture in theological

education.

R stands for researcher while P stands for principal.

R. Do you notice any change in ministry since your student

days?

P. Not much. The gospel does not change so how can ministry

change? In my days, most people did not have middle school

leaving certificate. When I and Rev. Asore (the present

General Superintendent of the Assemblies of God Church)

came here, we had middle school leaving certificate. Now

we demand that all students should have middle school

leaving certificate.

R. Are there reasons why students should have middle school

leaving certificate?

P. Yes, the educational standards are increasing. At that time

they use to teach in Dagbani here, now we do all our courses

in English.

R. What is the difference between the Northern Ghana Bible

Institute and the Southern Ghana Bible Institute in Saltpond

in the central region.
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P. There is no difference. Both schools are training pastors

for the Assemblies of God (AG) Church. We are training

pastors for the Churches in the North, otherwise we are all

the same.

R. What does training pastors for the North involve?

P. It means that most of the pastors we train become pastors

of the Churches in the North. It also means that the school

is to be supported by the Churches in the north just as the

Churches in the south support the Southern Ghana Bible

Institute. But any one can go to any school they want.

R. Is there any part of your curriculum that focuses on all or

some aspects of Northern cultures?

P. No, we train people to take care of the spiritual needs and

there is no difference whether one is in the south or north.

Moreover, once you are a pastor of AG Church, you are

qualified to minister in any church in the country.

R. In other words, you do not feel that there is any need to

study anything about the cultures of the northern people

your students will minister to?

P. I do not think studying the culture is necessary. Once

people become born again, they need to be fed with spiritual

milk.

R. Is there any ritual or symbol from Northern culture you

could use for your prayers of healing?

P. No, we cannot mix what scripture says and pagan practice.

They have been saved from these pagan practices so there is

no need mixing the pagan practices with the gospel.
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R I am wondering how you feel about the rapidly growing

ministries of deliverances that seem to specialise in

casting out demons?

P. Some of them are very extreme. We must first preach the

gospel. I believe in what scripture says. The scripture says

if there is someone sick, then we call on the elders so that

they lay hands on that person. There is a place for healing.

We teach our students to pray for healing. Sometimes with

oil, and sometimes without oil. They and the elders can lay

hands on the sick. I do not believe in those preachers who

make healing their business without preaching the gospel.

R Do you have any personal story of healing or a healing story

of someone from your experiences?

P. I had an accident in which I broke my neck and back bone. I

was paralysed. I felt indescribable pain. All I did was cry

out for God to take the pain away. The chaplain for the

hospital, the Rev. Brown, prayed for me. During the prayer, I

felt a peace within me. I never felt the pain. The doctors

told me that I had no chance of recovery, but I did, and the

doctor told me that they had never seen someone recover

from such injury in their medical practice. So out of this

personal experience I strongly believe in prayers of healing.
R From your experiences as a pastor in Northern

congregations, are there any kinds of ritual or symbols from

the culture of the people that could help in any ministry of

healing?
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P. No, as I said, we cannot mix the gospel with pagan

practices. These pagan practices are dangerous. And once

they turn to Christ, then there is no need of mixing these

dangerous practices with the gospel. We have to follow the

scripture.

R. What do you mean by dangerous practices?

P. You know our people believe in worshipping Gods. They

believe in the spirits of their ancestors. And that is sin.

Once they are saved, we cannot send them back again. They

need to be taught to grow in Christ. Moreover, there are evil

spirits, and powers of darkness. So if you are going about

playing with these forces, they can attack you. You know

these new born babies, if they are exposed to these powers

of darkness, it is dangerous.

R. How do you feel about the ancestors and the spiritual

powers?

P. These powers are real as even the Scriptures say that there

are demons and evil spirits. But as Christians, we have the

protection of the blood of Jesus. If we are filled by his

spirit, we can overcome the devil.

R. How are we Christians filled with the spirit?

P. We have to walk right with the Lord. We have to obey the

spirit rather than our flesh. These days, there are a lot of

worldly temptations. So we have to teach our members to

walk by the spirit.

Library Books
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We entered the library. He said that they were fortunate because

their library was equipped with books donated by friends in

America. The students only read the books in the library. We

looked at the titles of some of the books. Most of them are

written by Pentecostals/fundamentalists.
These include American evangelists like T.L. Osborne, Oral Robert,
Oswald Sanders. Titles of books I took down included God's

Spiritual Laws. Gifts of the Spirit. How to be a Man of God. Spirit
filled Man. Other authors included Oswald Smith. Sunday school
study series for Adults. We did not see any book on African
traditional religion or culture or history.. We saw Peak's
commentary - a standard academically accepted commentary of
the Bible. Another series of commentaries included volumes one

and two of The Evidence that demands verdict, a conservative

biblical commentary on the Pentateuch that tries to prove that
Moses did write the first five books of the Hebrew Bible.

We obtained copies of their timetable. We also asked to see
lecture notes. There were no course outlines. There are no

examinations for degrees, but students do write examinations for
assessments. Those who fail or do not do well are helped to pass
them.

Trinity College

Demography of lecturers and students interviewed
in Trinity College

Number of lecturers

Number of male students

Number of female students

3

62

11

Number of 1st. year students
Number of 2nd. year students

29

23
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Number of 3rd. year students

Total number of students

21

73

Categories of students in Trinity College

There are different categories of students in Trinity College.

There are those who come for three years training in order to be

ordained by their various denominations. At the end of the three

years, those who are academically qualified obtain a Diploma in

Theology from the University of Ghana. Although the entry

requirement is basically the ability to read and write in English,

most students have obtained secondary school education and

above. The second type of students are those who have already

become pastors. They come back to do a BA degree jointly offered

by Trinity College and the University of Ghana. The minimum

entry requirement is the Diploma in Theology and a good three '0'

level grades.

The Diploma in pastoral studies is a special course designed for

those who have already studied religion in the Dept. for the study

of Religion in the University of Ghana, and who now want to be

ordained to the Ministry of Word and Sacrament.
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Interviews with the Principal of Trinity College

R We have looked at the courses you offer here. I am

particularly interested in your thoughts about healing in the

Church?

P. Healing is for me being in touch with Paul Tillich's ground

of being. Healing is wholeness of mind, body, soul and

neighbour. Healing is participating in the centre of life,
that is God.

R. If we take the metaphor "ground of being" in a Ghanaian

context, is healing like being in touch with a spiritual ocean

from which healing flows to the sick person, or how do we

understand the "ground of being"?

P. I mean the source of life. The one you can totally rely on

for power, for health and protection.

R. What do you think about the "deliverance ministries"

operating in some of our Churches?

P. Well, we cannot dismiss them immediately as false. We

have to be careful. There is a time when it is appropriate to

pray for deliverance. But we must always remember that it

is Jesus who heals and the purpose of healing is to point to

a right relationship with God.

R. In other words, having a relationship with God through

Christ is a form of healing?

P. Yes. That is why I am not sure of those people who go about

claiming to be able to heal at will. Healing for the
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Christian is having a right relationship with God. It

involves the total being and a commitment.

R. Do you have any healing stories you can share with me?

P. Well, I have personally prayed for different healing and the

people have normally been healed.

R. Can you tell me one healing story?
P. There was a woman sick in the village in which I lived

during my Trinity days. One evening I was called to pray for

her. I was rather moralistic, so I asked her to be laid on a

white cloth. I had a word of knowledge so I asked her to

pray and confess her sins to the Lord. At one point I laid my

hands on her and could feel some warmth between my hands

and her body. I felt oneness between us. The woman felt

better shortly after that.

R. Are you suggesting that during the healing some kind of

power was passed on from you to the sick woman?

P. No, it was not quite transfer of power as such. I felt some

movement of power or warmth between my hands and her

body. This was not the first time I experienced such. At

times I feel some warmth in my hands in other times of

prayer especially when I lay my hands on other people.

R. What do you think about healing in our Churches?

P. Unfortunately our Churches have not been helpful in this

area. They have not given any clear directions. It seems to

me that the Church seems afraid to accept it. It is always

difficult to know how to handle some of these. Because
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they are spiritual things and it needs discernment in dealing

with them.

R. Is there anything in our culture that we can incorporate into

the Church's ministry of healing?

P. Oh yes, there is much that we learn from our culture and can

use. But we always have to be careful what we do with

these things we take from our culture.

Trinity College library

The library of Trinity College is stocked with most of the

standard theological text books used in Western theological

institutions. They do not have many academic journals. The most

current theological books from an African perspective are either

not available locally or are unaffordable. The few they have are

reserved for all the students.

Culture and theological education in the timetables

The timetables of Trinity College and NGBI have also offered us

some clues on the role of the interpretative functions of the

indigenous mythic world in theological education. We were

interested in the timetables of the students in the three year

basic theological education leading to ordination. In the

following four pages are reduced photocopies of the original

timetables. The originals are in the pocket.
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The photocopy of NGBI timetable
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Trinity College timetable for academic year 1993/94

First and second semester
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Trinity College timetable for academic year 1990/91

and 1988/89
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Trinity College timetable for academic year 1990/91

and 1986/87
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These timetables are pictorial representation of the number of

courses taught per week in the first, second and third years

respectively

Notes of explanations:

(1) The Comparative studies of religion cover mostly non-

western religions such as African traditional religion, Islam,

Buddhism. African traditional religion concentrates on various

beliefs and practices throughout Africa.

(2) Pastoral studies deal with various Western psychological

models of counselling, and a correlation between these models

and Christian theology as well as the role of spirituality in

counselling and how relevant or irrelevant these models are with

respect to the Ghanaian situation, so there is a serious endeavour

to relate whatever is studied to the Ghanaian situation.
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We can only infer that introducing social anthropology may have

been a reflection of the awareness of the staff for the need to

understand and interpret culture in theological education. This

awareness may also account for the introduction of Ghana

languages as was already seen in the theological education of the

missionary era in Ghana.

In the timetable of NGBI we do not know what pari law in (1)

means. Any study of other religions such as African traditional

religion, or Islam is also absent from the timetable. They have

also left out any study of Ghanaian languages. Rather, they have

more courses per week in English. This may reflect the fact that

most of their students may have less than secondary school

education. So they want to increase the level of knowledge of the

English language among their students. However, the problems

associated with using English as a medium of instruction in

theological education is raised by Ansre.

Concluding remarks on the timetables

The number of times a subject or course is taught per week does

not say much about the quality or the content of that course. Even

if it did, the question remains, who determines the quality or

content in Ghana? Is it the officials of various denominations,

the students, people from the pews or the academic faculties of
the universities? The teaching staff have many masters to serve:

the officials of the sponsoring denominations, the students,
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university academic requirements and the parishioners.

Sometimes these masters have different and conflicting

interests with which the staff must painfully deal with but

which nevertheless influence the number of times a course is

taught. At other times these factors may also determine which

course is dropped or added. And yet the fact is that there is a

limit to the number of courses that can be taught, dropped or even

added. It seems these types of conflicts will continue until an

appropriate balance is found.
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TRINITY COLLEGE - GIL, (A
PRINCIPAL'S ANNNAL REPORT, 1 987/88

I. The 1987/88 academic year saw further review and improvement
in the moral, spiritual, academic and physical conditions at

Trinity College. However, some of the national economic
constraints make it difficult for us to receive regular
financial support from some of the sponsoring churches to meet
current expenses.

II. ENROLMENT: We began the academic year with the following
denominational enrolment

Sponsoring Churches f.i.i U.2 U.5 Degree 2[pio^a|es Total

Methodist Church -

Ghana 15 11 1i+ 10 3 53

Presbyterian Church
of Ghana 8 13 10 9 3 U3

Evangelical Prosby
Church 6 7 6 6 2 27

Joint Anglican Diocesan
Council 3 2 2 - 7

Episcopal Church Centre,
USA (sponsored students) 2 - - - 2

African Methodist
Episcopal Zion 2 3 5 - 10

African Hgthodist
Episcopal 1 - 1

Total 31 UO 37 27 8 11+3

Notes:

1. The breakdown of the Degree students is:-

(1) First Year =11

(2) Second Year =10

(3) Final Year = 6

2. Two students from the Sudan are being sponsored by
the Episcopal Church Centre, U.S.A.

..../2



„ _Pej?alo_ .Stuctonte.-,

Sponsoring Churches-. ' . - W.-1 • >5,"2 M.3 ^Graduates'' Total

Methodist Church - Ghana 211- U

Presbyterian Church of
Ghana - 2 - 1 3

Evangelical Prcsby.
Church 1 1

A.H.E. Zion 1 - 1

Total 2 3 2 2 9

III. THE STUDENT BODY

The student body continued to engage in the best scholar¬
ship of the Christian tradition we have Inherited and a

guiding conviction as reflected in moral discipline rooted
deeply in vital spirituality wnich•was net merely other

worldly, but expressed itself in our community life. Through
the Students Representative Council and its sub-committees
students devoted their tine far daily private prayers,

corporate chapel worship, sporting activities, weeding the
compound, farming, pastoral counselling, denominational
studies and quiet day during the year under review.

The above provision reminded us that all our activity will
come to nought if we fail to rely on power that is spiritual.

IV. ACADEMIC STAFF

'Yith the vacancy created -by the departure of Canon Garrison,
it became necessary to appoint a-part-time lecturer for
Church History and the remaining of his subjects shared
among other lecturers, thus increasing their work-load

throughout the year.

Full Time

Rev. Dr. Samuel Asantc Antwi - Principal
Social Anthropology,
Phenomenology of Religion.
In charge of general
maintenance of grounds
and buildings.

Rev. Dr. Ofosu .»dutwum - Vice-Principal
Old Testament Studies,
Hebrew. In charge of

Trinity United Church and
Presbyterian Church of
Ghana Affairs.
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Rev. Dr. Daniel J. Antwi

Rev. K. Asamoah-Okyere

Rev. Dr. Emmanuel Y. Lartcy

Rev. Dr. K. Abcagye-Monsah

Rev. Dr. Livingstone Buama

Vacant:

Mrs. Griselda Lartey

llationa.l Servjicomen

Rev. Andrews Ajjpiah Aboagye
Rev. Jacob Akwesi Atuahcno-

Nsownh

Part-Time.

Dr. Elnm Dovlo

Mr. E.T. Iaryea
Mrs. Regina E. Adu
Rev. C. Gyang-Duah
Rev. Prank Decker

Miss Helen Odamttcn

Rev. J.D.K. Ekem

Ncv. Testament Studies, Greek,
Historical Studies.

Master of Galevo Hall. In

charge of Alumni Association.

Christian Education, Church

Leadership. In charge of
Fcthi dist; Church - Ghana
Affairs.

Psychology, Pastoral Studies.
In charge of Post-Graduate
Diploma programme. Senior
Staff Secretary.

Philosophy, Ethics. In charge
of i-.M.E. Zion Church Affairs,

Agric. Projects. Master of
Odjidja Hall.

Doctrine, Ethics. In charge
of Evangelical Presby. Church
Affairs. Master of Grant Hall.

Historical Studies, Liturgies.

T. bo in charge of Joint

Anglican Diocesan Council
.iffairs. i

— Warder, of Women's Hall and

Librarian.

Comparative Study of Religion
3- ."okeoping/Acccunts
Erg.-ish
Historical Studies

Evangelism

Speech : r 1 Voice Production
He 7 Testament Greek

- Old Testament Studies

- New Testament Studies

S UPPORTJ N.(t_ST. JFP
Ivir. J.S.P. Hudanu, the Bursar, Mr. E.K. Nmai Dsane and the

other members of staff continue to servo admirably. A

re-organisation in the Security Service was made by the
appointment of 5 ex-servicemen.

• • ./k



VI. ACADIY1IC AFFAIRS :

( i) Examination Rc_sults

The events that disrupted the n'r."-"?. ncr.donic work of all
the throe Universities did not affect air University examina¬
tion results.

The results of the College examinations show a remarkable

high academic standard in the performance of students
especially in the final degree examination whore all the six
candidates obtained the D.A. (/Incurs) Degree with Second
Class (Lower) Division.

The D.A. degree programme continues *;o receive the support
of the Sponsoring Churches with the result that many

applications are being received from local and potential
students from other 'Vest African countries.

(ii) The External Graduate Diploma Course In

The nine (9) months' Post-graduate course in Pastoral
Studies has been up-graded like all post-graduate courses at
the University of Ghana to a twelve (12) months' course as

from the 1988/09 academic year. The regulations and syllabuses
have been approved by the- appropriate faculty of the University
of Ghana.

The aim of the revised course is to provide sound
theoretical, practical and spiritual preparation for the
task of Christian pastoral ministry with particular reference
to the specific contexts of r'-..st Africa.

The duration of twelve (12) months includes a field
practical placement of six (t) ..cuks between June and August
after which students will ju rut-paired to ruturn into residence
for an evaluation of their practical work and to complete
their long essays.

( iii ) Presentation of Degree Graduates,

Graduates of the College were, for the first time-

presented with their Degree Certificates at this year's
Graduation Ceremony of the University of Ghana.

Diploma Part I

Diploma part II
First Year Arts

3.A. Part I

29 passed; 5 referred
33 passed; 5 referred

D.A. Tart II

10 (all passed)
6 (all passed)
6 (all passed).

Pastoral Gtudies
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(iv) Pipion" Examinati' ns

With effect from this year, the University of Ghana
in consultation with the Academic hoard if the College has
approved that the Ministry paper f r the Diploma course and
examination be divided in two parts.-

Diploma Part I - ministry I

Diploma Part II - ministry II

With the University rationalisnti. a in mind, is it not time
for the necessary machinery ':o be set in motion for Trinity

College to see]: r.ccrje i •;otirn in the award of its own Diploma
and Degree.

II. FIELD WORK

The long vacation and time field placements in

congregations/parishes, chrrlaincy work in hospitals, prisons,
armed forces, police service, schools and colleges continue
to provide the general framework ..f cur ministerial formation.

We are receiving generally good reports concerning the
work of students.

We expect that pastors, ministers, priests and other
supervisors will continue to give the students the necessary

counselling to enable then to become effective leaders.

111 • UBRhkY. REPORT

Stock: The Williamson Library has approximately 15»000
books covering the main areas of Biblical, Historical,
Theological and Philosophical Studies. This academic year

the Library has .acquired about 500 more books most of which
are gifts from such overseas bodies as the Society for
Promoting Christian Knowledge, The Evangelical Literature
Trust and the Union Theological Seminary. Locally, the
African Christian Press presented the College Library with
books worth 08,600.00.

Periodicals: The major standard periodicals are subscribed
from outside the country. It is unfortunate that due to lack
of funds the library has not been receiving current issues
of most of the periodicals.

Binding- of Periodicals : Binding of back issues of periodi¬
cals started last year, .il though quite a number have been
bound, there is the need to bind the r^st in order to

preserve them.
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Extension Work: Extension work on + nc library being undertaken
by the Young Peoples Guild (YPO),. the Youth 7ing of the
Presbyterian Church of Ghana orlimns. It is hoped that the
work will be completed by the end 01 the year. This will
enable the library to seat more people than it does now.

c • HAI.I "/PER CEI EDPJ.TI_qN_R
The first-ever Halls' weeks were celebrated in a very grand
way on the following dates :-

Odjidja Hall - 25th to 31st January, 1 988
Grant Hall - 31st January to 7th February, 1988
Galevo Hall - 1 ipth t. 20t.h march, 1 988.

Invited guests included members of the families of the deceased
and other well-wishers, activities included candle-light

procession, voluntary work or: campus, sporting activities,
tree planting, flag/fund raising, speeches and symposia based
on the lives and times of Odi'rdja, Grant and Galevo. Pitting
tributes were paid to their memories for their contributions
to the Church and their efforts at laying firm foundation for
ministerial formation in Ghana.

7e wish to place on record the satisfactory standard of
discipline in participation in planning; and in the actual
celebrations put up by Hall Aasters, Executives and the
entire student body. V70 rtrc also grateful to all the Heads of
Churches and other Invited guests including members of the
government whose pro-sence added some dignity to the
celebrations.

OPEN LECTURES

The College organised its first-ever open lectures delivered
by Oseadoeyo Addo Dankwa III, Omanhene of the Akwapim Tradi¬
tional Area during the nichaelmas Term.

His topic was Christianity and .-fried' Traditional Beliefs.
A cross-section of the general public including students and
lecturers of the University of 7-hn..a and the College attended.
He treated the toxic iiv U scries

(1) General Introduction : 9th November, 1987
(2) The Black 'Stool and Ancestral "'orship : 16th November, >

1987

(3) Libation and Oath : 30th November, 1987
(h) Fetishism and African Christian attitude to same :

7th December, 1987.
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/ill the four series were under the Chairmanship of Right
Rev. Professor N.K. Dzobo, Moderator of the Evangelical
Presbyterian Church.

The College hopes to organise more of such open lectures
in the future.

XI. PROJECTS:

(1) The Fishery Division of the Institute of Acquatic Biology
continues to assist the College in its efforts to improve
upon the half-acre fish pond.

(2) The Piggery and the Vegetable farm are doing very well.
There is as at now a total stock of 68 pigs on the farm.
Plans are being made to expand the project with extra

.from
building. The College community benefitted/the harvest
of both projects.

(3) With an initial grant of 01.5 million the European Econo¬
mic Commission has fulfiil-d its promise to provide funds
for a micro project of animal husbandry - sheep and goats.
Construction of structures has begem.

(h) Efforts are being made to improve the security of the

College by the construction of a 600 feet fence for which
the Methodist Church, Ghana had provided an advance

payment of ml,000.00 (US Dollars).

(5) On the initiative of the students with UNICEF providing
technical advice, the World Vision International will be

providing funds for the construction of a K.V.I.P.

XH. GIFTS

(1) 1U5 copies of the Lion Handbook to the Bible have been
received from the Lion Publishing Company, England.

(2) Books have been sent by the following:-
Mrs. A. Greenwood, Washington D.C.; The Anglican
Community of the College; The International Theological
Library Project of the Union Theological Seminary, USA;
Overseas Division of the Methodist Missionary Society.
Rev. Dr. J.II. Cambell through the Presbyterian Church
of Ghana in memory of the late Rev. Dr. J.J. Nantomah;
for members'of-the -teaching staff from Mr. John Hayden
of the Evangelical Literature Trust, Suffolk, England;
the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, London;
Stationery from Rev. Prank Sorrcll of.Cambridge, U.K.
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(3) Apart from Books, cash gifts were received from the

following individuals and or ganisations

:)500.00 (US dollars) from the Students Government
Association of Px-inccton Theological Seminary, New

Jersey to enable books to be ordered for the College
Library.

060,000.00 from the ..ccra Ridge Church for the
repairs of staff bungalows.

',;>20.00 (US dollars) from Margaret park Presbyterian
Church, 732 Russell Ave. Akron, U.S.A.

030,000.00 for the College's Relief Fund from Akotex
Foundation of Accra.

We arc grateful for these gifts.

XIII. VISITORS

There were many visitors to the College during the year.

Some on exchange programme, others to discuss matters

relating to ministerial formation, Among these were

(i) Venerable Brian Smith, a representative of the Church
of England who was attending Partnors-in-Mission
Consultative Conference in ..ccra visited the College on

2Rth August, 1967.
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Rev. Nicholas Beddow, Vicar of Gscomb and General
Editor for Theological Education Fund, Study Guide
Series for SPCK, (19th February),
A team of eight (8) students and two lecturers from
Union Theological Seminary, Viiri.iia, U.S.A. who .

were guests of the Presbyterian Church of Ghana and
the Evangelical Presbyterian Church spent a few days
in January, 1988 with the College community.

Mr. David hesenbring of Trinity Grants Programme,
New York, U.S.A. (on 15th and 16th February, 1988).
This visit afforded the opportunity for further
discussions between Nr. Mesenbring and the Principal,
which started in Sierra Leone in November, 1987> at
an Ecumenical Development Co-operative Society Consul¬
tation on the possibility of the Trinity Grants
Programme funding a Seminar on T.icological Education
by Extension in Ghana. A proposal presented has
received favourable consideration and Trinity Grants

Programme has provided funds for the proposed preli¬
minary seminar on Theological Education by Extension
scheduled from 26th to 28th July at Trinity College.

IV* CONFERENCES'. SEMINARS AND RETREATS

Various organisations and individuals continue to use

the facilities of the College for conferences etc.

(1) Presby Youth Council of the Presbyterinn Church of Ghana.

(2) Bible and Prayer Study Group of the Presbyterian Church
of Ghana.

(3) Ridge Church Youth Fellowship
(A) Ghana Education Service
(5) Good News Training Institute
(6) Ghana Institute of Linguistics and Bible Translation.
(7) Committee on Christian Nnrnaoc and Family Life,

Christian Council of Ghana.

(8) United Bible Societies - Translators

(9) Statistical Service of Ghana

(10) Worship Seminars International
(11) The 'Vest Volt a Presbytery of ii j Evangelical Presbyterian

Church

(12) Ga Presbytery Conference, Presbyterian Church of Ghana.

(viii)

(ix)

(x)
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XV. INSPECTION OF COriPIfS

During the year under review an:! in accordance with the

provisions' of the College statutes, the Board of Governors

appointed representatives of the sponsoring churches to
. inspect and report on all aspects of the College life. The

inspection was done' unrVr tin- Ch'.irmanship of the Very Rev.
C.K. Dovlo of the'Evangelic'■ 7. Presbyterian Church. Its

report is being awaited.

XVI • THE END0',WENT FUND

The primary ream ,n f ,r t.iC -otablishinent and launching of
the above in 1987 is to bring on. the urgent notice of
churches, individuals, organisations and corporations both
at home and abroad, the serious financial problems facing
Trinity College.

The Financial Statoia^nt r.c at 1st March,. 1988 especially
investments made in Treasury Bills and Fixed Deposits respec¬

tively with Ghana Commercial and •!■(•,ondard Chartered Banks are ;

Investments

1. Fixed Deposit 0100,000.00 Due 31/8/88
2. Fixed Deposit 1,200,000.00 Due 10/1/9Q
3. Fixed Deposit 300,000,00 Duo 31/1/90
k. Fixed Deposit 200,000.00 Due 3/5/90

Total 01,800,000.00

Cash Balances :

Standard Chartered
Bank - 066,860.98

Ghana Commercial
Bank - 5U,3U6.i|.0

0121 ,207.38

VVc still have a long way to go to reach the target of cne

hundred million cedis.

We have proposals for effective publicity of the Fund such as

(i) the possibility of organising musical concerts, singing
competitions, and sponsored plays and concerts.

(ii) To print more car stickers and soil them through the

sponsoring churches bookshops, and departmental stores.
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(iii) Launching the sec ond ply so of the Fund at the
district levels after the inauguration of the Trinity-

College Alumni Association in June 1988.

(iv) Distribution of certificatea to qualified 'Friends,
Patrons and Founding members' to donors at the various

Synods and Conferences of the Sponsoring Churches.

We appeal to you to use your position in your church to let

your congregations, individuals, friends and organisations
and overseas partners lmov the needs so that they can give
generously towards ministerial formation at Trinity College.

1 • CONCLUSION

Ministerial formation at Trinity College is indeed a

many-sided calling which requires diverse gifts of the
spirit, but mediocrity is n-t among them. It is indeed a

sin to offer the Lord less tnan the best of which one is

capable.
We therefore need the financial and moral support of the

Churches to expand the existing facilities and structures:
i.e. the building of now staff bungalows and students' -

male and female-blocks. Given the nation-wide state of the

economy, enhancing theological education is far from easy,

but I believe it must be undertaken.

The most significant thing in the long run is a thorough
reconsideration of our task as theological educators, so that
with all integrity and sincerity, wo do our best and elicit
the best for Trinity College for the ministry of the
Churches.

RejV. wk. o. .Ho.ttrrr.Ej ruN TWI
(PRINCIPAL)

JUNE 1988


